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ABSTRACT 

A large class of digital imaging systems can be modeled mathematically by linear, continuous-

to-discrete operators. In this dissertation, we present the theory of Fourier crosstalk as a means of 

analyzing such systems and demonstrate its use through several imaging applications. Crosstalk 

employs a Fourier-series representation for compactly supported objects and defines the aliasing 

associated with a sampling geometry in terms of the action of the system operator on the Fourier 

basis. This information is quantified within the infinite-dimensional Fourier crosstalk matrix, 

elements of which record how pairs of basis functions alias in data space. 

Several parallels exist between crosstalk and other system evaluation tools: the analysis of 

a system in terms of a specially defined basis is similar to Singular-value Decomposition; for 

linear operators with shift-invariant kernels, any finite-dimensional crosstalk submatrix becomes 

diagonal in the limit of infinite sampling, and the diagonal elements are proportional to the squared 

moduli of the Fourier coefficients of the modulation transfer function; for the task of estimating 

Fourier coefficients from noisy data, the crosstalk matrix is proportional to the Fisher information 

matrix for certain Gaussian and Poisson noise models. This last relation is an example of how 

crosstalk applies to objective task-based assessment of image quality. 

In an investigation of ID sampling, we examine the aliasing characteristics of homogeneous 

and stochastic sampling. The merits for these sampling schemes depend on the task required 

of the data. Estimation problems benefit from the relatively low-magnitude aliasing created by 

homogeneous sampling. A detection problem involving a low-pass signal in high-frequency 

background and noise suggests that stochastic sampling can sometimes perform better. This result 

emphasizes the shortcomings of image quality measures that are not task-related. 

In an application of crosstalk to the x-ray projective transform, we demonstrate that there is a 
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consistency between efficient sampling geometries as defined by crosstalk theory and a recognized 

Nyquist sampling definition. Applied to the cone-beam transform, crosstalk indicates that 

symmetries in the placement of orbit points are detrimental since they preclude adequate sampling 

of all elements in a bandlimited set of Fourier basis functions. An extension of the sampling 

problem that considers features of a pinhole aperture cone-beam system includes studies of the 

effects of pinhole size and detector spacing. These show that pinhole radius has a greater impact 

on resolution of the Fourier basis than does detector spacing. In an accompanying evaluation of 

numerical methods for calculating crosstalk, Monte Carlo techniques are shown to be an essential 

tool for developing other, more efficient, methods. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Wilhelm Roentgen's discovery of the x-ray in 1895 marks the advent of medical imaging. 

By the start of the twentieth century, planar x-ray imaging, otherwise knovm as radiography, 

had became a routine diagnostic procedure, and it remains today the most widely-used form of 

non-invasive imaging (Aarsvold, 1993). From the outset, however, the inherent difficulties with 

foreshortening and superposition resulting from the compression of a volume into a planar image 

inspired a search for ways to access information about depth. One solution that quickly developed 

was stereoradiography, with which some three-dimensional (3D) information is procured through 

multiple radiographs recorded at offset angles. 

This drive to improve the technology was strengthened in part by Georg Perthes's observation in 

1903 that x-rays could inhibit cancerous growths. Thus was bom the practice of radiation therapy, 

and x-rays served double duty as means of therapy planning and treatment. Circumstances in the 

hospitals during the first world war were also a factor, with the surgeon's need to reliably locate the 

position of bullets and shrapnel and determine the geometry of fractured bones within the body 

(Ritman, 1996). Tomography - the practice of non-invasive body section imaging - was invented 

in response to these needs. 

I.O. I Analog tomography: the precursor of CT 

Roentgen was awarded the inaugural Nobel prize in physics in 1901 for his discovery. Nearly 

eight decades later, Allan Cormack and Godfrey Hounsfield shared the Nobel prize in medicine for 

independently demonstrating the feasibility of computed tomography (CT). In the interim, there 
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were many people who worked at perfecting some form of tomography. The first documented 

efforts at tomography occurred in the early 1920's. Based on elementary geometric principles, 

the pioneering experiments consisted of longitudinal tomography, whereby the resolved plane lies 

perpendicular to the path of the x-rays. The techniques entailed combining motions of the patient, 

x-ray source, and film in order that one slice of the body remain unblurred on a photographic film. 

The shortcoming with this procedure naturally stemmed from the camouflaging lent by the slices 

that were blurred by the motion. The film images also suffered from variable magnification and 

intensity (Ritman, 1996). 

An attribution of precedence for the invention of tomography is difficult since its possibility 

had been suggested at least as early as 1915. (>\febb, 1990, presents a good deal of historical 

detail.) Two noteworthy principals in the early undertakings were Andre Socage and Bernard 

Ziedses des Plantes: Bocage is credited with the first exposition of body-section imaging, through 

a patent issued in 1921, although a machine based on his patent was not built; Ziedses des Plantes 

is generally noted to have been the first to construct and use a working apparatus, sometime around 

1931. The first commercial machine was produced in 1936 based on his designs. 

Among the myriad names that described the essentially similar techniques of Bocage, Ziedses 

des Plantes, and a host of others were stratigraphy, planigraphy, laminography, and vertigraphy. Not 

until the mid-1930's, when the first surveys of the field were conducted, was the universal term 

tomography chosen to describe the basic technique of isolating planes of the body. More recently, 

to distinguish these methods from CT, the terms analog tomography and classical tomography 

have been applied. 

Events suggest that these developers of analog tomography were not truly the forefathers 

of CT. For the most part, recognition of their contributions was not made until after CT was 
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developed. In a sense this was symbolic of the way analog tomography started out. For a variety 

of reasons, the same research ground was often retread by different people. The communication 

between researchers was minimal, with little exchange of ideas (Brooks and De Chiro, 1976). 

Often, a researcher was also a radiographer, working alone and with a specific, specialized goal. 

Rivalries, with the attendant jealousies, grew not only between competing researchers, but also 

with practitioners of existing methodologies. 

Yet some of this early work, especially in the period of the I930's and 1940's, did foreshadow 

future discoveries. In 1936, William W&tson patented a method of transaxial tomography, in which 

the acquired slice is parallel to the x-ray travel and the image is acquired by performing a 360° 

scan around the patient. Tomographic reconstruction from x-ray transmission through a single 

transaxial slice was described by Gabriel Frank in 1940, and independently, by Shinji Takahashi in 

Japan beginning in 1945. All 3 procedures employed primitive forms of back-projection, whereby 

an image was built up by assigning the value of a transmission datum to all points along the 

transmission line. But a vital step in the reconstruction process was missing. The images lacked 

a crucial filtering component that had been determined in 1917 by Johann Radon and was well 

knovm in the mathematics literature. The Radon transform and its inverse were to be rediscovered 

several times in the coming years, and according to Deans (1983), CT applications had become 

well developed in the 1970's before the connection to Radon was realized. 

1.0.2 The development of CT 

Cormack and Hounsfield ushered CT into the mainstream of medical imaging. Beginning in 

1957 with an interest in improving the planning of radiation treatments (Cormack, 1981), Cormack 

had demonstrated that the attenuation coefficient within a transaxial slice could be determined from 
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the x-ray transmission data through the slice. His mathematical model and results were presented 

in a pair of scarcely noted papers (Cormack, 1963, 1964). Hounsfield's construction of the first 

commercial scanner in 1972 drew much more attention. The reconstruction method he used was 

more robust than that which Cormack had employed. The impetus had been hospital radiologists 

who wanted sharper, more contrasty images, and his results took many people by surprise. Up to 

that time, the prevailing attitude had been that CT might be possible, but whether it would work 

well was doubted. 

This procedure is referred to as transmission computed tomography (TCT) to distinguish it 

from another form of CT that we introduce in the next section. While it seems clear that CT did 

not develop directly from analog tomography, its arrival is generally attributed to the computation 

power afforded by computers. This raises the question of whether CT might have had an earlier 

beginning were the means of data processing available. Ritman (1996) cites the existence of 

recently discovered unpublished work by Wokla that contains Radon's formulas and which dates 

to the early 1950's. Bracewell (1956), working in the field of radio astronomy, rediscovered the 

relation between Radon and Fourier transforms known as the central slice theorem [see section 

(2.3.1)]. And in a trio of papers in the late 1950's, Tetel'baum et al. formulated the tomography 

problem for use in medicine and found the inverse Radon transform solution (Tetel'baum, 1956, 

1957; Korenblyum et ai, 1958). This contribution was not recognized in the imaging community 

at large until the early 1980's. 

1.0.3 Emission computed tomography 

Emission computed tomography (ECT) is an imaging modality used for assessing organ 

function. The process for ECT involves pairing an organic compound, called a pharmaceutical. 
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with a radionuclide. The resulting radiopharmaceutical is administered to the patient, and the 

acquired data, in the form of photon counts outside the body, contains information about the 

radiopharmaceutical concentration levels within a region of interest. The choice of pharmaceutical 

and radionuclide is made based on their tendencies to be absorbed by different parts of the body. 

Rogulski (1993) cites an early use of emission imaging, using radioactive lead, dating to 1912. 

Kuhl and Edwards (1963) performed the first transaxial tomography with radiopharmaceuticals. 

Some of their images were of clinical use, but for the most part, the promise of functional imaging 

remained unftilfilled until the discovery of TCT led to improved reconstruction techniques. 

There are two forms of ECT, positron emission tomography (PET) and single-photon emission 

computed tomography (SPECT). In PET, the radionuclides consist of positron emitters. A positron 

will quickly interact with an electron to produce a pair of photons which, when unscattered, exit 

the body in nearly opposite directions. Detection of the photons reveals the line of travel, and 

the location of the positron-electron interaction is determined with the use of coincidence timing 

circuits. In SPECT, radionuclides decay through the emission of single photons. In order to 

obtain information about a photon's line of travel, a SPECT imaging system requires a collimated 

collection system. 

In some applications, PET and SPECT provide similar diagnostic information, but more 

generally their uses tend to be different, and primarily controlled by the radionuclides that are 

available to tag specific pharmaceuticals (Jaszczak, 1988). PET has the advantage in that there is a 

varied assortment of positron emitters that can be used to tag nearly any pharmaceutical (W. Smith. 

1985). However, the half-lives of the PET radionuclides are measured in seconds and minutes, 

whereas those for SPECT are measured in minutes and hours. This points out the primary reason 

why SPECT is the more-widely used of the two methodologies, for PET requires convenient access 
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to a cyclotron, which leads to large expenses for equipment and support. 

1.0.4 Cone-beam tomography 

The need for collimation in SPECT creates problems because of the low photon counts that 

generally result. By increasing the bore width of the collimators, more photons are collected, but 

at a price of reduced detector resolution. A trade-off between resolution and sensitivity is thus 

presented to the system designer. One means of partially correcting for the sensitivity decrement 

that collimation causes is found in a change of the collimator design. In place of bores that are 

lined up parallel to each other (parallel-hole collimation), an alternative is to orient the bores so that 

they all point to some focal point on the far side of the body. Thus more of a camera is exposed to 

the emitted photons, leading to increased counts and improved sensitivity. A secondary advantage 

for cone-beam collimation over parallel-beam is the image magnification that results. 

Jaszczak et al. (1986) were the first to utilize the cone-beam geometry in ECT. Cone-beam 

collimation is simply a generalization of a 2D converging collimation (fan-beam) suggested by 

Hounsfield to speed up scanning times for TCT (Ritman, 1996). 

The theory for image reconstruction from cone-beam data is in its infancy. Mathematical 

inversion formulas for an idealized cone-beam model have recently been proposed by a number of 

researchers [see section (2.3.2)], accompanied by related data-sufficiency conditions. Not much 

consideration has yet been given to discrete sampling geometries: these sufficiency conditions 

have been instrumental in identifying sampling deficiencies in early cone-beam reconstruction 

algorithms, but are inadequate as guides for detailed cone-beam system design. In this dissertation, 

we investigate sampling aspects of cone-beam tomography using a tool called Fourier crosstalk, a 

sampling evaluator based on a Fourier-series representation of physical objects. 
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1.0.5 A dissertation outline 

The primary aim of this dissertation is to demonstrate the usefulness of Fourier crosstalk in 

analyzing digital system design. The motivation for studying crosstalk came from development 

of the FASTSPECT cone-beam SPECT imager at the University of Arizona Radiology Research 

lab (Rowe, 1991), a versatile device conceived as a brain imager but the underlying design of 

which has also been proposed for heart study. Its outstanding features include a hemispherical 

shell surrounding the head of the patient. Pinhole apertures set in the shell project to rings of 

stationary detectors that record photon counts simultaneously. This efficient collection method 

makes FASTSPECT suitable for dynamic imaging studies. 

We begin in Chapter 2 with the requisite mathematical background. This includes the definitions 

and some properties of the x-ray, Radon, and cone-beam transforms of medical imaging. Also 

relevant is basic material on sampling theory and objective assessment of image quality. In Chapter 

3, the theory of Fourier crosstalk is presented, along with its many interpretations. Much of this 

has been presented previously in Barrett and GifFord (1994) and Barrett et al. (1995). 

Crosstalk applications are contained in Chapters 4 through 6. Chapter 4 contains an analysis 

of sampling for a ID imaging system. In a sense, this simple problem represents the keystone 

for the dissertation. In addition to demonstrating the central role that crosstalk plays in defining 

aliasing, the chapter provides examples of the use of objective, task-based figures of merit that 

give new insight into the relation between aliasing and system design. In Chapter 5, we treat the 

x-ray and cone-beam transforms with crosstalk analysis in order to investigate solely the aliasing 

characteristics of projective geometries, while in Chapter 6, our analysis of cone-beam widens to 

encompass systems featuring real-world characteristics like finite apertures and detectors. This 

chapter serves partly to investigate the relative design importance of these characteristics, but also 



to test procedures for calculating crosstalk for task-based figures of merit. Wfe conclude in Chapter 

7 with a summary of the dissertation results and contributions, and add considerations for future 

research directions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE MATHEMAnCS OF SAMPLING AND IMAGE QUALITY 

Medical imaging utilizes a diverse array of measured quantities as data, such as luminescence, 

electromagnetic fields, skin temperature, vapor emissions, impedance, ultrasonic waves, and 

photon emissions. Common to these measurements, however, is the continuous-to-discrete 

nature of the process. The input to an imaging system is a function representing some physical 

quantity (the object), while the system output is constrained to be a finite number of data points. 

Consequently, the recovered image can only approximate the true object. 

The closeness of this approximation may be judged in several ways. For simulations and 

controlled experiments where the object is known, mathematical error metrics and even subjective 

comparisons have found many adherents. But the question of whether improvements in these 

measures translate into better medical diagnoses often goes unanswered. A more accurate way of 

validating image quality is to link it with the successful completion of tasks for which the image is 

intended. 

In this dissertation, we seek to develop tools that will allow us to examine system design from 

this perspective. For background, this chapter offers a mathematical foundation of sampling-related 

topics. begin with theory of photon interaction in an attenuating medium, followed by a 

discussion of the integral transforms of tomography. Attention is given to the continuous-to-

continuous inverse transforms, in which both object and data are assumed to be functions. Of 

particular interest are sufficiency conditions on the acquisition of the data function that assure that 

the object can be recovered. Besides providing a reference for basic properties of the transforms, 

this material provides context for later chapters that focus on the continuous-to-discrete forms of 



these transforms. 

The balance of the chapter covers necessary topics for analyzing continuous-to-discrete 

operators. Elementary sampling concepts like aliasing and Nyquist conditions are essential, as 

are mathematical constructs like Hilbert space bases and pseudoinverses. Finally, a discussion of 

objective image quality assessment rounds out the chapter. 

2.1 Photon-Material Interaction and Tomographic Data 

In emission tomography, a radioactive tracer is administered to a patient, and knowledge of 

the body's uptake is sought in the form of a map of the (time-averaged) activity distribution. In 

transmission tomography, the patient is irradiated by an external, movable x-ray source, and the 

search is for a mapping of structural density. In both modalities, measurements consist of counts 

of photons emanating from the body, recorded by a suitable detector at a number of locations 

about the body. Map resolution depends on pinpointing the path through the body traveled by the 

photons. With transmission tomography, the path is derived from the positions of the source and 

detector; for emission tomography, collimation of the photons prior to detection imbues the data 

with the essential directional aspect. 

To see how the measurements and maps are related, consider a thin beam of x-rays with a 

fluence rate /, in units of photons per unit beam cross-sectional area per unit time, normally 

incident on a slab of material of thickness dl. The fluence rate is an average quantity because of the 

stochastic nature of the x-ray emissions. The material has an opacity to the photons summarized by 

its attenuation coefficient fj., which is separable into components for scatter and absorption (Barrett 

and Swindell, 1981). In terms of n, the change in the beam fluence rate due to the interaction with 
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the slab is 

dI=-(MlocU. (2.1) 

For a path length L, integration of (2.1) yields the post-interaction fluence rate. In a 

homogeneous medium, n'lsa constant and we have Beer's Law, 

/ = (2.2) 

where I Q  is the initial fluence rate. For nonhomogeneous materials, /x is a function of position 

along the path, and 

I  =  L O E - .  (2.3) 

With a little algebra applied to (2.3), we obtain 

ln^ = - (2.4) 
J o  J o  

a linear relation in ^ that models noise-free data for transmission tomography. The left-hand 

quantity is calculated from a measurement of I along with knowledge of IQ for an external x-ray 

source. Measuring the fluence rate at numerous angles about the body sets up the inverse problem 

of finding // (Z). 

In place of the constant external source, we can consider a continuous distribution / of sources 

spread along the line of interaction, / being an average emission density having units of photons 

per unit volume per unit time. The post-interaction fluence rate is derived from a superposition of 

these sources. At a distance I along the line, Z € [0, L], an infmitesimal source volume contributes 

I o i l )  =  f { l ) d l  (2.5) 
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photons per unit area per unit time to the beam. Due to attenuation, the fluence rate outside the 

body from this volume element is 

d l  ( l )  =  f  ( I )  e -  (2.6) 

as determined by (2.3). The total exit fluence rate, integrated over all the elements, is 

I  =  [ ^  f  (Z) e- (2.7) 
J o  

This is the model for noise-free attenuated data in emission tomography. Function / is the activity 

map of interest, but // is also unknovm and must be established if / is to be reliably determined. 

One practical approach to this problem is to perform a dual scan - a combination of transmission 

and emission modalities - for an estimate of the attenuation density (King et ai, 1995). 

Two other models arise from simple approximations about the nature of the density. A 

homogeneity assumption of constant with which (2.7) becomes 

r L  
1= /(Z)e-(^-'WZ, (2.8) 

Jo 

can be valid for regions of the body such as the kidneys and heart (Soares, 1994). And when 

attenuation is ignored altogether, 

/= r (2.9) 
J o  

This has the same form as the transmission integral (2.4). 

2.1.1 Functions of compact support and bandlimitedfunctions 

Throughout this dissertation, we let / signify a physical characteristic of interest that is a 

function of the nD variable r. In the above development, / was related to the distribution of a 
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radioactive tracer within the body, but whatever the characteristic, we shall sometimes refer to / as 

the object. A function of an nD variable is also called an nD function. To coincide with medical 

applications, we assume that the spatial extent of / is finite, so that / (r) = 0 outside of a ball of 

radius R. This condition defines a function of compact support. 

^ define the nD Fourier transform of / as 

F { i ) =  f  /(r)e-2'^'^r, (2.10) 
VR" 

and the nD inverse Fourier transform as 

f i r ) =  f  (2.11) 

An nD function is called bandlimited with bandwidth when its Fourier transform has support 

limited to an nD ball of radius By the Faley-Wiener theorem (Rudin, 1991), such a function 

cannot itself be compactly supported. However, we fi^quently sidestep this limitation by assuming 

that / is essentially bandlimited (Briggs and Henson, 1995), and set on the basis that |F (^) | « 0 

for ll^ll 

Suppose that A is an operator on / that returns the nD fiinction A {/} . An inverted caret will 

denote the nD Fourier transform of A {/}: 

A {/} ($') = / [A {/}] (r') (2.12) 
JR" 

22 The Transforms of Medical Imaging 

In this section, we discuss a trio of integral operators that model data collection for medical 

imaging. Consider a 3D fiinction /. The 3D Radon transform relates / to the set of its planar 

integrals, while the cone-beam and 3D x-ray transforms relate / to the set of its line integrals. Each 



of these transforms can be written using a Dirac 5-function as an integral kernel. A 5-function that 

can be used to perform an nD integration is referred to as an nD 6-fiinction. 

For example, any integration line through / can be parameterized by a point p and a unit vector 

n, allowing us to specify the directions along which our tomographic data are acquired. With a 3D 

Dirac (5-function, Eqn. (2.9) has the form 

where the argument of the 5-function ensures that only points on a specified line contribute to 

I. [To make strict sense of (2.13), / must be continuous along the line of integration (Stakgold. 

1979).] The sifting property of the 6-function takes care of the integration over r, leaving us with 

This integral describes both the cone-beam and 3D x-ray transforms. As we show next, the 

difference between them lies in the parameterization of n and p. For much more detail on the 

properties of the transforms, the reader should consult Helgason (1980), Deans (1983), Barrett 

(1984), and Natterer (1986). 

2.2.1 The x-ray transforms 

The nD x-ray transform divides the line integrals of an nD function into sets of parallel lines. 

We detail both the 2D and 3D x-ray versions. The former is of more practical application, since a 

3D function can be considered as a stack of 2D functions for parallel-beam tomography. The 2D 

version also offers a clearer exposition for some theoretical derivations to come. 

In 2D, points r on a line can be specified by a unit vector u and a scalar q according to the 

(2.13) 

/ (p-t-in) dt. (2.14) 
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formula 

r • u = g. (2.15) 

\fector u is perpendicular to the line. For r = ( x ,  y )  and u = (cos 6 ,  sin 6 ) , angle 9  measured from 

the x-axis, the equation of the line is 

The 2D x-ray transform uses 9 and q to parameterize the line integrals of a 2D function / as 

The argument of the 2D Dirac (5-function asserts that only points satisfying (2.16) contribute to an 

integral. The set of integrals for fixed 9 represents a 2D x-ray projection, for which we use the ID 

parametric notation Xg {/} {q). Since 9 and 0 -t- tt define the same line, a complete set of integrals 

for / is obtained when u traces a semicircle. 

A coordinate transformation provides a neater formulation [Figure (2.1)]. The rotation to a.xes 

d e f i n e d  b y  u  a n d  v  =  ( —  s i n  0 ,  c o s  9 ) ,  

X cos9  - ' r y s m 9  ~  q .  (2.16) 

X { / } ( 0 , g ) = /  /  f  { x , y ) 6 { x c c & 9 - \ - y s m 9 - q ) d x d y .  (2.17) 
J —OO J —OO 

(2.18) 

lets us write a projection as 

(2.19) 

where 

f g  { u , v )  —  /  { x . y )  |x=ucQ6d—vsind • (2.20) 
y=u sin fl+u cos 0 



Fig. 2.1 Parameters for the 2D x-ray transform. 

The ID <5-function takes care of the integral over u, leaving us with 

X «  { / } ( ? ) =  r  f g i q ,  v ) d v ,  (2.21) 
J — OO 

which can be written in terms of / as 

{ / }  ( l ) =  [  /  ( ? "  +  d v .  (2.22) 
J —CO 

The 3D x-ray transform is denoted somewhat differently, partially parameterized by the line 

integral direction S. Let denote the 3D unit sphere, and for any n € 5^, let n* represent its 

orthogonal complement in The 3D x-ray transform of a 3D function /, 

X{/}(n,p)= [  f { p + t n ) d t ,  (2.23) 
JR 
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is a function defined on the space 

X={(n,p) :n6 52,p€n^}. (2.24) 

For fixed n, Eqn. (2.23) defines a 3D x-ray projection, a function of the 2D variable p that we 

denote as Xa {/} (p). Note that since n and —n define the same line, 

Xn{/} (p)=X_f i { / } (p) ,  (2.25) 

and a complete set of integrals for / requires that n span the unit hemisphere ^. 

Rotated coordinates serve the same purpose as with the 2D x-ray transform. Let r = p-t-fn in 

the original system, and consider the rotation matrix Pg such that 

? = Far, (2.26) 

with r = (p,t) the new coordinate vector. Then 

f { p + t n )  =  h { p , t )  (2.27) 

and a projection may be written as 

Xn{/}(P)= f  f n i P , t ) d t .  (2.28) 
JR 

Figure (2.2) sketches individual rays of one such projection. 

2.2.2 The cone-beam transform 

Let a scalar A, ranging over some interval of R, parameterize a smooth curve F (A) in and 

constrain p to lie on this curve. The cone-beam transform of a 3D function /, 

C {/} (A, c) = /°° / i p + t c )  d t ,  (2.29) 
JQ 
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Fig. 2.2 A 3D x-ray projection. The unit vector n that defines the direction of the integration lines 
also defines one axis for the rotated coordinates r. A line integral is parameterized by the vector p. 
which lies perpendicular to n. 



Fig. 2.3 A cone-beam projection. The orbit point p lies on the orbit F (A). Line integrals through 
p are parameterized by the unit vector c. 

consists of the half-line integrals defined by the unit vector c 6 5^. For practical applications, F. 

referred to as the projection orbit, lies outside of the support of /. The individual point p is called 

a vertex or orbit point, and a single 2D cone-beam projection {/} (c) consists of all the line 

integrals (2.29) through agiven orbit point [Figure (2.3)]. 

2.2.3 The 3D Radon transform 

The 3D E?adon transfomi applied to a 3D function /, 

The value of R {/} evaluated at the point (H, t) represents the integral of / over the plane defined 

/ (p+£n) dp, (2.30) 

is a function defined on the space 

= {(n, i) : n e 5^, £ € R} . (2.31) 



by the equation 

T •n = t. (2.32) 

Eqn. (2.30) for a fixed n represents a ID Radon projection, which we denote as Ra {/} (^) • 

The values of Rg {/} consist of the integrals of / over the set of parallel planes defined by n. A 

coordinate rotation having the form (2.26) allows us to write a projection as 

where /r is the functional form of / in the new coordinates. 

22 Sufficient Data Conditions for the Continuous Transforms 

The continuous-to-continuous forms of the tomographic transforms map functions to fiinctions. 

abbreviate this nomenclature by referring to them as the continuous transforms. Sufficient data 

for the continuous transforms allows for the exact recovery of / under the assumption of noiseless 

measurement. The definition of sufficient data is made concurrently with the solving of the inverse 

problem of determining / from the data function. 

2.3.1 The x-ray transforms 

The x-ray and Radon transforms of / contain information about the function that is revealed 

through central-slice theorems. For the 2D x-ray transform of a 2D function /, a central-slice 

theorem states that the ID Fourier transform of the projection Xg {/} reproduces the 2D Fourier 

transform of / on the line through the origin defined by u. With {/} (a;) the Fourier transform 

of the projection and F (^) the Fourier transform of / (r), the central-slice theorem is 

/n (P,i) (2.33) 

V 

Xfl {/} (w) = F (wu). (2.34) 
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V 
Proving this theorem is simply a matter of computing {/}• By (2.10) and (2.22), 

r fiqu + vv)e-^'''^''dvdq. (2.35) 
J —oo J —oo 

But u and v define an orthogonal coordinate system. Letting r = ( q ,  v )  and ^ = (w, u ) , we may 

write (2.35) as 

^{f}H= f /(r)e-2"('^")'^dr. (2.36) 

Making use of (2.10) once again, we have (2.34). Since each projection yields one line of F, 

sufficient data for the 2D x-ray transform are obtained from a semicircle of projections. 

The same sufficiency condition holds for the 3D x-ray transform (2.23) of a 3D function. The 

projection Xa {/} (p) is a 2D function, and a central-slice theorem states that its Fourier transform 

V 
Xn {/} (^) reproduces the Fourier transform F  ( p )  of / on the plane through the origin and 

perpendicular to n: 

Xa{/}(^) = F(p)^.a^o- (2.37) 

This is consistent with (2.34) from the viewpoint of / as a stack of 2D functions. 

A third central-slice theorem applies to the 3D Radon transform; it states that the ID Fourier 

transform of each Radon projection Rg {/} returns the line through F (p) defined by n. That is, 

Rn{/}('^)=F(a;n). (2.38) 

Allowing n to trace a semicircle is enough to reconstruct F on a plane. Accumulating sufficient 

data for / requires that n scan a hemisphere 

Discrete-data methods that use central-slice theorems for reconstructing / are branded as 

direct Fourier methods. One failing, the need to interpolate the Fourier data from a polar grid 



to a rectangular grid in order to enact a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), has long been recognized 

as a major cause of artifacts. Efforts at overcoming this problem have included research into 

nonuniform sampling and interpolation methods (Stark et al., 1981; Natterer, 1986), as well as 

FFTs on nonuniform grids (Briggs and Henson, 1995). 

The mainstream algorithm for reconstruction from x-ray data in polar coordinates remains 

Filtered Backprojection (FBF) (Deans, 1983). In practice, FBP is applied to reconstruct a 3D 

function slice-by-slice, and we derive the algorithm for a 2D function /. Write the inverse Fourier 

These integration limits differ fi*om the usual choice with ^ [0, oo), and they lend a filtering 

interpretation to the Fourier transform. For constant F represents a line of the Fourier 

transform. By (2.34), 

transform (2.11) in polar coordinates as 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

which is often written in the form 

/(r)  =  ̂  [/I (2.41) 

The subscripted equation indicates that the value of the bracketed expression. 

(2.42) 

is to be assigned, or backprojected, to the line 

$r = t. (2.43) 
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The steps for FBP are thus to: 

1) ID Fourier transform the projections; 
2) filter with ; 
3) inverse ID Fourier transform; 
4) backproject. 

Speed is an advantage of FBR since a reconstruction proceeds sequentially as projections are 

being acquired. As the reconstruction will be a discretization of the function, interpolation onto 

a Cartesian grid is still involved. On the downside, FBP poorly models aspects of the actual 

tomographic problem like noise, photon attenuation, and finite beam widths (Wilson, 1994). 

For practical purposes, the filtering step, which goes by the descriptive name of ramp filtering, 

must institute an apodized filter that rolls-oflf with increasing in order to control noise in 

the high-frequency content. Iterative algorithms, including Maximum Likelihood - Estimation 

Maximization (ML-EM) (Shepp and V&rdi, 1982) and the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique 

(Herman, 1980), offer alternatives for addressing these issues. 

2.3.2 The cone-beam transform 

Of the exact cone-beam transform inversion formulas of Tuy (1983), B. Smith (1985), and 

Grangeat (1991), Grangeat's has proven the best-suited to numerical implementation. The 

foundation for his formula is a relation between the cone-beam transform (2.29) and the 3D Radon 

transform (2.30) of a 3D function /. Grangeat proved the following equation (Defnse and Clack, 

1994): 

- f  [C{/}](A,c)6 ' (c-n)r fc  =  
J s ^  

| lRmi(a,!)  (2.44) 
t=r (A)-n 

Through reference to the Radon transform, (2.44) defines the sufficient data for the cone-beam 

transform. Recall from section (2.3.1) that n must span a unit hemisphere in order for / to be 
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recovered from R {/}. The same condition naturally applies to the derivative of R {/} since 

/ | [R{/} |(8,()  d t  =  R { f } { n , t ) - h C ,  (2.45) 

for constant C, and the fact that / is compactly supported means C = 0. Thus if we know ^R {/} 

for the parameter set 

^suflficient ~ i) : n 6 , |t| < , (2.46) 

where R is the support radius, then / is also known. 

Such is the case when the orbit satisfies the subscripted condition 

r  (A) • a  = t  (2.47) 

for (n, t) e fisuSicient- This condition specifies that all planes through the function support contain 

an orbit point F (A). Examples of sufficient orbits are shown in Figure (2.4). 

A proof of (2.44) is helped by a judicious translation of coordinate axes. Use (2.29) to write 

— [ [C{/}] (A,c)(5' ( c - n ) d c  =  -  f  f  f  { p  +  t c )  6 ' { c  •  a )  d t d c ,  (2.48) 
J s ^  J s ^  J o  

and introduce axes with F (A) = p as the origin, and the z-axis parallel to n. With the definition 

r = tc, (2.49) 

we have 

-1IC {/}| (A. c) (c. E) dtr. = (r) «• (^) (2.50) 

Then, since (Stakgold, 1979) 

' (2.51) 
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Fig. 2.4 Sufficient orbits for the continuous cone-beam transform. Each of these - the helix, or
thogonal circles, and circle with tangent line - satisfies the data-sufficiency condition that every 
plane through the object support contain an orbit point. 
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Eqn. (2.50) becomes 

- / [C {/}] (A, c) <5' { c - n ) d t d c  =  -  f  f  (r) 6 '  ( r  •  n) dr. (2.52) 

What remains is to make the definition r = (x, y, z), so that 

r • n = 2. (2.53) 

According to Stakgold, the derivative of a 5-function is interpreted as 

J f  (x) S' {x)dx =  — J  f  (x) 6 (x) dx,  (2.54) 

and (2.52) becomes 

- f  [ C { f } ] { X , c ) S ' { c - n ) d t d c =  f  ^ f { x , y , z ) 6 { z ) d x d y d z .  (2.55) 
Jw 

Performing the integration over 2 and applying (2.33) to the result, we have 

-f [C{/}](A,c)<5'(c.n)dc = 
J s ^  

^ [Ra {/)1 (^) (2.56) 
J 2=0 I S ^  

To undo the coordinate translation we began with, and to complete the proof, make the change of 

variable 

i = 2 + r (A) • n. (2.57) 

The earliest work on sufficiency conditions is attributed to Kirillov (1961), who treated the 

cone-beam problem in an nD complex space. Variations on his conditions were stated by Tuy, 

Smith, and Grangeat as part of their inversions. A summary and unification of their work is 

conducted in Clack and Defrise (1994), and implementations for cone-beam reconstruction can 

be found in (e.g.) Rizo et al. (1992), Smith and Chen (1992), ^ng et al. (1993), Zeng et al. 

(1994), and Kudo and Saito (1994). Tuy's inversion involves derivatives of a continuous orbit. 
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an inappropriate step for a discrete set of orbit points; the implementation by Zeng et al. is 

the only one we know of to date. The formulas of Grangeat and Smith both require binning of 

the cone-beam data, although the former benefits from an computationally eflFicient means of 

proceeding once the binning is complete (Marr et ai, 1981). This seems to be a decisive advantage 

of Grangeat's formula over that of Smith's (Kudo and Saito, 1994). 

The binning also introduces considerable interpolation requirements. Much of this is avoided 

by FBP-like algorithms such as that of Defrise and Clack (1994), with the additional attraction 

that reconstructions can proceed projection by projection. However, this algorithm also references 

a derivative of a continuous orbit. For a single circular orbit, their algorithm is equivalent to the 

approximate FBP method of Feldkamp et al. (1984). This algorithm has proven the most popular, 

offering computational speed at the expense of considerable off-orbit inaccuracy. 

2.4 Hilbert Spaces and Bases 

In this section, we present basics of vector and function analysis to serve us in upcoming 

chapters. We begin by describing the concepts of linear, normed and inner-product spaces applied 

to vectors, and then extend the treatment to functions. Our purpose is to introduce the concept of 

the basis, a means for generating any one of a set of functions using but a proper subset of them. 

The complex-valued A/-tuples define an N f D  linear space, meaning that for u, v 

and arbitrary complex scalars a and 6, the vector 

w = au -1- 6v, (2.58) 

is also in the space. A metric defined on a linear space quantifies the separation between elements. 
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The metric d  (u, v) must satisfy the conditions: 

d (u, v) > 0, with equality if and only if u = v: (2.59) 

rf(u,v) = d(v,u); (2.60) 

< d(u,w)+d(v,w). (2.61) 

A sequence of vectors vi, V2,... is said to converge to a limit Vqo ifrf(voo, Vj) —• 0 as i —^ oo, and 

Voo is called the limit point of the sequence. 

A normed linear space adds the concept of a norm ||v||, which must satisfy: 

||vl| > 0, with equality if and only if v = 0; (2.62) 

||av|| = |a| ||v|| for Q € C; (2.63) 

l|v + u|| < ||v|l + ||u||. (2.64) 

It is easy to see that in defining a norm we have also supplied a metric. Of the many choices for a 

norm for the familiar Euclidean norm. 

V = 
M 
Y. \Vm\\ (2.65) 
m=l 

is most relevant for our purposes. With the Euclidean norm, is a complete normed space, 

meaning that every convergent sequence has a limit point that is contained in the space. 

Finally, an inner product (u, v) on a linear space is a complex-valued function satisfying: 

(u,v) = (v,u)*; (2.66) 

(au,v) = a*(u,v); (2.67) 

(u-l-v,w) = (u,w) + (v,w); (2.68) 

(u, u) > 0, (2.69) 
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the asterisk denoting complex conjugation. The Euclidean norm generates the inner product 

M 
= uV = ^ (2.70) 

T7l=l 

forming an inner product space called the MD Euclidean space EM- A complete normed space 

equipped with an inner product is called a Hilbert space. 

The dimensionality of EM can be interpreted with reference to a basis. A subset f2basis of a 

Hilbert space H is a basis for H if every element of H can be expanded in one and only one way as 

a linear combination of the elements of fibasis- In E\{^ any set of M linearly independent vectors 

constitutes a basis (Stakgold, 1979): given a vector u € EM and a set of linearly independent 

vectors vi,..., v^/, there exists a unique set of scalars qi, .. -, CUM such that 

M 

U=^Q!mVm. (2.71) 
m=l 

The condition 

^mm'i {2.72) 

with Smm' the Kronecker (5-ftinction, defines an orthogonal basis for EM- If the basis vectors 

satisfy the condition 

E/^, ~ i (2.7j) 

the basis is orthonormal, and the scalar Om is computed from the formula 

Qm = (u,v„i)e^^. (2.74) 

The complex-valued functions / defined on the real line also form a linear space. Normed 
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linear spaces Lp (R) can be created using the family of norms 

ll/ILpCR) — u. \ f i x W d x  
P 

(2.75) 

for scalar p > 0. Function f  E Lp (R) if ||/||£,|,(r) < oo. The norm forp = 1, 

ll/lll,.(R) = [ (2.76) 

defines the normed linear space Li (R) of absolutely integrable functions. Another norm. 

defines the normed linear space (R) of square-integrable functions. This space is actually a 

Hilbert space, with the inner product 

^ concentrate on functions defined on an interval S of the real line, denoting the corresponding 

Lp-space as Lp {S). shall use subscripted notation as necessary to distinguish norms and inner 

products on different spaces. 

The L2 Hilbert spaces are infinite-dimensional. They are also examples of separable Hilbert 

spaces, meaning that each Ls-space has a countable basis. (EM is a trivial example of a separable 

Hilbert space.) Thus there exists an infinite set of functions (x) such that any f € L2 (S) has 

the unique representation (Stakgold, 1979) 

(2.77) 

(2.78) 

00 
(2.79) 

fc=—00 

Elements of an orthogonal basis for L 2  ( S )  satisfy the condition 

(^fc, ~ II^A:lii2(5) (2.80) 
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while the additional condition ||^fc||£,^(5) = 1 defines an orthonormal basis. For such a basis, the 

scalars are calculated as 

2.5 The Fourier Series 

Consider the Hilbert space L 2  ( S )  of square-integrable functions on the interval S  =  [ — j r  f  ]  •  

The complex exponentials with A: € Z, the set of integers, form an orthogonal basis for 

the space, providing / € La («5) with the unique Fourier series representation 

00 
f ( x ) =  x s S .  (2.82) 

fc=—00 

The Fourier coefficients Fk are given by the integral 

We define / as bandlimited in the Fourier-series sense if there exists an integer K such that Fjt = 0 

for |/:| > K. Thus it is possible for a compactly supported function to be bandlimited in this sense 

even though such functions cannot be bandlimited in the Fourier transform sense. Minus the 

constraint that x lie in S, (2.82) is a periodic extension of / to the whole line, such that for any 

integer n, 

Several theorems reveal the sense of the equality in (2.82), the proofs for which can be found 

in Stakgold (1979). Chief among these concerns convergence in the mean. 

Fk — (/i^fc)£,3(5) • (2.81) 

J /(a:)e-2'^'^^rfx. (2.83) 

f  ( x )  =  f ( x  +  n L ) .  (2.84) 
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Theorem 1 For / G L2 (5), the Fourier series converges to f in the mean-square sense: 

K 2 

lim T 
K - c c J s \  

d x  =  0 .  (2.85) 

A theorem regarding pointwise convergence involves functions with discontinuities. Let L i  ( S )  

be the space of absolutely integrable functions supported in S. On the finite interval S, we have 

the inclusion relation L2 (S) C Li (S), which follows from Holder's inequality (Friedman, 1982), 

dx. (2.86) 

Theorem 2 Suppose f G L\ (S). I/XQ i s  a  p o i n t  w h e r e  t h e  l e f t -  a n d  r i g h t - h a n d e d  v a l u e s  f  (XQ ) . 
/ (xj) exist along with the first derivatives f (XQ), f (xj) , then 

lim y jr _ / fa ) + / (^0 ) p.S?) 

A function / is an element of the space C (5) if it is continuous and p-times continuously 

diflFerentiable in S. 

Theorem 3 If f (5) then its Fourier series is uniformly convergent to f. 

Theorems involving the asymptotic behavior of the coefficients are likewise related to the 

smoothness of /. 

Theorem 4 6 Z,2 (5), then: 
lim Fk = 0; (2.88) 

|fc|—00 

K r 
E ^ /  1/(^)1 '^-  (2.89) 

k=-K 

Inequality (2.89) is Bessel's inequality, which holds for \ K \  <  o o .  When the sum is over the 

coefficients for the entire Fourier basis, we have Parseval's equality (Friedman, 1982). 
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Theorem 5 (Parsevalh inequality) Iff€L2{S), then 

OO 

E <"0) 
L J  S  
fc=—OO 

Theorem 6 If f € (5) ,  the Fourier coefficients satisfy 

limFfcA:P = 0. (2.91) 
k—oo 

For a function / supported in the nD cube S of width L, the multidimensional counterpart of 

(2.82) is 

f { T ) = Y 2  r  6 5 ,  ( 2 . 9 2 )  
k6Z" 

with 

The scalar frequency of the ID Fourier series is supplanted by the wavevector pi^. Indexed by the 

vector k spanning the infinite set Z" of integer n-tuples (fci,..., kn), the wavevector assumes the 

values 

(2.94) 

thus defining an infinite nD lattice of points. Eliminate the constraint that r 6<S, and (2.92) extends 

/ to the entirety of R" as a periodic tiling. An n-tuple v, with elements Vj = L, along with an 

n X n matrix Q of integers, allows us to write 

/ ( r)  =/(r  + Qv).  (2.95) 

2.6 Sampling Theory 

According to the Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem (Zayed, 1993), a ID bandlimited 
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function / of bandwidth is recoverable from an infinite sequence of its samples via the formula 

OO 

/ w =  E  fm sine [2^^ (x - Xm)] , (2.96) 
m=—OO 

with evenly spaced sample points Xm = ^ and sample values fm = f  i^m) • A proof of (2.96) 

requires the Fourier series representation for compactly supported F. The series coefficients are, 

by (2.83), 

^  ^ i-xm),  (2.97) 

where we have also used definition (2.11) of the inverse Fourier transform. Therefore, 

= ^ E (2.98) 
771=—OO 

which can also be written as 

= ^ E (2-99) 
m=—oc 

Substituting (2.99) into (2.11) and appealing to the Dominated Convergence theorem (Dunford 

and Schwartz, 1988) to exchange the order of the summation and integration, we have 

m=-oo 
(2.100) 

771=—00 ~ 

The Whittaker-Shannon formula follows from the fact that 

~ ^ R  

A Fourier-space interpretation adds insight into the sampling of a bandlimited function. Denote 

the sampling sequence as an infinite string of ^-functions represented by the comb function. 

= 2^« • sine [2^^ " ̂m)] • (2.101) 

1 / \ 
comb(2^;ia;) = — ^ 6 , (2.102) 
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and let /, be the sampled version of /, expressed in terms of the comb function as 

fs  (x) = (x) comb (2^RX) . (2.103) 

A Fourier transform using the convolution theorem (Arfken, 1985) gives 

Fs (?) =-?'(?)* comb (4) (2.104) 

Figure (2.5) illustrates the result of convolving F with a comb function, an infinite replication of 

F with a period of 2^;^. Recovery of the original function / is accomplished by filtering Fs with 

an ideal low-pass filter 

For this operation to succeed, the repeated spectra cannot overlap. The sampling density 2^^ (with 

units of samples per unit length) that ensures this is called the Nyquist rate. The corresponding 

sampling interval, is called the Nyquist interval. Sampling at sub-Nyquist rates leads to 

overlap and a recovered function infected with aliasing, the characteristic of high-frequency 

content masquerading as lower-frequency structure. This is a consequence of undersampling that 

cannot be reversed once the data are taken. The best solutions, when aliasing is a concem, are 

preventives: to bandlimit the function through preflltering, or moderate the perception of aliasing 

with stochastic sampling. The latter approach is discussed in Chapter 4 for ID sampling problems. 

Another sampling problem caused by not meeting the requirements of Whittaker-Shannon is 

spectral leakage, which occurs when the infinite sequence of (2.96) is truncated. The result is 

a function /, whose transform is a convolution of F with a sine function instead of the comb 

of (2.104). The sidelobes of the sine cause integration errors in the convolution that affect all 

frequencies (Bracewell, 1986). Unlike aliasing, leakage from low frequencies can affect high 

(2.105) 
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a) "• «-

2^R 

b) 

2^R 

Fig. 2.5 Aliasing of a ID fiinction. A bandwidth of specifies a Nyquist rate of 2^;^ samples per 
unit length, a) Sampling at the Nyquist rate enables the recovery of / fi'om low-pass filtering; b) 
sampling below the Nyquist rate leads to overlapping spectra, and an unaliased version of / is not 
possible. 
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frequencies. 

Generalizations of the sampling theorem have taken many forms. Nonuniform sampling 

is addressed in sampling series that recover / from its values and those of its derivatives, or 

from bunched samples of /, with the requirement that the sampling density match an average 

Nyquist condition (Papoulis, 1977; Marks, I99I). Vkrious definitions of bandlimited functions 

are discussed in Zayed (1993), and Kramer's generalization to integral transforms other than the 

Fourier transform considers flmctions that are bandlimited in other senses (Jerri, 1977). Particularly 

relevant for our discussion are sampling series in multiple dimensions. These are commonly 

based on uniformly spaced samples or on the zero-crossings of the function. As an example of the 

latter. Stark (1979) derives an expression for reconstructing a bandlimited function from samples 

acquired on a polar grid, specifically, the zeros of Bessel functions. 

A common method for developing multidimensional sampling theorems is to bound the support 

of the transform F within a mit cell of some size and shape, and then determine the sampling that 

produces the densest non-overlapping packing of the replicated cells. Nyquist sampling is thus 

defined by a sampling density in tandem with a specific sampling grid (Marks, 1991). A couple 

of well-known 2D examples are diagrammed in Figure (2.6). Rectangular sampling consists of 

sample points taken at uniform intervals in both directions. The outcome in Fourier space is a 

dense packing of square unit cells. Hexagonal sampling is derived from rectangular sampling by 

omitting every other sample point. It is optimal for hexagonal or circular unit cells. It should be 

pointed out, however, that in multiple dimensions, more than one scheme may qualify as Nyquist 

sampling for a particular problem. 



y 

a) b) 

Fig. 2.6 Common schemes for 2D sampling, a) Rectangular sampling acquires values at uniformly-
spaced intervals in both directions, leaing to b) a replication of spectra that is optimal when the 
support of the transform of / is a square; c) Hexagonal sampling is derived by deleting every other 
sample point from the rectangular scheme, producing d) a replication of spectra that is optimal when 
the support of the transform of / is hexagonal or circular 
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2.6.1 Sampling for the discrete 2D x-ray transform 

As an application of sampling theory, we find sufficient sampling requirements for the discrete 

2D x-ray transform (2.17) when a compactly supported 2D function / is assumed to be essentially 

bandlimited. Consider a circular function support S of radius R cm and let the bandwidth be 

cm~^. The 2D central-slice theorem (2.34) states that the Fourier transform of a ID x-ray 

projection yields the Fourier transform of / along a line through the origin. However, for the 

discrete x-ray transform, X {/} {9,q) is known at only a finite set of coordinates. are to 

determine the minimum number of angular projections P and samples per projection Np that will 

permit unaliased recovery of /. Figure (2.7) diagrams the assorted parameters in object and Fourier 

space. The parameter Ap is the radial sampling interval and is the angle between consecutive 

projections. For completeness, a radial interval A^ in Fourier space is also shown; practical 

applications of the central-limit theorem would require interpolation to a Fourier grid, although we 

ignore this complication. 

To gain a coarse estimate, a Nyquist interval of ̂  cm/sample is enforced on the polar sampling 

grid. Along each projection, a sampling interval of Ap = ^ cm means that Np > The 

separation between samples on adjacent projections also cannot exceed the Nyquist interval, and 

maintaining an arc length of cm at a radius of R cm requires a separation angle of Ag = 

radians between projections, for a total of P > 2'KR^II projections and 

PNp>8nR'^^% (2.106) 

total measurements. Satisfying the Nyquist condition in this way is inefficient because the area 

surrounding the origin is oversampled. 

As the sample points are evenly spaced in both the radial and angular dimensions, this sampling 
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a) 

b) 

Fig. 2.7 Parameters for the discrete 2D x-ray transform, a) Object space; b) Fourier space. 
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amounts to rectangular sampling on a Cartesian plane defined by 9 and q. Rattey and Lindgren 

(1981) showed that hexagonal sampling is the Nyquist geometry. Their derivation stems from the 

linearity of the x-ray transform. Function / can be written in terms of a 2D (5-function as 

f { v ) =  f  6 { T - r ' ) f { T ' ) d T ' ,  (2.107) 

so the 2D x-ray transform of / [see Eqn. (2.17)] is 

X{/}(0,g)=/  f  6 { T - T ' ) f { T ' ) 5 { T - u - q )dr 'dT.  (2.108) 

With a switch of the order of the integration in (2.108), and the definition 

X { 6 r ' } ( ^ , g ) =  f  6  { r - v ' )  6 { r  • u - q ) d T ,  (2.109) 

we find that knowledge of X {V } for r' 6 5 is sufficient to determine X {/} . 

Figure (2.8a) plots a portion of X {(^r/} for one point r'. The curve is 27r-periodic, extending to 

±oo on the 0-axis. consider the Fourier transform of X {(Sr'} with respect to 6 and q. Let the 

V 
corresponding coordinates in Fourier space be and Rattey and Lindgren found that X f 

has support almost entirely constrained to a bowtie-shaped region extending to infinity in the 

-direction [Figure (2.8b)]. The slope of the support boundaries is related to the magnitude ||r'|l. 

V 

It follows that the essential support for the union of the set of functions X {<5r'} , r 6 5, is an 

infinite-length bowtie with boundaries of slope ±-^. 

^ assume that the bowtie is bandlimited in the ^^-direction and take the resulting finite-length 

bowtie to be the unit cell. As shown in Figure (2.8c), hexagonal sampling produces the dense, 

non-overlapping cell packing required of the Nyquist geometry. Recognize, however, that this is 

the Nyquist geometry only in a global sense. This scheme oversamples functions that have support 

restricted to circles of radius less than R. 
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Fig. 2.8 The Nyquist geometry for the 2D x-ray transfonn. a) X-ray transform of a <5-fimction; b) 
a portion of the infinite-length bowtie that is the (essential) support of the Fourier transform of (a); 
c) spectral replication of a finite-length bowtie due to hexagonad sampling. 
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2.6.2 The discrete Fourier transform 

Processing sampled x-ray projection data as demanded by the central-slice theorem requires 

use of the discrete Fourier transform (DET). Consider anew a ID function / on the interval 

S = f ]• Given an odd number M of samples - - -, taken on a uniformly 

spaced grid of points x  M- I , ,  the DFT returns a similar number of spectral coefficients 
2 3 

The coefficient corresponds to the frequency = ^, as specified by the Nyquist 

condition based on S. 

There are myriad forms of the DFT used in the literature and software, each supporting 

particular standards and prejudices. Comparisons of these have been documented in Briggs and 

Henson (1995). Since results will be consistent across definitions when used correctly, we adopt 

the formula 

= S i (2.110) 
m= — 

finding the symmetry of the indices appropriate in an imaging context. The inverse DFT is 

A centered form of the DFT assumes that the grid of sample points is symmetric about the origin. 

Choosing Xm = we have 

M-L 
/^PT^ 1 2 y t f c m  Kf — 1 AiT — 1 

=jff  E  = (2112) 
m.-Sifl 

Note that this choice of sampling scheme evaluates / at the endpoints. 

In matrix-vector format, the DFT computes the product 

(2.113) 
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where matrix E has elements EMM' = , and the familiar FFT performs this efficiently by 

making use of the cyclic character of the Ejnm' (Strang, 1988; Press et al., 1991). Standard forms 

of the FFT require 2' points as input, for some integer t. Reconciling this with an odd number 

of sample points, say 33 as an example, is accomplished by enforcing a boundary condition: the 

inverse DFT returns the average value 

4^ = £(il±£tl) (2.114) 

at the endpoints. To be consistent, the sample values input to the FFT must observe this condition. 

Consolidating the endpoints into a single average value leaves us with 2® unique sample points. 

The obvious interpretations of the DfT recognize (2.110) as a numerical approximation of 

either the Fourier transform (2.10) or the Fourier series coefficient integral (2.83). The accuracy of 

the approximation depends on /. If / is a trigonometric polynomial - a finite sum of the complex 

exponentials - the DFT gives exact results. Otherwise, aliasing errors are inevitable. The only 

aliasing preventives are to know the bandwidth ahead of time and sample accordingly, or bandlimit 

the function with a low-pass prefilter. 

Other DFT interpretations are in temis of interpolation functions and the transform of a 

generalized data function. Briggs and Henson (1995) is a good source for specifics. 

2.7 Singular-value Decomposition and Pseudoinverses 

Digital systems can be characterized by linear, continuous-to-discrete operators, which take 

functions as input and return vectors as output. The strengths and deficiencies of these systems 

are frequently analyzed using the Singular-value Decomposition (SVD), which divides both the 

domain and range of an operator into orthogonal subspaces. To detail this process, we consider 
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an operator A : Hi —• H2, where Hi and H2 are Hilbert spaces of dimensions dim (Hi) and 

dim (H2), respectively, and define the adjoint operator A^ by the inner product relation 

^ = {Au, , (2.115) 

for elements li € Hi and u 6 H2. 

The related operator A^A : Hi —• Hi is self-adjoint, meaning that 

, (2.116) 

and positive semidefmite, satisfying 

A^Axi >0 (2.117) 

for all u e Hi. assume that A^'A is a compact operator, meaning that for every bounded 

sequence of elements in Hi, A^A produces a sequence with a convergent subsequence (Rudin, 

1991). The continuous-to-discrete operators we shall use to model our imaging systems are 

bounded operators with finite-dimensional range, and as such are examples of compact operators. 

A benefit of these operators from our perspective lies in the properties of the eigenvalue problem 

A^Aiii = A^Ut, i = 1,• • • idini(Hi), (2.118) 

for the eigenvectors u, form a basis for Hi, and an orthonormal basis is obtainable through a 

Gram-Schmidt process (Strang, 1988). 

The non-negative scalars At are called the singular values of A. Suppose there are D nonzero 

singular values, indexed Ai,..., Aq. The ti, corresponding to these singular values form a basis for 

functions in the domain of A that have nonzero output. These functions comprise the measurement 

space of A, the dimension of which is D. The remainder of the eigenfiinctions, for which Aj = 0. 
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represent a basis for the null space of A, which contains null functions / such that 

A/ = 0. (2.119) 

The dimension of the null space is dim (Hi) — D. 

The range of A is split in a similar fashion. Multiplying (2.118) by A, we have 

AA^Uj = J = 1,..., dim (H2), (2.120) 

where 

ku j  =  XjVj ,  j  <  D.  (2.121) 

The operator AA^ : H2 —^ H2 is also self-adjoint, so an orthogonal basis for H2 is available 

from the eigenvectors Vj. Eqn. (2.121) tells us that the Vj corresponding to nonzero Ay are the 

projections of the measurement space basis into data space. These Vj form a basis for consistency 

space. On the other hand, \f D < dim (H2), then there are vectors Vj for which Xj = 0. These are 

not mapped into by any function in the domain of A, and so represent a basis for inconsistency 

space, of dimension dim (H2) — D. 

The SVD is significant in the theory and practice of inverse problems. Whether the equation 

has a unique, exact solution for all elements / € Hi and 5 € H2 depends upon the singular values 

of A. A nonempty null space means that uniqueness is not possible. One alternative is a minimum 

A/= 5 (2.122) 

norm solution /mn selected from an infinite number of solutions to (2.122) by the condition 

/MN = min ||/[|. 
A/=G 

(2.123) 
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An inconsistency space is often handled by a least-squares solution jfis, satisfying 

A/LS-ff <||A/-ff|l (2.124) 

for all /. These and other solutions are obtained by applying a pseudoinverse to the data. 

The properties of a pseudoinverse G"*" can be classified according to the Penrose conditions; 

AG+A = A; (2.125) 

G+AG+ = G+; (2.126) 

(AG+)^ = AG+; (2.127) 

(G+A)^ = G+A. (2.128) 

A minimum-norm pseudoinverse satisfies the first and third of these; a least-squares pseudoinverse, 

conditions one and four (Campbell and Meyer, 1991). The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse A"^ 

satisfies all 4 of the conditions, and the SVD provides one embodiment of A"^. Using the basis 

elements (assumed orthonormal) for the measurement and consistency spaces of A, we can write 

D I 
A+5 = V —(2.129) 

.=1 

A true inverse A~\ where 

A-^g = f (2.130) 

in a one-to-one correspondence for all / and g, also satisfies each condition. When 

D = dim (Hi) = dim (EI2), A"^ and A~^ coincide, but this condition will not apply to most 

continuous-to-discrete operators. For them, a true inverse does not exist. 
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2.8 Objective Measures of System Performance 

A meaningful assessment of an imaging system correlates performance with successful 

completion of the tasks for which the system was intended. These tasks are categorized as either 

detection or estimation. Detection can involve searching an image for signs of tumors, fingerprints, 

or even military buildups (Brugioni, 1996). The goal of an estimation task is the determination 

of some numerical parameter. The cardiac ejection fraction, computed as 1 minus the ratio of the 

volume of a contracted left ventricle to its expanded volume, is considered a gauge of cardiac 

function. Estimates of these volumes are typically derived from SPECT images of the heart 

(Alazraki and Mishkin, 1984). As another example, the attendance at the Million-Man March 

proved to be a contentious issue worthy of careful surveillance photograph analysis (El-Baz, 1997: 

Moss, 1995). 

Task definition must accurately reflect the actual purpose, since optimization for a particular 

task does not assure optimality for other tasks (Barrett, 1990). As befits our concern with sampling 

problems, the focus here is on tasks performed using the output of a digital imaging system. 

2.8.1 An imaging model 

Acquisition of an A/D data vector g fixam an imaging system is expressed abstractly by the 

equation 

g=W/ + n, (2.131) 

in which an nD function / is acted on by a continuous-to-discrete integral operator H to form the 

iV/D vector Hf. The A/D vector n models measurement noise and could be dependent on /. When 

H is a linear operator, the m'-^ measurement is definable, according to the Riesz Representation 
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Theorem (Stakgold, 1979), by the integral equation 

gm= [ /im (r) / (r) dr + Tim, TO = 1,..., M, (2.132) 
JiR" 

whose kernel, the detector sensitivity function hm, contains factors that model the characteristics 

of the system. 

The function / is assumed to be a random process, with a probability distribution p/ on a class 

of functions Q. The class mean is 

7(r)= f  X r U ) d \pf], (2.133) 
Jn 

with X r  i f )  the functional on Q .  that returns the value / (r). For a weakly stationary process, / (r) 

is a constant for all r. Furthermore, the associated autocorrelation function, 

^ / ( r i , r 2 ) =  [  X r .  ( / ) X r ,  ( / ) « ^ b / ] .  ( 2 . 1 3 4 )  
Jn 

then reduces to a function of the separation ri — T2. This type of stationarity is not possible when 

/ has finite support, in part because Rf (ri, r2) = 0 for either ri or r2 outside of the support. 

For the random vector H f ,  a covariance matrix is appropriate in place of an autocorrelation 

function. use subscripted angle brackets to denote an averaging process and write the 

covariance for Hf as 

K-Hf = {[nf-HT\ . (2.135) 

The elements of Kuf are related to the autocorrelation function i?/ by 

[ KHf \ m m ' = l  h m ' i ^ 2 ) f  / w  ( r i )  i ? / ( r i ,  F s )  r f t i d r z  -  [ 7 ^ 7 ]  ̂  [ ^ 7 ]  -  ( 2 . 1 3 6 )  
./R" JR"  

Measurement noise is modeled as a zero-mean process. The mean data vector averaged over 
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realizations of the noise is 

(g>„|/ = ̂ /, (2-137) 

while the mean of g averaged over both noise and object variation is 

{s)r,j = H7. (2.138) 

A common system characterization is of independent, identically distributed noise, with variance 

(T^, for which the noise covariance matrix, 

= (2.139) 

has elements 

[Kn]mm-=^nSmm'. (2-140) 

Poisson-distributed noise, a standard component in models for nuclear medicine, has covariance 

elements (Barrett and Swindell, 1981) 

[TnL™. = [«7]„W. (2-I4I) 

The covariance matrix for g, defined as 

g-<g)n,/] [g-(g)n,/ Kg = , (2.142) 

may be expanded in terms of the previously defined covariances. With (2.131) and (2.138), the 

data covariance is 

^ 9  =  { [ n f - H f + n ]  ^ , (2.143) 
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and with Eqns. (2.135) and (2.139), plus the assumption of zero-mean noise. 

Kg =  Knf  +  Kn .  (2.144) 

2.8.2 Estimation tasks 

In this section, we present the basic framework for estimation tasks. Let ^ be a parameter that is 

computed by the integration 

e  =  f  t i r ) f { T )  
JR" 

dr (2.145) 

of / against a template function t (r). An estimate 9 of 0 has a conditional mean ^0^ and a 

mean-square error 

Some algebra, plus the definitions 

v a r  ( 0 )  =  (  [ 6  

and 

n|/ 

bias (0] = — 6 
"1/ 

for the variance and bias of 9, let us write the MSE as 

MSE = var + j^bias 

The estimate is unbiased if its conditional mean has the property that 

9)  =9 ,  
"1/ 

(2.146) 

(2.147) 

(2.148) 

(2.149) 

(2.150) 

in which case bias (0) = 0. 
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Cumulative statistics for 9 are produced by averaging over /. The cumulative mean is (^0^ ^ : 

the ensemble mean-square error (EMSE) associated with the estimate is 

EMSE (?) = ^MSE (?) , (2.151) 

or, by (2.149), 

EMSE (?) = ^var (?) ^ [bias (?) 

The task of estimating 9 from g is relevant to our discussion of sampling mathematics, but care 

must be taken in defining meaningful estimation tasks. A parameter is considered estimable from 

g if there exists an unbiased linear estimator for the parameter. A linear estimator for 9 has the 

form 

0 = w^g (2.153) 

for some vector w, and in light of (2.150), an unbiased linear estimator has the property that 

wMg>„|/ = 0 (2.154) 

for all / e fi. It is clear that for nonestimable parameters, the bias definition (2.148) is of little 

practical value since the value of 9 cannot be ascertained. 

A necessary and sufficient condition for the parameter 9 to be estimable is that the template 

fiinction t (r) contain no null functions of the operator H (Albert, 1972). Ufe write this condition as 

(2.155) 

where T-C^ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of H. When 9 is estimable, the unbiased linear 
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estimator takes the form 

9= f  «(r)[H+g](r)dr. (2.156) 
JR" 

To see that this estimator is unbiased when (2.155) holds, write (2.156) with the inner product 

notation 

?=(?^+g,t). (2.157) 

By (2.131), this is equivalent to 

and for zero-mean noise. 

?= (7^+(K/ + n),«), (2.158) 

(9'^^ =^n+nf,t). (2.159) 
"1/ 

With the definition (2.115) of an adjoint operator, 

(?)^l^= (2.160) 

and by applying the Penrose equation (2.128) and the estimability condition (2.155), we get 

( 0 )  , = ( / , « )  = ^ -  ( 2 . 1 6 1 )  
\  / n\f 

A commonly chosen measure for evaluating estimators is the signal-to-noise ratio SNR (d^ . If 

9 is unbiased, then for fixed /, 

2 
(?) 

S N R f 0 '  ^ (2.162) 
var ^0 j 

With knowledge of the noise statistics involved in garnering g, a best-possible SNR can be 

determined by appealing to the Cramer-Rao lower bound on variances of unbiased estimators. 
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Let g be a function of 9 that, in the presence of noise, obeys some probability law p (g|0). The 

Cramer-Rao bound on the variance of 9 is 

var(?)>j, (2.163) 

where 

J = (2.164) 

is the Fisher information for estimation of 9 from g (Frieden, 1991). An estimate that achieves this 

bound is called an efficient estimator According to Trees (1968), an efficient estimator ^etr 

exists if 

^lnb(gl0)] = peff-0]c(0) (2.165) 

for some function c (9 ) .  

One difficulty in using (2.162) for imaging systems is that many important parameters of 

interest cannot be considered estimable. For example, the integrated value of a 2D function within 

a pixel requires a template function t that contains an infinite number of null functions of the 

continuous-to-discrete operator Ti. One solution for overcoming this problem draws upon the 

randomness in /. For estimable 9, we define a mean SNR as 

2 ' 
[SNR (?) 

^var (9 
(2.166) 

7 

but for nonestimable 9, we may also define an average bias over the ensemble of objects, and use 

snr(?) 
EMSE 9 

(2.167) 

with EMSE 0 given by (2.152). 
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2.8.3 Detection tasks 

Tumor detection from tomographic images is a common medical task. It is an example of a 

binary discrimination task, the objective of which is to decide which of two objects is present based 

on the acquired data. As a example, consider the hypotheses 

H o  :  f [ T )  =  b { T )  (2.168) 

H i  :  f i r )  =  s i r ) + b ( r ) ,  (2.169) 

where s is a known object and 6 is a random background. This "object known exactly, random 

background" discrimination task is but one variation on the binary discrimination model. Other 

possibilities allow for the simple case where both s and b are known exactly, as well as for the 

problem when s is also random. The observer performing the task may be either human or 

mathematical, with the ideal, or Bayesian, observer setting the upper limit on task performance 

for all observers. The optimal linear observer, called the Hoteliing discriminant, defines the same 

limit for observers that perform only operations that are linear with respect to the data. In a few 

instances, these coincide, but for the majority of problems, the ideal observer is not tractable and 

the linear observer is our recourse. 

The procedure for applying a linear discriminant to make a decision is to form a test statistic A 

by computing the product 

A = ttg. (2.170) 

of the data vector g and a template vector t. Comparing this statistic to a threshold value Aj, we 

accept hypothesis if A > Aj. Otherwise, HQ is selected. The optimal linear discriminant, in the 
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sense of maximizing the detectability index 

i2 
= [Wtf. - ^ (2.171) 

i var (A|i/"i) + 5 var i\\Ho)' 

is the Hotelling discriminant, which assumes iaiowledge of the first- and second-order statistics for 

the random processes involved. This is a deviation from the Fisher linear discriminant (Mardia e i  

al., 1979), which maximizes (2.171) with access to only the sample statistics. 

To form the Hotelling template, first define {'g\Hi)^ j as the mean data vector for hypothesis 

Hi, averaging over both measurement noise and object variability, and 

Ag = (g(i?i)„,^-(g|fro)„j (2.172) 

as the diflFerence between these mean vectors. Also, the in-class scatter matrix for the data is 

defined as the composite covariance 

with Kg^H, the total covariance of the data under hypothesis Hi (Fukunaga, 1972). The Hotelling 

template is 

tH=Ag52-^ (2.174) 

Task performance for model observers such as the Hotelling discriminant can be gauged by the 

index of (2.171). From this, we see that performance is optimized by maximizing the separation 

between the classes, as measured by the diflFerence in the class averages of the A statistic, while 

minimizing the spread of A within each class. An expression for the detectability index of the 

Hotelling discriminant in terms of the known means and covariances is 

= iAgtSj-'Ag. (2.175) 
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CHAPTERS 

FOURIER CROSSTALK 

With a focus on Nyquist sampling for bandlimited functions, existing sampling theory treats 

sampling optimization largely as an abstraction. Many sources have reported on bounds for the 

errors incurred by deviations from the Nyquist conditions (Jerri, 1977; Marks, 1991; Zayed, 1993), 

but these results lack a mechanism for correlating error with specific designs that is a requirement 

for system comparison. 

Practical design for linear systems often begins with a discrete-to-discrete model. Both the 

object and data are assumed to be elements of finite-dimensional vector spaces that are related 

by a system transfer matrix H. As a means of design evaluation, a singular-value decomposition 

(SVD) can be applied to this matrix. As discussed in Chapter 2, SVD divides the object space 

into measurement and null subspaces, complete with singular values that rank the significance 

of a basis function's contribution to the data. Both Paxman (1984) and Aarsvold (1993) have 

made applications to medical imaging in the field of SVD-enhanced system design. Objective 

image quality assessment [section (2.8)] has also seen widespread utility in the discrete-to-discrete 

setting. 

The drawback to system design in this fashion lies with the object model. The discretized 

object model can only approximate most physical objects, and accordingly, the ability to accurately 

specify the task is compromised. A continuous-to-discrete operator H properly relates the object 

and data as a mapping from a function space such as L2 («S) to a finite-dimensional vector 

space like EM. An expansion of the object with respect to some basis allows an infinite matrix 

representation that exactly expressing the data measurements as weighted combinations of the 
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expansion coefficients. SVD may also be applied to H, but the principal drawback to SVD is its 

impracticability for laige systems such as those intended for 3D medical imaging, and one must 

usually resort to working with truncated versions of the continuous-to-discrete mapping. A more 

basic drawback, though, is the SVD's lack of a facility for comparing one system to another due to 

the system-specificity of the decompositions. 

In this chapter, we offer a means for overcoming these shortcomings, a quantity called Fourier 

crosstalk (Barrett and Gifford, 1994). Stemming from a Fourier-series expansion of the object, 

crosstalk allows evaluation of arbitrary linear, continuous-to-discrete operators on compactly 

supported functions. Fourier crosstalk has parallels to several system analysis tools. The intuition 

for crosstalk is analogous to SVD in that both relate system performance to actions on a set of 

characteristic objects. Crosstalk also resembles the transfer function for linear, shifl-invariant 

systems; we show the two are equivalent in an asymptotic sense. These similarities aid our 

principal interest in interpreting and clarifying crosstalk as a design measure. Crosstalk can also be 

integrated into the task-performance theory outlined in Chapter 2. This was done by Barrett et al. 

(1995). cover some of their material at chapter's end. 

3.1 The Object Model 

Let the nD function /, representing some physically measurable quantity, be an element of the 

Hilbert space L2 (<S), with 5 an nD cubic region of width L. With the definition of a support 

function S (r) that takes the value 1 for points r € 5, and 0 otherwise, / has the Fourier series 

representation 

(3.1) 
keZ" 
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where 

^k(r) = e2'^'^5(r) (3.2) 

is the k"** Fourier basis function. As discussed in section (2.5), the index k spans the infinite set 

IP of ordered integers (fci,..., kn), and the wavevector takes the values 

Pk = ];k. (3.3) 

The choice of cubic support means the basis functions satisfy the orthogonality condition 

^jr$J^(r)$U'(r)rfr = 5kk', (3-4) 

with the Kronecker (5-function and = L" the support volume. Fourier coefficients of (3.1) 

are therefore given by 

F^ = ^J^fir)^'^iT)dT, (3.5) 

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. As / is real-valued, the coefficients have the 

Hermiticity property 

F_k = F{i. (3.6) 

The proof of this is only a matter of expanding the integrand of (3.5) into real and imaginary 

components. 

Function S (r) fills the same purpose as the condition r G 5 in equation (2.92), being a 

means of removing the periodicity of the Fourier series. In this model, each function is a 

complex-valued plane-wave object sharing the same support as /. The plane-wave's orientation 

and frequency are keyed to and the condition (3.3) is necessary for (3.1) to represent / 
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unaliased. Other support types besides the cube, such as the nD ball, can be used. The series 

representation remains valid, but the basis is no longer orthogonal, and the Fourier coefficients are 

not determined by Eqn. (3.5). 

3 J The Forward Problem 

A continuous-to-discrete operator "K models our imaging system, acting on / to return an A/D 

data vector g. Our equation for this, 

g=7t/-fn, (3.7) 

was first introduced in section (2.8.1) for a discussion of objective performance measures. The 

MD vector n models measurement noise, with statistics that couid depend on /. define the 

measurement as 

9 m  —  J ^ h m i T) f { r ) d T  +  n m ,  (3.8) 

where the detector sensitivity function km (r) comprises factors that model system characteristics 

such as aperture and detector response. Like /, hm is real-valued and can be considered compactly 

supported. 

Combining (3.1) and (3.8), we get the sum 

9 m  —  ^ ^ (3.9) 
kgZ" 

where 

^mk = jT/im (r) $k (r) dr (3.10) 

is the complex-valued contribution to the detector from the plane-wave object Comparison 
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of (3.10) to (3.5) shows that the are coefficients in the Fourier series representation 

= E ̂ mk^k(r) (3.11) 
^ keZ" 

of the detector sensitivity. Since hm is real-valued, 

'Pm(-k)=^mk- (3-12) 

3 J The Fourier Crosstalk Matrix 

The dependence of g on the Fourier coefficients is expressed in a matrix-vector format as 

g = 9 F  +  n .  (3.13) 

The coefficient vector F is infinite-dimensional, and the matrix 9 has dimensions M x oo. 

The linear system (3.13) is an exact representation of the forward problem when the infinite 

dimensionality is preserved. But in trying to recover F from g, one finds the inversion hugely 

underdetermined, since the matrix column rank cannot exceed M. The operator H has an infinite 

number of null functions, and many objects will map to the same data vector. 

This underscores the inevitability of aliasing, which occurs when sampling is insufficiently 

dense to distinguish between the contributions to g of two different $k's, or perhaps two different 

sums of $ic's- The degree of aliasing between pairs of basis functions is reflected in the Fourier 

crosstalk matrix /3, elements of which are defined by the sum 

M 

m=l 

The quantity represents the inner product in of the data vectors formed by applying Ti to 
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$k and $k'- The modulus. 

i/0kk'i = iiw^kii \mw\\ icos0kk'i, (3.15) 

describes the sampling characteristics ofH. If |cos0itk'| = then the action ofH on and on 

produce identical data vectors. This is the condition of complete aliasing, whereby no amount 

of post-processing can resolve the contributions of $ic and to the data. However, just as critical 

is the circumstance where |cos 0^^' | ~ 1, since in the presence of noise, the contributions of the 

two basis functions will remain indistinguishable. Crosstalk designates a continuous scale for 

aliasing, a departure from the binary "aliasing/no aliasing" inteqjretation fostered by the Nyquist 

conditions. The crosstalk between basis functions can be overcome by inversion processes if there 

is sufficient sampling, but only at the expense of an amplification of uncertainties in a data set. 

The k'*' row of the crosstalk matrix indicates with what strength a particular $k is aliased into by 

the other basis functions. The diagonal crosstalk value /?kk = ll'^^klP quantifies the comparative 

presence of the k'*' basis function in the data, a role suggestive of the transfer function of linear, 

shift-invariant system theory. Recall that a linear system is shift-invariant when its continuously 

defined image i is a convolution 

between the object o and a point spread function p. The system output is interpreted with help of 

the convolution theorem (Arfken, 1985) of Fourier analysis: the Fourier transforms of o and i are 

related by 

where P, the transform of p, is termed the transfer fiinction. For incoherent imaging, P is called the 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 
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optical transfer function, and |P|, the modulation transfer function (Schreiber, 1991). In practice, 

analog imaging systems with finite fields of view are at best only approximately shift-invariant 

because truncation effects alter the response for points r' near the border. For digital systems, it 

makes no sense to speak of shift-invariance since i is known only at discrete points. Nonetheless, it 

is possible to show that a digital system approaching shift-invariance in the limit of infinite object 

support and infinite sampling has an asymptotically diagonal crosstalk matrix. Let the Tn"* image 

sample be 

im = J ^p{Tm-T)o{r )dr .  (3.18) 

With 

o ( r ) =  O k $ k ( r ) ,  ( 3 . 1 9 )  
keZ" 

we have 

^ ] ^k^mk (3.20) 
keZ" 

and 

^mk = p(rm-r)$k(r)dr. (3.21) 

With an approximation that the support S is much greater than the support of the response p, 

truncation effects at the boundary are neglected, and 

^mk« f  p (rm - r) (3.22) 
VR" 

A simple change of variables paired with definition (3.5) gives us 

= (3.23) 
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with F\c. the k''' Fourier coefficient of p, and 

im ^VsY^ (3.24) 
keZ" 

\\fe refer to as an optical transfer coefficient that modulates Ok in a fashion comparable to the 

optical transfer function of (3.17). 

The crosstalk matrix developed from the $„ik of (3.23) has elements 

M 
/?kk' = (3.25) 

jn=l 

The asymptotic behavior of our digital system is arrived at by applying a limiting process to M. We 

assume uniformly spaced samples through the support, each associated with a volume increment 

Am = (3.26) 

and use the expression 

M 
lim 

A/—oo .m=l 

=  J  ( 3 . 2 7 )  

to write (3.25) as 

/3kk'= (3.28) 

This shows that as M grows, any finite submatrix of 0 becomes diagonal, with values proportional 

to the squares of the modulation transfer coefficients ii\|. 

3.3.1 Properties of the Fourier crosstalk matrix 

The crosstalk matrix is formed as the product 

0 = (3.29) 
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from which it follows that the crosstalk matrix is self-adjoint, satisfying 

/^k'k — (3.30) 

and positive semidefinite, satisfying 

Ft/3F>0 (3.31) 

for all F. For future reference, note that another feature of a positive semidefinite matrix is that all 

its eigenvalues are nonnegative (Strang, 1988). 

The Hermiticity property that applied to the coefficients Fk and <5;„it when considered as 

fiinctions of k also applies to the crosstalk matrix. Treating ^ as a function of its indices k and k'. 

it is easy to show that 

by using (3.12) along with (3.14). Eqn. (3.32) is not to be confused with self-adjointness. For a 

complex-valued function Q (z) of the complex variable z = {u + iv), the relation 

/^(-k)(-k') — (3.32) 

c (-z) = C* (z) (3.33) 

implies conjugate symmetry about the origin, whereas 

C(u,u) = C* {u ,v )  (3.34) 

defines conjugate symmetry about the line u = v. 

3.4 Fourier Crosstalk and SVD 

In this section, we compare SVD and Fourier crosstalk for continuous-to-discrete operators 

in terms of matrix representations. Any bounded, linear operator on the Hilbert space (S) 
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has a matrix representation with respect to the Fourier series basis that completely characterizes 

the action of the operator on the space (Stakgold, 1979). For the operator Ti. : L2 (S) —• a 

comparison of Eqns. (3.7) and (3.13) reveals the mapping 

H f  = $F. (3.35) 

A related operator has as a matrix representation. To determine it, we need the adjoint operator 

V) of "H, defined according to Eqn. (2.115) by the relation 

with the inner products 

(gi>g2)£;„ =gig2 (3.37) 

and 

(/i, /2)i,(5) =  [  n  ( r )  f 2  (r) d r .  (3.38) 

Wfe look for such that 

M J.  
E Wlmfc = / /• ("•) k (S) (••)<''•• OJ') 
m=l 

Since 

[nf]^ = J^hmiT)fiT)dT, (3.40) 

an exchange of integral and sum yields 

M 
•^Ug} (r) = X] ̂ m/im (r), (3.41) 

m=l 

and we see that the adjoint carries vectors in EM to the subspace D of L2  (S )  spanned by the finite 
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set of detector sensitivities hi,hm-

The operator "hCTi: L2 (5) —+ D is 

M 

m=l 

Making use of the Fourier series (3.5) and (3.11), along with (3.10), we write 

1 
=  Y .  ( 3 « )  

^ ^k'SZ" m=l 

By definition (3.14) of the crosstalk elements, 

y}n[f}{T) = ^ Y, ilc'/3kk'^k(r), (3.44) 
 ̂k,k'eZ" 

which is a matrix representation for 'WH with respect to the Fourier basis. 

In performing SVD for H, we determine the orthogonal functions u, (r) and scalars Af that 

solve the eigenvalue problem 

H t H { u ^ } ( r )  = A 2 ^ ( r ) .  ( 3 . 4 5 )  

A comparison of Eqns. (3.44) and (3.45) indicates that SVD amounts to finding an orthogonal 

basis on L2 («5) with a diagonal matrix representation for'W'H. In the terminology of section (2.7), 

is a compact, self-adjoint operator. The eigenfiinctions corresponding to nonzero singular 

values form a basis for D, and an orthogonal basis may be obtained through a Gram-Schmidt 

process (Stakgold, 1979). A complementary eigenvalue problem arises from applying H to both 

sides of (3.45), so that 

= A|V,, (3.46) 

J /im (r') / (r') rfr'. (3.42) 
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with 

Hui = AiVj. (3.47) 

Working in the other direction, we can also write 

H^-Vi = XiXii- (3.48) 

The operator HH^is  a square matrix of dimension M, whereas is an integral operator. They 

have the same rank, not exceeding M, equal to the number of nonzero singular values. The rank is 

also the dimension of both the measurement and consistency spaces. Because of this parallel, SVD 

for a continuous-to-discrete operator is usually performed by solving (3.46), although a large M 

can be prohibitive. The basis Ui for the measurement space of H is obtained from the eigenvectors 

Vi through Eqn. (3.48), which yields 

A simple SVD example is for a ID imaging system featuring an object / with support in the 

interval [—•§! f ] > and non-overlapping detectors of width A that do not completely cover the 

object support. Consider the data model 

Ui = (3.49) 

(3.50) 

where 

(3.51) 

and the self-adjoint operator 

{ / }  ( x )  =  rect rect f (a;') 
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The M rect functions are the singular functions solving (3.45) for A| ^ 0. They are orthogonal, 

satisfying the condition 

is equal to A provided the detector does not extend beyond the object support. 

\fet it is not apparent that all detector placements will perform equally well. For instance, 

consider concentrating all detectors to one side of the object and leaving a large, continuous 

section of / unsampled, as opposed to uniformly distributing the detectors. This example exposes 

the fallibility of SVD-based design comparisons: the decomposition changes with design, so the 

singular values have little import for comparisons. Fourier crosstalk has the advantage of using 

a fixed set of functions; we perform a crosstalk analysis of the ID sampling problem in the next 

chapter. 

3.4.1 A comparison of bases 

The concept of crosstalk between basis functions is not limited to application with the complex 

exponentials. There are other bases that could serve to represent an object in an Lo-space. ^velets 

(Daubechies, 1992) and Hermite polynomials (Courant and Hilbert, 1989) are alternatives for 

which matrix representations for H and could be determined. Anticipating the upcoming 

task-assessment theory in section (3.6), we note that any countable basis for the appropriate 

function space could be used in a crosstalk formulation. 'Vfet the Fourier basis offers some particular 

conveniences. First, there are parallels with existing sampling theory. The Fourier crosstalk 

'mm't (3.53) 

and their mappings to data space EM are also orthogonal. The singular value 

(3.54) 
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connections with aliasing and the system MTF have already been discussed. A related advantage 

is the Fourier-series property that bandlimited approximations to / remain functions of compact 

support. Finally, the Fourier basis offers a degree of computational facility unmatched by bases 

such as wavelets. 

Pixels are a frequently used set of functions for 2D object representation. The mathematical 

definition of a square pixel centered on the point Tj = {xj,yj) is 

where r = (x, y ) .  The set of pixel functions defined by points Vj  onan  N  y.  N  grid with uniform 

spacing Apj* is an orthogonal basis for an AT x AT vector space, but provides only an approximate 

series representation for most f E (5). Thus a crosstalk matrix based on the pixel basis reflects 

modeling error as well as aliasing. 

3^ Fourier Crosstalk and Inverse Problems 

The importance of crosstalk in sampling design is illustrated through the inverse problem of 

solving (3.13) for the Fourier coefficients. ^ assume / is a fixed object and the measurement 

noise is zero-mean, independent, and identically distributed, with covariance elements 

(3.56) 

The column rank of does not exceed M, so the column rank of 0 is also less than or equal to 

M (Strang, 1988). Therefore, we can solve for N coefficients {N < M). In a typical imaging 

situation, the choice of N is made first, based on a desired spatial resolution for a reconstructed 

image. Accordingly, suppose we choose N to be the number of coefficients with wavevectors 
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satisfying 

llPkll < ^ (3-57) 

for some scalar u. Let the vector Fiv contain these coefficients, which we label in-band 

coefficients, and the remaining, out-of-band coefficients. The value of M is then set, possibly 

through reference to a Nyquist condition involving N. 

Similarly, let be the M x iV matrix composed of the columns of pertaining to the in-band 

frequencies, and its complement, of dimensions M x oo. use this division to write (3.13) 

as 

g =^ivFiv + + n. (3.58) 

Choosing to solve the approximation 

g « (3.59) 

we form the normal equations 

^jvg = (3.60) 

where /5yv = is the iV x iV submatrix of 0 we refer to as the in-band crosstalk matrix. In 

what follows, we assume that M is large enough so that the inverse 0'^ exists. 

To a very limited extent, individual elements of 0 can determine whether is invertible. A 

nonzero value for 's a necessaiy but not sufficient condition for 0^^ to exist. If 0^ = 0, 

then = 0 for all m. Hence, 0^> = 0^,y^ = 0 for all k', and when is included in the set 

of in-band coefficients, /3^ contains a column of zeroes and the determinant of 0^^ vanishes. On 

the other hand, if 0'^ does not exist, then it follows only that the columns of /3;v are linearly 
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dependent. 

A cursory test of the invertibility of the in-band crosstalk matrix is prescribed by the Gerschgorin 

disk theorem (Dahlquist and Bjorck, 1974): 

Theorem 7 Let Abean N x. N matrix with elements Oij. The eigenvalues Aj, i = 1,..., iV, of A 
lie in the union of the circles 

N 

k-Otil < ^loijl (3.61) 
j=i 

of the complex plane. 

Corollary 8 Let Abe an N x N matrix with elements Oij. If 

N 

^ K l < | a i x |  ( 3 . 6 2 )  
j=i 

for all i, then A is invertible. 

An invertible matrix has ail non-zero eigenvalues, and when (3.62) is satisfied for all i, the 

eigenvalues are located within a union of circles that exclude the origin. A matrix for which (3.62) 

applies for all rows is called diagonally dominant. Wfe emphasize that this is a sufficient, not a 

necessary, condition for invertibility. Most of the finite crosstalk matrix examples provided in this 

dissertation are not diagonally dominant. 

Additional results regarding coefficient estimation and individual crosstalk elements are 

discussed in section (3.6) in the context of Cramer-Rao lower bounds, but for now we return to our 

inverse problem. Multiplication of both sides of (3.60) by the inverse 0]^ produces the unique 

estimate 
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The sampling influence is evident when we substitute (3.58) for g in (3.63) to get 

Fa, = Fyv + (3.64) 

for both in-band and out-of-band crosstalk have an effect on Fjv- The vector estimate averaged 

over realizations of the noise is 

( f ^ ) ^  =  +  P T f ' P j f F ' k ,  ( 3 - 6 5 )  

the crosstalk terms in delimiting the bias in the estimate. The covariance of Fyv, 

K. = ( [ F . r - ( F « ) J [ P „ - ( F « ) J ' > ^  ( 3 . 6 6 )  

= (3.67) 

reduces to 

(3.68) 

with our noise assumptions. This shows that the in-band crosstalk matrix affects the quality of the 

inversion through its inverse. 

A favorable sampling design would curtail these influences by: 

1) maximizing the diagonal crosstalk terms in 

2) minimizing the ofF-diagonal terms in 

3) minimizing the out-of-band crosstalk terms of /3^. 

The purpose of reducing the out-of-band crosstalk is obvious. Regarding the aims for ;3,v, consider 

the matrix norm 

||A|| = max ||.i4x||. (3.69) 
11x11=1 
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When this is generated for a Hermitian matrix such as /3,v using the Euclidean norm (2.65), the 

norm is equal to the absolute value of the largest eigenvalue (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980). This 

is relevant to a gauge of the stability of our inverse problem, the condition number 

which bounds the estimation error 

C(/3«) = ||/3„|| ||/3S'||, 

Fat — II terms of the residual 

(3.70) 

- (g)„ 

according to the formula (Conte and de Boor, 1980) 

— (g), 

C{M IKg>„l 
<C(/3;v) 

- (g)„ 

il(g>nl 
(3.71) 

The condition number has a lower bound of 1 in the Euclidean matrix norm, achieved when all 

eigenvalues are equal. Our first two design conditions strive towards this bound by making (3^/35 

diagonal as possible while simultaneously minimizing the ratio 

[^ivlkk 

min [/?A^]kk' 
k 

(3.72) 

Ws emphasize that condition number alone is a poor measure of sampling design for inverse 

problems. The effect of null functions has to be taken into account, so consideration of the 

out-of-band crosstalk is also important. In simple terms, our sampling aims merely advocate 

maximizing the MTF while minimizing aliasing. A similar sampling philosophy was offered 

for cone-beam tomography by Barrett and Gifford (1994). It must be recognized, however, 

that diagonality is only a sufficient condition for a well-conditioned matrix. Also, the ability to 

independently influence off-diagonal and diagonal crosstalk elements through distinct system 

design parameters is not realizable in general applications. 
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3.6 Fourier Crosstalk and lask Performance 

The argument for sampling design predicated on minimizing ofF-diagonal crosstalk may not be 

sustainable when the purpose of the image is taken into account. To examine this question as it 

pertains to our digital imaging model (3.7), we use (3.13) to combine Fourier crosstalk with the 

task-based assessment discussed in section (2.8). 

Suppose a random process on a class of objects / leads to a mean object /. In terms of Fourier 

coefficients for the object class, the vector P has a mean of F,and the covariance matrix for F is 

Measurement noise is a zero-mean process, with a covariance matrix Kn as defined in (3.56). The 

mean data vector averaged over realizations of n is, from (3.13), 

(3.73) 

(g)n = (3.74) 

while the mean of g averaged over both noise and object variation is 

(g)n,/ = ^F. (3.75) 

Given the data covariance matrix 

(3.76) 

we can use (2.139), (3.13), (3.73), and (3.75) to write 

Kg = + Kn. (3.77) 

3.6.1 Unbiased estimates and Fisher information 

Section (2.8.2) provided a brief introduction to scalar parameter estimation from a task-
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performance viewpoint, outlining figures of merit for unbiased estimators. Performance limits as 

measured by these figures were tied to the Cramer-Rao bound. Now, we consider application to 

the inverse problem (3.13). A principal result of Barrett et ai (1995) regards estimation of the 

coefficients for a fixed fiinction / bandlimited in the Fourier-series sense, by which we mean 

nr)=Y^ Fk$k(r), (3.78) 
kezs, 

where is a finite Fourier sublattice containing N points. With sufficient sampling, the iV x 1 

coefficient vector F can be considered estimable from the data, with estimates such that 

(Fk) =Fk (3.79) 
\  / n\f  

for all k 6 and all / in our object class. The measurements g of (3.7) obey some probability 

law p (g|F) that dictates the Cramer-Rao lower bound (\^ Trees, 1968) 

var (4) > (3.80) 

on the variances of unbiased estimates, where J is the iV x iV Fisher information matrix with 

elements 

A second inequality relates the Fisher information matrix to the covariance matrix Kp of the 

estimates. In V&n Trees, it is shown that the difference Kp — J~^ is positive semidefinite. 

express this with the symbolic inequality 

Kp>J-\ (3.82) 
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to ije interpreted as meaning that 

F^Kp,F > FU'^F (3.83) 

for all F. 

For Gaussian noise and a special case of Poisson noise, the finite crosstalk matrix 0associated 

with the lattice is the Fisher information matrix. proceed next to show this. 

3.6.2 Gaussian noise 

With independent, multivariate Gaussian noise, 

where g = (g)„ . Taking the logarithm of both sides and using (3.74) in place of g gives us 

1 
ln[p(g|F)] =In -^(g-^F)t(g-$F), (3. 85) 

_(27r)^^/2 ^det  (Kn)_ 

and computation of the derivatives required by (3.81) leads to 

= f; (3.86) 
m=l 

With an additional assumption of identically-distributed noise such that = cr^ for all m, we get 

J=%. (3.87) 
<T^ 

3.6.3 Poisson noise 

For independent Poisson noise. 
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\r /_ .9m 

P(g|F) = TT (3.88) 
riiii 9ml 

Once again taking natural logs and using (3.74) for g, we have 

M 
ln[p(g|F)] = 53 [5„»ln($F)^ - (^F)^ - In (5^!)]. (3.89) 

m=l 

The derivative in (3.81) gets a nonzero value only from the first of the right-hand terms, where 

f r. . u_ ^ / ^mk' 1 ^ 

Averaging over the noise affects only the quantity gm, and we have 

This result is signal-dependent, and J cannot be related directly to the crosstalk matrix unless 

we make a low-contrast assumption of Rs 'g for some constant g. Barrett points out that this 

is rarely valid in medical imaging applications, and proposes an alternative, moderate-contrast 

approximation, 

9m ~ 5eff(k) + Sg^ (k), (3.92) 

with an effective count-rate 

M „ 
E l^mkl 5m 

= (3.93) 

E  l ^ m k P  
m=l 

for each Fourier component. The Taylor series expansion (Conte and de Boor, 1980) 

1 _ 1 55m (k) , [5gm(k)P ^394^ 

9m [5efr(k)]  bcffC^)]  
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allows us to write 

Jkk- == k e ZSr, (3.95) 

for the moderate-contrast model. 

3.6.4 Efficient estimators and upper bounds on estimation task performance 

In section (2.8.2), we designated as efficient an estimate that achieves the Cramer-Rao bound. 

An efficient estimate also has the property that 

Kp = J-\ (3.96) 

interpreted as an equality on an element-by-element basis. Barrett shows the existence of such 

an estimate for the Gaussian and Poisson models, and together with yet another inequality on the 

elements of this opens the door for an analysis of task performance from a system-design 

perspective. 

From (3.80) and our treatment of the Gaussian and Poisson models, we have 

var (Fic) >(t2 (3.97) 

The relation 

holds for positive-definite matrices A, with equality if and only if A is diagonal. Applied to 0'̂  ̂in 

(3.97), this yields the bound 

var(F,)>£ <3.99, 

for the Gaussian noise model, with equality if the estimate is efficient and \s diagonal. 
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This result supports our stated design strategy of eliminating in-band crosstalk. The purpose of 

maximizing the crosstalk diagonals also finds a foundation in (3.99). Considering the mean square 

error 

MSE(F) = var^Fk) (3-100) 
kez;i 

of the estimate, we see that sampling in order to maximize the smallest diagonal is a prudent 

objective. 

3.6.5 Cramer-Rao for EMSE 

With the added assumption of a random signal, the Cramer-Rao bound for EMSE can 

sometimes be applied. The joint probability law p (g, F) on the data and the Fourier coefficients of 

the signal can be written as 

p(g,F)=p(g|F)p(F), (3.10!) 

the product of conditional and prior probabilities. The EMSE for the vector estimate is the sum 

EMSE(F) = ^var^Fk)) (3.102) 
kezs, ^ 

of the variances averaged over the object class, and the Cramer-Rao bound is 

EMSE(F) > ^ (3.103) 
kezs, 

where 

Jt = J + Jp (3.104) 
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is the sum of J and a Fisher information matrix Jp, 

(3.105) 

formed from p (F) (\&n Trees, 1968). 

As an example, suppose / has a fixed form but can lie anywhere within the support interval S. 

We must make the assumption that the support of / is small compared to S. Let the position be 

parameterized by ro, so that the Fourier coefficients of / (r — ro) are 

Fu = . (3.106) 

When To is described by a uniform probability law independent of f , Jp  =  0  and the system design 

goal devolves to minimizing (3.99), for which a diagonal /5^ is optimal. 

3.6.6 Crosstalkfigures of merit for general, unbiased estimation 

A general linear estimation task involves a parameter 9 computed from / by the integral 

9 = J^t{r)f{r)dT, (3.107) 

where both t and / are now assumed to be bandlimited. With the help of the Fourier series (3.1). 

we can write 

(3.108) 
kezs 

with 

rk = J^4(r)$k(r)dr. (3.109) 
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The variance in an estimate 0 is 

var 0 = T^KpT.  (3.110) 

Assuming an efficient estimate, we employ (3.96) and (3.99) to write 

var 0 = o^Tt/3-^T. (3.111) 

A diagonal crosstalk matrix in this form does not guarantee a minimal variance. This emphasizes 

that the sampling scheme must be chosen with consideration of the intended signal class. Wfe 

pursue an investigation of crosstalk diagonality in the work to come in order to explore the 

connection between crosstalk and Nyquist sampling, but must remember while doing so that the 

task-specification plays a major role in proper system design. 

3.6.7 Detection tasks 

In section (2.8.3), we considered the task of determining which of two signals. 

with s a fixed signal of primary interest and b a random background signal, was responsible for a 

given data set g. The method outlined was an application of the Hoteiling discriminant (2.174), 

the optimal linear discriminant in the sense that it maximizes the detectability index figure of merit 

(2.171). The performance of the Hoteiling discriminant is evaluated by the detectability [Eqn. 

Ho : / ( r ) = 6 ( r )  (3.112) 

Hi •• / ( r )  = 5 ( r ) + 6 ( r ) ,  (3.113) 

(2.175)] 

cP = iAgt52-^Ag, (3.114) 
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where 

Ag = {sm^^f-{s\Ho)r,j (3.115) 

is the difference in mean data vectors produced by the two hypotheses, and 

52 = 2 [^g\Ho + ^g\Hi] (3-116) 

is the in-class scatter matrix that supplies the information about the random processes involved. 

Replacing g with the discrete representation (3.13), we get 

Ag = ^ (F|i?o)„,/ = (3.117) 

and 

S2 = ^KB9^+Kn, (3.118) 

with S the vector of Fourier coeflFicients of s and KB the covariance matrix for the Fourier 

coefilcients of b. With these forms, we can write (3.114) as 

(f = ^<SKB9^ + Kn (3.119) 

We observe that the crosstalk matrix is not even an explicit factor in the detectability unless the 

background is negligible and the noise is independent and identically-distributed. In that case, we 

have the quadratic form 

(3.120) 

and just as with (3.111) for general estimation tasks, a preemptive strategy of designing for 

diagonal crosstalk matrix is suboptimal. Barrett et al. (1995) do uncover a specific instance - a 

quasi-stationary, lumpy-background process — where off-diagonal crosstalk is undesirable. When 
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the signal can be positioned anywhere in object space, with the position icnown ahead of time by 

the observer, the detectability averaged over the locations is maximized for a diagonal crosstalk 

matrix. 
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CHAPTER 4 

mSK-BASED ASSESSMENT OF ID SAMPLING 

Aliasing has been a long-standing imaging problem, affecting both estimation and detection 

tasks. A common means of aliasing control is to low-pass filter prior to sampling, and the literature 

for this is extensive. An alternative to filtering, using customized sampling schemes to quell 

the effects of aliasing, employs both evenly spaced, or homogeneous, sampling and randomly 

generated sampling. For the first trial of Fourier crosstalk, we consider the merits of these two 

types of sampling. Application is to a ID imaging system, featuring a function of one spatial 

variable (the signal) projected by some means onto a detector strip. Our focus is on the connection 

between crosstalk and objective assessment that was introduced in Chapter 3. An important 

conclusion from that chapter was that designing a system to have a diagonal crosstalk matrix is 

often not the correct approach. The ID system is a good, basic venue for a detailed investigation 

of the relation between aliasing and task performance. 

Effective usage of prior information about both signal and task is important when choosing 

the sampling. For detection problems, the primary knowledge that a signal is not bandlimited 

might call for an approach other than the blind application of the Whittaker-Shannon sampling 

theorem. The sampling scheme dictated by the theorem calls for samples on a homogeneous 

grid, and is not desirable from the antialiasing point of view. Unless the signal is extremely 

jagged, homogeneous sampling causes artifacts of a coherent nature since high-frequency structure 

is aliased as low-frequency structure (Dippe and Wold, 1985). Luttrell (1985) proposes using 

Shannon information theory to evaluate sampling schemes, implementing a signal-to-noise figure 

of merit similar to those in section (2.8), but aliasing was not explicitly considered and in specific 
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examples sample placement was constrained to be symmetric about the origin. 

In image-processing fields such as computer graphics, sampling schemes aimed at reducing 

aliasing are based on both homogeneous and nonhomogeneous grids. Methods such as 

supersampling and adaptive sampling are oversampling routines that reduce the interference 

from higher frequencies (Glassner, 1995). The ease with which these routines are implemented, 

generating sampling on a homogeneous grid, is an advantage, but they suffer fhsm the coherent 

nature of the aliasing that arises as a result of the grid. 

Another technique, stochastic sampling, seeks to portray aliasing artifacts as random noise, and 

thus imperceptible against the average signal (Wslbeig, 1990), via a nonuniform grid sampling. 

Poisson sampling features random sampling of an image according to a uniform probability 

law, with no limits imposed; constrained Poisson, or Poisson-disk sampling, enforces some 

"proximity penalty" to restrain clumping of the points (Glassner, 1995). Justification for the use 

of these schemes is based partly on studies of the physiology of the human eye (Yellott, 1983). 

Point-diffusion (Mitchell, 1987) and jittered sampling are schemes that approximate the Poisson 

schemes while being less computationally intensive to generate. 

On the other hand, reference to stochastic or other nonhomogeneous sampling might be 

inappropriate for estimation tasks, where the magnitude of the aliasing is more important than 

its perception. In this chapter, we examine the aliasing properties of homogeneous and jittered 

sampling through a crosstalk analysis, and then look at examples of detection and estimation 

sampling problems to see how these properties affect task performance. Our results underline the 

importance to system design of accurate task specification. 
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4.1 A ID Imaging Model 

Let / be a function of the ID spatial variable x, imaged onto a strip of detectors. We restrict / 

to have support limited to the interval [—•§, •§] of the real line. The linear, continuous-to-discrete 

imaging equation 

S=7if + n (4.1) 

describes the collection of a data vector g that consists of M measurements, each resulting from a 

detector centered on a sample point Xm, m = 1,..., M. \fector n models measurement noise. The 

system characteristics encompassed by H in this example are the point spread function p-, describing 

the imaging properties and the detector response pj. The detector sensitivity incorporating p\ and 

P(j into our model is 

hm{x)= I  P i  {xm;  x ' )  Pi (s; x') dx', (4.2) 

and the datum from the m"' detector is 

gm = J ]  hm (x )  f  ( x )  dx  +  Tim-  (4.3) 

When we consider point sampling of / itself, both p\ and pj are (5-functions. More realistic, 

physical sampling models require a point spread function of finite extent, and we shall use 

, ,> 1 ^ X — x'\ 
Pi  [ x ;  x )  =  — sine I j . (4.4) 

For finite detectors, we make do with the concept of the 'ideal' detector the 'ideal response' of the 

detector is 

f \ t. (̂  Pa [x; XM) = rect 
V w 

= { 
1, \X -Xm\  <  f ,  
0 ,  j x - X T n l  >  f .  

(4.5) 
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42 ID Sampling Schemes 

Homogeneous sampling uses a constant spacing between points. With M points spread over 

an interval of width L, this spacing is A set of homogeneous schemes is created by varying 

the position of the sampling grid relative to the origin. This variation is expressed in terms of 

sample-scene phase: a grid symmetric about the origin has a phase of 0; displacement from 

symmetry by the distance d translates to a phase of . 

Along with homogeneous sampling, we consider various magnitudes of jittered, or dithered, 

sampling. A jittered sampling scheme is devised by tweaking a homogeneous scheme, randomly 

moving each sample point left or right, up to a specified limit {x < M. These displacements 

are assumed to follow a uniform probability law. 

4J Fourier Crosstalk and ID Sampling 

For the ID problem, the Fourier series frequencies are points on the real line separated by the 

distance Let ^ be the fc"' frequency and (x) = rect (f) the corresponding 

basis function in the signal representation 

OO 

(4.6) 
fc=—oo 

The Fourier coefficients are 

1 
= 7  /  f ( ^ }  ( x )  dx ,  

^  J -L /2  
(4.7) 

and since the Fourier transform of / was defined in Eqn. (2.10) as 

(4.8) 
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we have Fk = j^F (^t). Eqn. (3.13), 

g = + n, (4.9) 

expresses the data in terms of the vector F of Fourier coefficients, where the matrix has elements 

rk 
<!!mk = J ^fhnix)^kix)dx. (4.10) 

For our first example, we take the point sampling model of p; (x - a/) = 5 (x — x') and 

Pd ^m) = S(x — Xjn) in (4.2), and the contribution of the basis function to the m}^ 

measurement is 

4'mjfc (4.11) 

The crosstalk elements, computed according to (3.14), are 

M 

= (4.12) 
m=l 

Note that is a function of the difference A/ — fc, the definition of a Toeplitz matrix (Golub and 

Loan, 1989), and that (3kk = M for all k. 

4.3.1 Homogeneous sampling 

For most sampling configurations and imaging models, (4.12) must be computed numerically. 

However, with homogeneous point sampling in the ID model, is the sum of a finite geometric 

series of the form 

M 
Sm = (4.13) 

m=l 
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and an analytic expression arises from the formula (Dolciani et ai, 1970) 

= (4.14) 
1 — r 

Let the first sample point be xi, and successive points 

Xm+i = xi + mA, (4.15) 

with the sampling interval A. The crosstalk matrix element is 

M 
f^kic = (4.16) 

m=l 

which corresponds to the series (4.13) with ai = and r = Therefore, 

with (4.14), the crosstalk matrix elements are 

0kk' — 

I _ g27rtA/A(5t,-€fc) 
(4.17) 

I _ g27rtA(?4,-5fc) 

Some algebra and the trigonometric identity 

cos (a ± 6) = cos (a) cos (6) ^ sin (a) sin (6) (4.18) 

leads us to 

Q _ sin [ttMA (^fc. — ^fc)] 7rif2ii+(A/-l)Al(£^,-g,.) ,A iqn 
sin[7rA(^,,-^,)] • 

The exponential in (4.19) is attributable to the sample-scene phase. The choice of 

positions the sampling scheme symmetrically about the origin. 
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When A = -4, we have = k, and 

_ sin [tT (A/ - k ) ]  ;rif2x,+(M-nAK£.,-g.) /4-71X 
'kk" 

sin 

For any A/ and A:, the numerator of this is 0. \fet d^k' fnay be nonzero if the denominator is also 0. 

which occurs when the diflFerence A/ — fc is a multiple of M, a condition written as k' = k mod M. 

The resolution for this indeterminate form is provided by UHopital's Rule (Gillman and McDowell, 

1973): we get 

sin ( i rx )  
lim 
X—»0 sin (5f) 

= M, (4.22) 

and the crosstalk modulus is 

I — mod \I • (4.23) 

This result indicates that complete aliasing occurs between the $fc's differing in frequency by 

multiples of M, and that no aliasing occurs between any other basis functions. When M is an odd 

integer and the sample-scene phase is 0, (4.23) also holds without the absolute value, so 

0kk-  =  ̂ I^kk -modM-  (4.24) 

A portion of 0, calculated with 7 sample points in the interval [ — 5 ,5] , is shown in the greyscale 

image of Figure (4.1), alongside a bar graph of the moduli for the A: = 0 row. 

4.3.2 Crosstalk in ID point sampling 

The crosstalk matrix for ID sampling emerges from a Fourier transform analysis similar to that 

of section (2.6). The comb function, 

00 

comb j = A 6{x  — kA) , (4.25) 
fc=—oc 
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K k-

Fig. 4.1 Fourier crosstalk resulting from homogeneous sampling, a) IPkicl in the region |fcl < 12. 
\k/\ < 12 for scheme using 7 samples; b) 1 corresponding to the A = 0 row of (a). 
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allows us to write the sampled version of / as 

1 ^ / _ \ 
/. (^) = (^) E j • 

This equation, because / is compactly supported, is valid for any sampling scheme, not just 

homogeneous sampling. consider each Xm as belonging to a distinct infinite sequence of 

samples, although each of these sequences has at most one nonzero sample value. When the 

sampling is homogeneous, the M sequences are identical, and we can write 

f s  ( x )  =  f  ( x )  comb (• (4.27) 

The generalized function (4.26) transforms to the convolution 

r 
Fs  ( e )  =  (0  *  comb (LO - (4-28) 

m=l 

The Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem (2.96) for compactly supported / is an expression for 

its Fourier transform, 

OO 

j=-cc 

Substituting this into (4.28) and using the sifting property of the (5-function, we get 

1 °° 

j,l=—oo tn=l 

This is the sampling theorem adjusted for arbitrary, sub-Nyquist sampling: / is not bandlimited in 

the Fourier transform sense, so any finite sampling violates the Nyquist conditions. The double 

sum over j and I reflects the resultant aliasing. To make the connection with the crosstalk matrix, 

let ^ = ^k- Since F (^^) = LFk, 

. OO ^f 

S i^isinc(fc-/-j)2;e-2-^'-'". (4.31) 
j,/=—OO m=l 
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The only contribution from the sum over j is for j = fc — Z, so 

. 0 0  M  

= s E J"'-' E • <"•"> 
l=-oo m=l 

The substitution k/ = k — I gives us 

-  0 0  M  

= E (4.33) 
Jk'=-oo m=l 

and with (4.12), 

K i t - s  E  < - ' • 3 ' "  
fc'=-oo 

This is the Fourier-series parallel to Eqn. (2.104), which expressed the Fourier transform of a 

sampled bandlimited function as the convolution of the Fourier transform of the function with a 

comb function, an infinite series of (5-functions. Here, the crosstalk matrix is the transfer matrix 

between the Fourier coefiRcients of the input / and the output fs. If / has nonzero Fourier 

coefficients only for Fk, |A:| < N, then Eqn. (4.24) inserted into (4.34) indicates that homogeneous 

sampling with M = {2N -f 1) represents Nyquist sampling. 

4.3.3 Coherent artifacts in reconstruction 

The Fourier series reconstruction / formed from M of the coefficients [Fs]^.  is 

(Af-l)/2 

f { x )=  Y i  (4 .35)  
k=- (M- l ) /2  

where we have assumed that M is an odd integer. refer to the set of [Fj]^ as in-band coefficients. 

The remaining coefficients are considered out-of-band. Substituting expression (4.34) for [Fg]^ , 

along with the result (4.24) for 0kk'-, we get 

00 
f { x )=  Y ,  Fk^k^odMix) ,  (4.36) 

f c = — 0 0  
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evidence of the coherence attributed to reconstructions from homogeneous sampling. Eqn. (4.36) 

says that consecutive out-of-band frequencies are aliased into consecutive in-band frequencies, and 

structured high-frequency content becomes structured aliased content. 

4.3.4 Spectral leakage and crosstalk 

Spectral leakage occurs when sampling is confined to a subinterval of the object support. One 

scenario for this is sampling truncation, in which the sampling interval is kept at A = , but data 

is only acquired in the region , for some a € (0,1). The number of samples M' actually 

taken depends on the choice of a and the sample-scene phase. With a phase of 0, sample points are 

truncated in pairs. 

The crosstalk matrix due to the truncation has elements 

as determined from (4.19). The greyscale plots of Figure (4.2) show portions of /3 for a = 0.8 and 

a = 0.5, once again using M = 7 in the interval 5] . For a = 0.8, the number of samples 

M' = 5, and for a = 0.5, M' = 3. The accompanying bar graphs display the values for the A; = 0 

rows of the matrices. The periodic bands in the plot of (4.1a) have broadened. 

4.3.5 Jittered sampling 

Jittered sampling schemes produce crosstalk matrices such as the one shown in Figure (4.3a) 

for M = 7 and fj. = 0.1. The periodic oflF-diagonal bands of the homogeneous matri.\ have been 

partly smeared out along the entire spectrum. A trend in the crosstalk elements is indicated by 

the average crosstalk matrix shown in Figure (4.3c), computed from 1000 realizations of jittered 

schemes. 

2naM' (k ' - k )  
M 

(4.37) 
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Fig. 4.2 Fourier crosstalk resulting from truncated homogeneous sampling, a) 1/3^^, | in the region 
|/i:| < 12, \kf\ <12 for a scheme using 5 samples; b) \0kk' I corresponding to the fc = 0 row of (a); 
c) and d) crosstalk for a scheme using 3 samples. 
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Fig. 4.3 Fourier crosstalk resulting from jittered sampling, a) \Pkk'\ region |A:| < 12, 
{k/l < 12 for a scheme using 7 samples and fi = 0.1; b) \/3kk'\ corresponding to the /: = 0 row of 
(a); c) and d) crosstalk for ^ = 0.1, averaged over 1000 schemes; e) and f) crosstalk for ^ = 0.4; 
g) and h) average crosstaik for n = 0.4. 
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Higher displacement limits lead to increased average crosstalk. This is demonstrated in Figures 

(4.3)-(4.5) for a range of fj, between 0.1 and 5.0. While the crosstalk resulting from any realization 

of a jittered scheme exhibits a ragged profile, the average tends towards constant off-diagonal 

crosstalk as fx grows. For combatting coherent aliasing artifacts, any single scheme should be an 

improvement over the homogeneous sampling. However, the magnitude of the crosstalk must 

inevitably be a concern since too laige a displacement limit can cause aliasing errors that might 

swamp the signal. This could conceivably be a problem even for smaller y. if the high off-diagonal 

crosstalk for a particular scheme resonates with high frequencies of an intended signal. 

4.3.6 Physical sampling 

For homogeneous sampling under more realistic conditions of finite imaging and detector 

responses, we use the responses defined in (4.4) and (4.5). The crosstalk, using the detector 

sensitivity 

is computed by a numerical integration. The results are displayed in Figure (4.6) for z = 0.05 

and w = 0.0002, and for z = 0.02 and w = 0.2. The first of these models a finite point-response 

function that acts on / as a non-ideal low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 10.0. The non-zero 

crosstalk that appiears in Figure (4.6b) at and beyond A/ = ±10 is a result of this non-ideal 

characteristic. The actual filter is the Fourier transform of the product of the shifted sine and a rect 

function of width L. 

The second example models finite-width detectors, representing a sine filter with a full-width, 

half-meiximum of 6.0. 

(^) rect (4.38) 
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Fig. 4.4 More Fourier crosstalk resulting from jittered sampling, a) in the region |A:| < 12. 
Ifc'l < 12 for a scheme using 7 samples and fi = 0.7; b) \0kk' \ corresponding to the fc = 0 row of 
(a); c) and d) crosstalk for /j, = 0.7, averaged over 1000 schemes; e) and f) crosstalk for ^ = 1.0; 
g) and h) average crosstalk for /x = 1.0. 
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Fig. 4.5 Still more Fourier crosstalk resulting from jittered sampling, a) \0kk' I region 
|A:| < 12, |A/| < 12 for a scheme using 7 samples and fj. = 3.0; b) \0kk'\ corresponding to the 
fc = 0 row of (a); c) and d) crosstalk for ^ = 3.0, averaged over 1000 schemes; e) and f) crosstalk 
for jj, = 5.0; g) and h) average crosstalk for /j. = 5.0. 
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Fig. 4.6 Fourier crosstalk resulting from physical sampling, a) \Pkk'\ region |fc| < 12. 
|A/| < 12 for a homogeneous scheme using 7 samples. The point response parameters are z = 0.05 
and w = 0.0002 ; b) \0kk^ \ corresponding to the fc = 0 row of (a); c) and d) 2 = 0.02 and w = 0.2. 
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4.4 Task-Based Assessment of ID Sampling Schemes 

In this section, we explore additional facets of the ID sampling problem through the application 

of task-performance measures to sampled data. The relevant tasks, couched as either detection 

or estimation, require the separation of a low-pass signal embedded in a high-pass background 

signal. The data vector is given by (4.1), but now we assume that f = s + b, with s and b low- and 

high-pass signals, respectively, and write 

The noise is assumed to be independent, identically distributed Gaussian. For estimation tasks, 

we shall look at two situations, estimation of the Fourier coefficients of s under the assumption of 

fixed s and negligible 6, and then under the assumption of fixed s and random, non-negligible b. 

We finish with a post-sampling estimation problem where both s and b are assumed random. 

For a detection task, we treat a specific problem where s is a fixed signal and b is random 

in order to compare the performances of the Hotelling discriminant [see section (2.8.3)] with 

homogeneous and jittered sampling. Both point and physical sampling are applied. 

4.4.1 Coefficient estimation - unbiased estimates 

Let the A'" X 1 vector S denote the Fourier coefficients of s. We begin by considering the inverse 

problem of estimating S from 

where contains the elements pertaining to S. Wfe have the normal equation (Strang, 1988) 

g  =  Tis  -hHb  +  n .  (4.39) 

g = + n. (4.40) 

(4.41) 
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where 

0^ = (4.42) 

and with the assumption that is full rank, form the estimate 

S = (4.43) 

The quality of our estimate can be judged by the mean-square error (MSE), which for this problem 

is the sum 

MSE (s) = var (Sfc) (4.44) 
|fc|<(iV-l)/2 

of the variances of the individual coefficient estimates. Our aim is to minimize this sum, and for 

the Gaussian noise model, we may apply the Cramer-Rao bounds introduced in Chapter 3. By Eqn. 

(3.99), 

var (4) > (4.45) 

with equality with a diagonal crosstalk matrix. Translated to our ID sampling problem, (4.45) 

mandates homogeneous sampling with no less than N samples. Furthermore, since 

(3kk = M, (4.46) 

the more samples taken, the lower the bound. 

4.4.2 Coefficient estimation - biased estimates 

In the scenario of fixed s and a significant, random background h, the data vector is 

g  =  - t - - f  n ,  (4.47) 
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where B represents the Fourier coefficients of b, and matrix '9% contains the elements 

pertaining to B. Strictly speaking, S cannot be considered estimable according to the definition 

given in section (2.8.2). If we replace g in (4.43) with (4.47), 

(4.48) 

and 

(5fc) , ^ Sk .  
\ / n s 

(4.49) 

The MSE under these circumstances is 

MSE(S)= Y. var(Sfc) +^[bias(5A:)]^^ , (4.50) 
|A:|<(JV-l)/2 

where 

bias (a) = {%). - SH.  (4.51) 

but of course there is no way of assigning a value to the bias. However, we can test the susceptibility 

to bias of any sampling scheme. The sum of the variances in (4.50) equals the trace of the 

covariance matrix for the individual coefficient estimates. The covariance is 

^5 = 

and with (4.48) substituted for S, 

^ •* / n 5 

(4.52) 

A similar calculation can be applied to the sum of the biases in (4.50). Wfe have 

Mbias^5 fc^ j  \  = trace  B ,  
\k \<{N- l ) /2  *  '  *  

(4.53) 

(4.54) 
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where 

B = 

6 

where 

t m —  ^ 
|fc|<(yV-l)/2 

km 

and 

(4.55) 

Again making use of (4.48), we have 

B = I3]̂ 'I3%KB [/3^]t 0],', (4.56) 

with KB the covariance matrix for B. The MSE for S is then 

MSE (s) = trace + trace [pJf'P^^Ks [P%]^ 0^^'] • (4.57) 

For diagonal covariances matrices, this reduces to 

M 
MSE (s) = J] [ K n ] m m  + E [ K s l ^ k ' (4.58) 

m=l |fc|>(Af-l)/2 

(4.59) 

>"»= E \We^ N ] ^ , \  <«») 
\k'\<(N-\)n 

are weights that quantify the susceptibility of S to errors from measurement noise and out-of-band 

frequencies. Figures (4.7)-(4.10) plot these for various sampling schemes using N = 7 and 

M = 7 on the interval [—5, . In Figure (4.7), the Wk arise from single realizations of the 

schemes, using values of n ranging from 0 to 1. The discrete data is shown as lines for clarity. 

For the homogeneous scheme, all the weights are 1. A look back at Figure (4.1) confirms this: 

each out-of-band fi^quency aliases completely with a single in-band frequency. The trend for 

jittered sampling is towards increased susceptibility to out-of-bandwidth content, although all of 
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the jittered schemes have some weights that are less than 1. 

Figure (4.8) shows average weights (twfc) derived from 100 realizations of each of the sampling 

schemes. These demonstrate quite clearly an increased susceptibility as fi grows. Figure (4.8b) for 

fj. = 0.1 shows an interesting see-sawing of the weights about the value 1, and Figure (4.8c) for 

fj. = 0.4 displays some weights below 1 as well. 

Figure (4.9) shows the weights tm for single realizations of the schemes. Each index m 

represents one of the 7 detectors, and tm indicates the influence that measurement noise from the 

nr^ detector has on the estimate (4.48). Not only does increased jitter mean increased noise error, 

but the growth is not uniform: detectors at the edges are potentially more troublesome than those 

nearer the center. Figure (4.10) presents the average weights, again using 100 realizations. These 

reveal a somewhat slow growth in the susceptibility as a frinction of the displacement limit. 

4.4.3 The minimum-EMSE estimator 

conclude this discussion of the ID estimation task with a tangential topic - the minimum-

EMSE estimator, applicable when both s and b are random, and statistics about them are knowTi. In 

this case, the sampling has been done, and what remains is the job of estimating S. If we consider 

(4.47) in the form 

g = ^'A^S-t-n, (4.61) 

with 

n = ^*5/6 + n, (4.62) 
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Fig. 4.8 The average susceptibility ofan estimate to out-of-band coefficients, a)^ = 0;b)// = 0.1 
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the estimate that minimizes 

EMSE (s) = 

is shown to be (W. Smith, 1985) 

S -S  

S = W^[g-(g)ftJ+(S>s,,, 

(4.63) 

(4.64) 

with 

W = (|[S - {S).| [g- {g),,.]'^_ ^ if,-'. 

The data covariance for our model is 

K g  =  ( [ ^NS +  n] ^ , 

and with an assumption that S and B are uncorrelated and n is independent, 

(4.65) 

(4.66) 

Kg = <SNKs<i!l + Kii, (4.67) 

where 

Kn = <i!%KB[ ^ y ] ^  + K n .  (4.68) 

Also, the correlation assumption means that 

Therefore, 

(4.69) 

S = + Kf,] ' [g- (g)^,,] + (S)- (4.70) 
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Another form is (Menke, 1989) 

s = •]"' ' [g- (g),J + (S>s.,, (4.71) 

the choice between (4.70) and (4.71) depending on the existence of the various inverses. 

In practice, one may have available only an estimate of the covariance matrix and the 

suitability of S will depend on the validity of this approximation. However, the minimum-EMSE 

estimator is useful at least for exploring the sensitivity of a solution to out-of-band contributions. 

A discussion along these lines for applications in seismic tomography can be found in Trampert 

and Snieder (1996). 

4.4.4 An aliasing discrimination task 

The objective in a binary discrimination task is to decide which of two signals is present based 

on the acquired data. For an aliasing discrimination task, consider the hypotheses 

H o  :  f { x )  =  b { x )  (4.72) 

H i  :  f { x )  =  s { x ) + b { x ) ,  (4.73) 

where the signals are supported in the region 5] . judge sampling schemes based on the 

Hotelling discriminant's performance with the data. This performance is rated by the detectability 

index, introduced in section (2.8.3) as 

I ^ 
[ 
! 

where 

(4.74) 

(4.75) 
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Fig. 4.11 The low-pass signal s (x). 

is the diflFerence in mean data vectors, and 

52 = X [Kg\Ho + ̂ g\H,] : 

is the in-class scatter matrix. 

The specific signals used are 

s { x )  =  
1 ^ 

1 -h - ̂  COS { 2 n v x )  
U=1 

rect(x) 

and 

1 
6 (x) = — ^ cos {2-KKX + 0^) rect (x). 

K=ll 

(4.76) 

(4.77) 

(4.78) 

Randomness in b is instilled by the parameters 0^, random phase angles uniformly distributed in 

the interval [0,27r]. The mean and autocorrelation functions for this choice of random high-pass 

signal are 

b { x )  =  0, 

7r 
R b { x , y )  =  XI ~ • 

(4.79) 

(4.80) 
ic=U 
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The signal s is shown in Figure (4.11). 

Our investigation compares the task performances of homogeneous and jittered sampling 

for various imaging models as M changes. These performances are reported in terms of an 

average detectability (d^) . With jittered sampling, averaging is over a sequence of lO'' different 

jittered grids. Averaging of {dP) for homogeneous sampling is over the sample-scene phase. 

Average detectability is computed using 100 phases in the range [0, tt] . In each of the simulations, 

measurement noise is assumed to obey an independent, identically distributed Gaussian model, 

with variance cr^ set at 0.05. 

4.4.5 Point sampling 

For our first example, we use the response delta functions p \  ( x ,  a / )  =  6 ( x  —  a / )  and 

Pd (x', Xm) = 6{xf — Xm) in (4.2), modeling point sampling of the signal. The random processes 

are the high-pass signal b and the measurement noise n, the conditional covariances are 

^g\Ho = ^g\Hi = ^Hb + Kji, (4.81) 

and the appropriate figure of merit is 

cf = ~AM^ [Knb + Knr' Ag. (4.82) 

Note that Knb-, the covariance matrix of the samples obtained by applying H to 6, is computed by 

substituting (4.80) for Rf in (2.134). The elements of the difference vector Ag are simply the 

point values s (xm) since b (x) = 0. 

The relation between detectability and the sample-scene phase of a homogeneous scheme is 

shown in Figure (4.12a) for odd values of M from 1 through 9. For M > 7, the number of samples 

mandated by the Nyquist condition for s, the phase is irrelevant. The detectability behavior as a 
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Fig. 4.12 Aspects of homogeneous and jittered sampling, a) Detection versus sample-scene phase 
for homogeneous sampling with M ranging from 1 to 9; b) The effect of fx on detectability for 
schemes with M = 7,14, and 21. 

function of M is the focus of our study. 

For jittered sampling, detectability is affected by the displacement limit parameter fi. Figure 

(4.12b) shows average detectability as a function of this limit for several values of M. The 

outstanding feature is the drastic change in (d^) occurring in the changeover from homogeneous 

sampling = 0) to jittered sampling. 

To examine this behavior from another angle, the task performances of homogeneous and 

jittered sampling are shown together on semilog axes in Figure (4.13a) as a function of M. The 

jittered scheme uses a maximum allowed displacement of The curves converge for higher 

sample numbers because -jg —^ 0 with increasing M. For small values of A/, the diflFerences in 

(dp) are slight, but beyond the Nyquist condition for s the plots are quite dissimilar. Homogeneous 

sampling performance plateaus while jittered sampling demonstrates steady improvement. The 

largest increase in performance occurs by using homogeneous sampling with 21 samples instead 

of 20, where {(P) jumps from 38.6 to 429.2. Note also the slight kink in the homogeneous curve 

occurring at M = 24. 
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Fig. 4.13 Detectability as a function of samples taken for ID point sampling, a) (d^) versus M 
for homogeneous and jittered schemes using 7 samples. The displacement limit fi = 0.1. b) The 
average crosstalk sum (4.83) as a function of M for the schemes used in (a). 

For insight into this behavior, consider the crosstalk form (|/3fcfc'|), the brackets indicating that 

the modulus is averaged over the same process that formed (dP). The sum 

20 . 20 

|fc'|=ll |A:|<3|fc'|=ll 

quantifies the extent of the average aliasing for either type of sampling. With homogeneous 

sampling, the shifts in Figure (4.13a) correspond to changes in (4.83) as shown in Figure (4.13b). 

For instance, the peak in {(fi) at M = 12 matches a local minimum in the crosstalk sum for the 

same number of samples. 

The sum (4.83) reflects the fact that the d.c. represents most of the power in s, and the 

sizable detectability jump at M = 21 indicates this frequency is no longer being aliasing into 

by the frequencies of 6, a fact confirmed by the drop in Figure (4.13b). The kink at M = 24 

in the homogeneous detectability curve occurs because that is the number of samples required to 

eliminate entirely the aliasing of 6 into the passband for s. 

Figure (4.13b) gives the more important insight in regard to jittered sampling. The smooth 
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increase in (S) seen in Figure (4.13a) is paralleled by the equally smcwth decrease in aliasing as 

measured by (4.83), but the crosstalk sum is consistently laiger than for homogeneous sampling. 

4.4.6 Physical sampling 

Nejct, we see what transpires with a more realistic model of finite point spread and detector 

responses, using p-, \ sine and Pd (x',xm) = rect (^~'^'") in (4.2). All other 

details are kept as in the point sampling simulations and the form for remains as (4.82). 

Numerical integration is now required to evaluate Ag and K-nb-

Point sampling is well-approximated by selecting the parameters z = 0.02 and w = 0.0002. 

Increasing z and w will lead to better detection since p-, and pd represent low-pass filters. This is 

verified in our simulations, which relate detectabiiity as a function of M when z and w are varied 

separately. In these examples, the jitter parameter ^ = 1. 

In Figure (4.14), the effect of raising z from 0.025 to 0.05 while holding w = 0.0002 is seen 

for homogeneous sampling principally as a detectabiiity increase for small and midrange values of 

M, such as a nearly sevenfold increase fi-om 10.6 to 69.5 when M = 3, while jittered sampling 

shows consistent improvement for all values of M. In Figure (4.14d), the filtering created by 

letting z = 0.05 has nearly dissolved the performance differences between the two sampling 

schemes, although the evolution is not a smooth one. In Figures (4.14a) and (4.14b), there are 

instances where increasing M for homogeneous sampling substantially hurts performance and 

spells the difference between underperforming and outperforming jittered sampling. Furthermore, 

in Figure (4.14b), the large jump in detectabiiity for homogeneous sampling occurs at M = 16. 

This is because the low-pass filtering has removed the highest frequencies of b. 

Figure (4.15) shows how average detectabiiity is affected when the finite detector response 
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parameter w takes the values 0.01,0.05, and 0.1. Parameter z is set at 0.02. As was the case with 2. 

increasing w leads to converging task performances for the sampling schemes, as demonstrated in 

Figure (4.15e) for w = 0.1. In comparison to the examples with changing z, however, convergence 

with increasing w proceeds more uniformly. This is a consequence of applying a smoother filter. 

4.4.7 A figure-of-merit comparison 

These simulations demonstrate that the magnitude of aliasing created by a sampling scheme 

does affect detectability. find, for instance, that with both homogeneous and jittered sampling 

there is a detectability improvement as the magnitude of aliasing decreases. The more interesting 

result, though, is that the magnitude does not well serve as a detectability predictor across different 

schemes. The plots in this section have shown that the magnitude is consistently greater for jittered 

sampling than for homogeneous sampling, yet the jittered scheme outperforms the homogeneous 

scheme at many stages of our simulations. The objective-assessment approach to system design 

represented by (cf^) uses observer performance to classify what constitutes detrimental sampling 

artifacts. The superiority of jittered sampling for some ranges of M is an affirmation that the 

nature of the aliasing is as much a factor as magnitude in detection tasks, and is suggestive of the 

disadvantages of coherent aliasing. 

Questions such as whether the Hotelling discriminant correlates with the performance of human 

observers are not addressed in this study. The Hotelling discriminant merely reflects the maximum 

information available to observers who perform only linear operations on the data. More general 

statements about the comparative worth of homogeneous and jittered sampling await a more 

extensive treatment. 

The estimation and detection tasks of this chapter do emphasize the need for appropriate task 
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Fig. 4.15 Detectability as a function of samples taken for 1D physical sampling, a) ( c f )  versus M  
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definition when carrying out system optimization. Our results also show the arbitrariness of 

adhering to a non-task figure of merit for system design. The crosstalk matrix is well-established as 

the transfer matrix for ID point sampling, but can only give an idea of average system resolution. 

As an illustration of this, suppose we en]ai;ge the support region for the signals s and b used in 

the detection task while keeping the signals the same. This change would alter the crosstalk sum 

figure of merit, while observer performance, based solely on properties of the signals, would not 

be affected. 
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CHAPTERS 

SAMPLING CONSIDERAnONS FOR DISCRETE X-RAY AND CONE-BEAM 
TOMOGRAPHY 

Eflficient sampling for computed tomography has been equated with Nyquist sampling of the 

tomographic transforms (Rattey and Lindgren, 1981; Natterer, 1986; Faridani, 1991). Often, the 

related Nyquist conditions are interpreted as necessary conditions for accurately resolving object 

features at a given resolution, and existing theory does not very well indicate how close a particular 

geometry will come to satisfying these conditions. In Chapter 3, we argued along several fronts for 

Fourier crosstalk as a means of filling this void. The principle underlying crosstalk theory is that 

the ability to recover the Fourier coefficients from samples is a practical definition of aliasing. In 

Chapter 4, it was shown that for ID point sampling, the crosstalk matrix operates as the transfer 

matrix between the Fourier coefficient vectors of a function and a generalized function derived 

from samples of the function. A definition of Nyquist sampling in terms of diagonal crosstalk 

submatrices followed from this result. 

This chapter looks at the relation between Nyquist sampling and Fourier crosstalk for projective 

transforms. Specifically, we consider the 2D x-ray and cone-beam transforms. The emphasis 

is on the aliasing characteristics of these transforms rather than on task-performance measures 

for sampling. The 2D x-ray transform offers an opportunity to compare crosstalk with existing 

work in sampling theory since Rattey and Lindgren (1981) showed hexagonal sampling in polar 

coordinates, and not rectangular sampling, is the Nyquist geometiy for the transform [see section 

(2.6.1)]. 

The Nyquist sampling analysis compares the Fourier transform of the continuous x-ray 
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transform to the Fourier transform of a generalized function based on the discrete transform. A 

crosstalk definition of eflFicient sampling for the x-ray transform compares their Fourier series. 

Recall from section (2.3.1) that sufficient data for the continuous transform permits exact recovery 

of any object in a function space; a data vector from the discrete transform approaches sufficiency 

in the limit of infinite sampling that yields a set of x-ray projections spanning a semicircle. The 

nearness of the vector to this limit is referred to as the sampling error. To quantify this error, we 

formulate a mean-square difference between bandlimited Fourier series for the sufficient data and 

a generalized function based on the data vector. A sampling geometry that succeeds in reducing 

this error to some threshold value using fewer samples than other geometries is considered to be 

efficient in a crosstalk sense. Through simulations using rectangular and hexagonal sampling, we 

demonstrate consistency between the Nyquist and crosstalk definitions of efficiency for the x-ray 

transform. 

Of course, the lessons of Chapters 3 and 4 regarding task-based assessments are not to be 

completely ignored. Efficient sampling can have a meaning apart from the strictly mathematical 

Nyquist and crosstalk definitions. For task-performance measures, it is incumbent upon an 

observer performing the task to define obstructing artifacts. Barrett et al. (1995) point out that a 

diagonal crosstalk matrix is not preemptively optimal for all tasks; in the ID simulations of Chapter 

4, homogeneous sampling was characterized by diagonal crosstalk submatrices, yet was inferior 

to jittered sampling at some stages of a task requiring the detection of a low-frequency signal 

from samples when measurement noise and high-frequency background were present. With this in 

mind, we note that our sampling error analysis for continuous-to-discrete systems that have unique 

continuous-to-continuous limits leads to a refinement of the Cramer-Rao bound of section (3.6.4). 

There is no such unique limiting expression for the cone-beam transform. The sufficiency 
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condition of section (2.3.2) is satisfied by an infinite number of orbits, each of which introduces 

particular redundancies into the data (Defrise and Clack, 1994). This state of affairs would seem to 

make a Nyquist sampling analysis difficult. On the other hand, we conjecture that a sufficient orbit 

exists that produces the most efficient sampling schemes in the crosstalk sense. A search for such 

a limit is a difficult problem given the huge space of sufficient orbits, and is not pursued in this 

dissertation. Instead, we use the error measure to evaluate characteristics of discrete geometries 

that are based on the pattern of a continuous helical orbit traced on a cylinder. The density of orbit 

points and of line integrals through each orbit point are test parameters. Of particular interest in 

this study are conclusions about sampling deficiencies for certain directions in Fourier space that 

arise from symmetries in the orbit point placement. 

Wfe conclude this chapter with demonstrations of a rudimentary inversion algorithm that offers 

visual inspection of the consequences of crosstalk. A regularized version of this algorithm recalls 

the Central Slice theorem. 

5.1 Fourier Crosstalk and the Discrete 2D X-ray TVansform 

In section (2.2.1), the continuous 2D x-ray transform of a 2D function / was defined as 

X{/}(^ ,? )=  f  [  f { x , y ) 6 i x c o s d  +  y s i n 0 - q ) d x d y ,  (5.1) 
J —oo J—oo 

based on the parameterization 

T •u = q (5.2) 

of points r = (x, y) on a line, with q a scalar and u = (cos 6, sin 0) the unit vector perpendicular 
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to the line. With the coordinate rotation 

=  ( r -u , r -v )  (5 .3 )  

defined by u and v = (—sin0,cos0), (5.1) becomes 

X { / } ( ^ . 9 ) =  f { q v L  +  v v ) d v .  (5.4) 
J —OC 

For the discrete x-ray transform, let X {/} denote the data vector. An element of X {/}, 

['^ {/}]pn =  n  f  (^prxUp + V V p )  d v ,  (5.5) 
J —OO 

with 1  <  p  <  P  and 1 < n < N p ,  is the line integral to the n'*' detector of the projection. 

The number of detectors per projection, ATp, may be a function of p. Since we are interested in the 

deterministic character of the sampling, the data are assumed to be noise-free. 

5.1.1 A 2D Fourier representation and the forward problem 

As a continuous-to-discrete mapping in the form of Eqn. (3.8), an x-ray line integral (5.5) 

takes the form 

[ ' f { / } U = /  h ^ { T ) f { v ) d v ,  (5.6) 

using the line-mass detector sensitivity function 

/

OO 

^ (r - qpn% - vvp) dv. (5.7) 
•CO 

Any physically meaningful / to which we apply (5.6) will have compact support. Given the 

definition of a square support S of width L and area Vs = and the corresponding support 
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function S (r) in the manner outlined in section (3.1), we obtain the unique Fourier representation 

f{T)=Y^FMT), (5.8) 
kez^ 

with 

^k(r) =e2'^"'''-^S(r) (5.9) 

and 

Fk=, | j r / ( r )4 ' | ; ( r )< i r .  (5 .10)  

The index k spans the infinite set of ordered integer pairs iki,k2), and the wavevector 

Pij = ^k. The real and imaginary parts of are truncated planewaves with contours 

perpendicular to Figure (5.1) displays examples for various p^. 

By inserting Eqn. (5.8) into (5.5), we express the discrete x-ray transform data as 

lc6Z» 

where 

/

OO 
(9pnUp + uvp) du (5.12) 

•OO 

is the p-n^ line integral through the k*** basis function. Moreover, since (5.6) with detector 

sensitivity (5.7) is the equivalent of (5.5), we note that these ^pnk are specific to the choice of 

geometry in the sense of being proportional to conjugates of the Fourier coefficients of hpn (r) [cf 

(5.10)]: 

'9pnk= J^hpnir)^k(r)dr. (5.13) 



\40 

Fig-5-\ A V 

Examples of 2D Fourier basis functions. The wavevector is perpendicular to the contours. 
) show real parts of Fourier basis functions; c) and d) are the real and imaginary parts of a 

•- fimction. 
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Substituting the explicit form for into (5.12), we have 

^pnk= / (5.14) 
•/fipn 

with integration limits Opn and b-pn that are the values of v where the integration line gpnUp -h yvp 

intersects the support boundary. The integral is easily computed to be 

^'pnk =  { a p n - b p n )  sinc [(opn - 6p„) Pk " Vp] , (5.15) 

where tjn = \ {opn + 6pn) • 

The character of ^'pnk is illustrated in Figure (5.2) with three angular projections from a 

planewave. A dense concentration of detectors is used to enhance the projection detail. When 

Pjj • Vp ss 0, integration is along a contour of as demonstrated by the projection at the upper 

right. For the lower right-hand projection, and Vp are nearly parallel and the integration cuts 

across contours, leading to cancellations and relatively small values. Cancellations are especially 

evident in the left-hand projection, with Vp parallel to one of the sides of the support. In that case, 

(opn — bpn) = L, and the sinc argument [(opn — bpn) Pk • Vp] is integer-valued. The line integrals 

are 0 unless • Vp = 0. 

Figure (5.2) also illustrates the non-isotropic projecting nature of our Fourier basis. The 

detectors for which • Vp w 0 generally produce greater l^^pnkl than other detectors. For this 

reason, they are considered critical detectors for Their significance is understood through the 

system design paradigm posed in Chapter 3. In section (3.3), we introduced the Fourier crosstalk 

matrix as a means of defining the aliasing created by a linear imaging system. For the discrete 

x-ray system configuration, the crosstalk elements are 

P Np 

p=l n=l 
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Fig. 5.2 Projections from the 2D x-ray transform applied to the real part of a Fourier basis function. 
As described in the text, the detectors perpendicular to the wavevector represent the critical detectors 
for the planewave. 
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The diagonal measures the contribution of $it to the data, and getting a significant value 

depends on the inclusion of some subset of the critical detectors for 

5.1.2 Efficiera sampling far the x-ray transform 

For systems where the data represent a discretization of /, Nyquist sampling has a natural 

interpretation since the data bear some resemblance to /. In Chapter 3, we saw that point sampling 

leads to replication of the spectrum of /, and Nyquist sampling produced the optimal spectral 

packing when a bandlimiting condition was imposed. Chapter 4 was devoted to the ID version of 

this problem, and we found that a diagonal crosstalk submatrix was an indicator of ID Nyquist 

sampling. 

With projective operators, the resemblance between object and data is lost. To avoid a 

reliance on reconstruction method, the Nyquist geometry is defined by the optimal packing of 

replicated spectra of a continuous data function. Phrased in this manner, the definition requires a 

unique continuous limit of the discrete sampling. The discrete x-ray transform X is an example, 

approaching the continuous transform X in the limit of infinite sampling. Note that the Nyquist 

geometry thus appears to depend on the choice of the continuous data function X {/} and hence 

on /. In proposing hexagonal sampling as the Nyquist geometry, Rattey and Lindgren (1981) 

determined that for all / compactly supported within a circle, the support of the Fourier transform 

of X {/} lies almost entirely within a bowtie-shaped region [section (2.6.1)]. They used a 

bandlimited version of the bowtie support as a unit cell, thereby eliminating any dependence of the 

geometry on a specific /. 

wish to demonstrate that a crosstalk interpretation is consistent with this result. The 

approach  taken  i s  to  compute  a  mean-square  e r ro r  be tween  the  bandl imi ted  Four ie r  se r ies  fo r  X { /}  
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and a generalized function based on X {/} . This error has the form 

error = Fj^AFyv, (5.17) 

where vector F^v contains a finite set of Fourier coeflFicients for /, and A is an iV x AT positive 

semidefinite matrix that approaches the zero matrix with increased sampling. Our intention is 

to show that A converges faster (i.e., using fewer data samples) via hexagonal sampling than 

with rectangular sampling, and thus that a definition of efficient sampling in terms of crosstalk is 

consistent with the accepted definition of efficient sampling in terms of the Nyquist geometry. 

To simplify notation, we combine the detector and angular projection indices into the index m. 

letting the total number of measurements be 

p 
^iVp = M. (5.18) 
p=i 

With this change, the crosstalk definition (5.16) becomes 

M 
/3kk'= E (5.19) 

m=l 

Furthermore, we consider the continuous transform (5.4) of / as a function of the 2D data space 

variable r' = (0, q), and write 

X{ /}( r ' )= /  / i  ( r ' ,  r )  /  ( r )  r f r .  (5 .20)  
Jw 

The integral kernel 

/ i ( r ' , r )=  f 5 [r — 9U (0) — i;v (0)] du (5.21) 
J —OO 

is the continuous detector sensitivity, related to the detector sensitivity in that hmir) = h ( r^ ,  r ) .  

Tm being the m'*' sample point. Finally, assume that / is bandlimited in the Fourier-series sense. 
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with a representation (5.8) such that |Fk| ̂  0 only for k restricted to a finite lattice containing 

iV points. Therefore, (5.11) becomes 

kez?, 

while for the continuous transform, we have 

X{/}( ' ^ ' )=  E  (5.23)  
keZ% 

where the definition 

'J'k (r') = f h  (r', r) (r) d r  (5.24) 

extends the use of to function notation, with the understanding that 4'mk = i^m)-

The function X {/} is to be compared to the generalized function 

1 

m=l 

through a mean-square difference calculation using their Fourier-series representations. Figure 

(5.3) diagrams the steps for the calculation. 

To proceed, additional details about data space must be specified. With a circular object support 

of radius i2, the data support 7" is a 2D rectangle bounded by 0 € [0, tt) and q € [—i?] - For 

j = U\J2) and i/j = the functions 

Tj (r') = (r') , (5.26) 

with a support function T (r') that equals 1 for points within T and 0 without, are a basis for 

L2 (^ • (^ consider the subspace of Lj {T) consisting of bounded functions in order that (5.25) 
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NM 

Fourier series 

Fourier series 

bandlimit { N )  

Fourier series 

bandlimit (M) bandlimit (M) 

Fig. 5.3 A diagram of the sampling error calculation. Function / is bandlimited in the 
Fourier-series sense and input to the x-ray transform. The output function X {/} is sampled to pro
duce the data vector X/. A generalized function X3 {/} is created from Xf based on Eqn. (5.25). 
The sampling error is computed by calculating the mean-square difference between bandlim
ited versions of the Fourier series of X {/} and Xs {/} . This difference operation is represented by 
the © symbol. 
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make sense.) With this basis, a 5-function can be written as (Stakgold, 1979) 

«(>^) = E Tfi M 
jez' 

so that (5.25) becomes 

1 
•li {/} (rO = 4 E >1™ E Tj (•" - rm). (5.28) 

m=l jez^ 

The function "ific (r') has the Fourier series representation 

«k (r') = E '''wTj (r') (5.29) 
j6Z^ 

with coefficients An important assumption that we will make is that 'S essentially 

bandlimited, and thus well represented by a finite number of terms in (5.29). 

Wfe now have the material with which to compute a sampling error. Substituting (5.27) into 

(5.28), we have 

1 
•t; {/) W) 'mT.11 E Ti W - fm) , (5.30) 

m=l j€Z2 

while using (5.29) in (5.23) gives us 

X {/} (f') = E E ̂kl Tj (r'). (5.31) 
jez' 

These are the Fourier series representations that we have sought. However, with Xs relying on only 

M samples points, we must restrict ourselves to considering an error based on a subset of the basis 

fimctions Tj. Confining the index j to the finite lattice A, of M points, with grid dimensions 

Ml X a/2, we label the corresponding bandlimited x-ray transforms as 

1 
« {/} (r') = E E E "fj (••' - •••") '5 ") 

m=i kez?, j€Z=|, 
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and 

X {/} (r') = E E (••'). (5.33) 
kez?, jeZL 

and define the samph'ng error as 

|x {/} (r') - ̂  {/} (r-) I' dr'. (5.34) 

Since the generalized function {/} is not square-integrabie, —> oo as iV —• oo for finite 

M. However, it is not the case that -+ 0 as M —• oo for ail / unless some conditions are put 

on the sampling. Clearly, if the sampling is homogeneous in 7", then goes to zero. 

The integral expands to take the form 

4,« = I|X{/}IIN.M + II A; {/} | | | , ,„ -  2Re(X{/}.  A; {/})^,„, (5.3S) 

with 

l|X{/}ll«,M = j^lx{/}(r')f <«'•'. (5-36) 

\\X,[n&M = (5.37) 

and the inner product 

(X {/}, Ai {/})„,„ = jT [x {/}] • (r'){/} (r') dr'- (5.38) 

Let Fa^ be the iV X 1 vector of coefficients for /. Eqn. (5.31) allows us to write 

llX{/}||^,Af = FUF;v, (5.39) 

where the TV x iV matrix TJ has elements 

1 ^ = f  T ,  ( 5 . 4 0 )  
"u'sz;, 
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The assumption that 4'k (r') is essentially bandlimited is now applied. For finite iV, choose M 

large enough so that for k € Z^, 

E'^KiTj(r')«^k(r')- (5-41) 
jezL 

This allows the approximation 

r?kk' ^ (r') ^k' (r') dv'. (5.42) 

Wfe recognize that this integral is the continuous analog to the crosstalk definition (5.19). 

The bandlimiting assumption on (r^) also serves to simplify the inner product (5.38). With 

the orthogonality property 

j^T]{v')Xy[v')dv' = VT6-^.^ (5.43) 

where 6jj' is the Kronecker 5-function, along with the separability property 

Tj (r' - r^) = Tj (r') TJ (r„^), (5.44) 

the inner product is 

(X {/}, ̂  = ^Fj^eFyv, (5.45) 

where matrix 0 has elements 

M 

ekk' = (Vm). (5.46) 
m=l jezi, 

By (5.41), 

M 

ekk'«E^mk^-k'=/?kk'- (5-47) 
T7X=1 
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For the second term on the right-hand side of (5.35), we write 

ll'^ {/}!!«,M = ;^Fj,=F„. (5.48) 

The matrix E has elements 

M 
Hkk' = E E Tj (r^ - r„,0 • (5.49) 

m,m'=l jeZ^v/ 

To investigate these elements, recognize that is a uniformly spaced grid and the summation 

over j is similar to one treated in Chapter 4. As 

^ Tj (r„, - Tm') = Y. (5.50) 
jezil, iQZl,  

letting r,n = (0m,gm), and r^' = (^msgmO gives 

•V/i M2 
Tj (r,„ - Tm-) = Y Y1 (5.51) 

jez^v, ji=i j2=i 

where Ai = ^ and A2 = ^. Following steps similar to those leading to Eqn. (4.19), we have 

Ey. , _ sin [TrMiAi {0^ - Om')] sin [7rM2A2 (gm - gm')] .552^ 
J Tm' sin[7rAi (0m-^m')] sin [7rA2 (gm - gm-)] 

For common tomographic applications, the points are homogeneously sampled (i.e., with 

uniform angular separation and uniform detector spacing ^). The products Mi Ai {O-m — dm-) 

and M2A2 {qm — qm') are then integer-valued, and we appeal to (4.22) to show that for integers t. 

sin>tL _ / Mi, t = 0,  53^ 

m 
for i = 1,2. Therefore, 

sin [TTf] _ J Mi, 

in [#1 I ^ gin I ^ I I otherwise. 

Tj (r„i - r„i') = (5.54) 

j6Z5l, 
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and Eqn. (5.49) takes the form 

2kk' = (5.55) 

FN. (5.56) 

Combining (5.39) with (5.48) and (5.45), and letting be the AT x iV crosstalk submatrix. 

we can write the (bandlimited) mean-square error for homogeneous sampling as 

_2 -pt 

Matrix 77 is the iV x AT submatrix of the Gram matrix, composed of the weights for a Gram-Schmidt 

process to convert the set of functions (r') into an orthogonal basis on T (Kowalski et ai, 

1995). A simple bound on the error is 

(5.57) 

To minimize the error without specifying F^, we resort to making the bracketed sum of (5.56) as 

close to the zero matrix as possible. As •^/?kk' approximates the elements in the sense of the 

numerical integration 

X (r') (r') 
^ m=l 

M 
(5.58) 

can be driven arbitrarily close to 0 by increased sampling. The trick is to reach an acceptable 

level of error efficiently, with the smallest possible M. There are two types of sampling error to 

consider in doing so: aliasing error, which corresponds to disagreement between the off-diagonals 

of 77 and and inadequate representation in the data of one or more of the which shows 

up as disagreement between the diagonal elements. Without computing elements of T], we can 
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monitor these errors through the sum 

(5.59) 

and the ratio 

k (5.60) 
min [/3/vlkk' 
k 

As M increases, these terms will decrease, eventually converging to some values that depend on 

T], A more eificient geometry will reach this level for a smaller value of M. Hence we consider 

crosstalk as a comparative measure of efficient sampling. 

It is important to reiterate the purpose in deriving (5.56) and the conditions that led to it. Fourier 

crosstalk defines aliasing in terms of the recovery of Fourier coefficients, and our goal is to show-

that this is compatible with the accepted definition of Nyquist sampling for the 2D x-ray transform. 

The expectation is that Nyquist sampling and efficient sampling as determined by (5.59) and 

(5.60) for the x-ray transform will correspond. Our measures of the error are independent of /, 

the only requirement being that / be bandlimited in the Fourier sense to N terms. We recall from 

section (2.6.1) that the Nyquist geometry was also selected without reference to a specific f. 

There, compact support to a circle of radius R was the condition on /. 

Foremost among the required conditions that led to (5.56) was the limiting property of the 

discrete x-ray transform. The assumption of a circular object space means that we no longer have 

an orthogonal basis in S. Finally, basing the error on the finite Fourier lattices and ZIJ is 

equivalent to the standard sampling theory assumption of a bandlimited signal, and is necessary to 

obtain a finite error. The single approximation made was that {^) i k€Z5„ is well-represented 

by the Fourier series terms corresponding to 2ir For fixed N, this is asymptotically satisfied as 
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M increases. 

5.1.3 Simulations of x-ray tomography 

Before undertaking an x-ray transform analysis with (5.56), we present some illustrative 

crosstalk examples. For our simulations, let the object support radius be i? = 5 cm and consider 

a Fourier lattice dimension of 23 points to a side. With these dimensions, the highest frequency 

measured along the axes in the Fourier domain is Hp^ll = 1-1 cm'^ while frequencies at the lattice 

comers are of magnitude \/2 (1.1) cm"'^. There are a total of 23^ lattice points and the crosstalk 

submatrix has 23'' = 279841 elements. ^ choose projections at angles 

5p = ZZ!:±^ + (p-l)As, (5.61) 

with angular interval Ae = ^, and detector positions 

9pn = -^^^+(n-l)Ap, (5.62) 

with Ap = ^ [Figure (5.4)]. This positioning means that the projections are symmetrically taken 

about 0 = 0, and the detectors of a projection are symmetric about the origin. Due to the detector 

symmetry, the imaginary part of is 0 for all p, k, and k'. 

Wfe want to know for a support function S (r) that takes the value 1 for (|r|| < R, and 0 

otherwise. The counterpart to Eqn. (5.14) for a circular support is 

/

®pn 
g2^ip^{<7p„up+vvp)^^^ (5.63) 

•Qpn 

where apn = ^R^ — equals half the length of the chord produced from the intersection of the 

integration line with the object support. Therefore, 

^pnk = sine (2ap„Pk • Vp). (5.64) 



Fig. 5.4 The simulation geometry employed for the 2D x-ray transform. 
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e 

Fig. 5.5 A dense sampling of the real part of the 2D x-ray transform of a Fourier basis function. 
The wavevector is = (0.5,0) cm~^. The critical detectors are located on and about the line 
0 = f. 

Figure (5.5) presents a dense sampling of the real part of ^pnk (^> l) for = (0.5,0) cm~^ 

Oriented this way, has critical detectors along angular projections in the neighborhood of 

0 = 1 

Wfe take Np to be constant for all p. Figure (5.6) contrasts greyscale images of the crosstalk 

elements for the sampling pairs {P, Np) = (10,10) and (30,30). The correspondence between 

rows in the images and rows of is set by scanning the Fourier lattice index k = iki,k2) across 

rows of constant k2, a progression from (—23, —23) at the top to (23,23) at the bottom. With this 

ordering, a row containing the for a low frequency is generally to be found towards the 

middle; the dc frequency is represented by the center row. The diagonal elements correspond to 

and elements along the anti-diagonal represent 0u(-k)- This raster arrangement of the rows 

compresses what is properly a 2Dx2D entity, but as a rule of thumb, crosstalk between parallel 
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or neighboring wavevectors is most significant. Clearly evident from the images is a decrease in 

off-diagonal crosstalk that accompanies the denser sampling. 

The spatial relation between Fourier components is recovered by treating the individual matrix 

rows as 2D maps, as shown in Figure (5.7). The diagonal crosstalk element for each row is 

easily discernible by the high spike in the maps along the right-hand side of the figure. With 

the exception of the dc frequency [Figures (5.7a) and (5.7b)], which both geometries resolve 

adequately, these plots indicate a vast reduction in crosstalk due to the denser sampling. The plots 

corresponding to (P, Np) = (30,30) do show remnants of crosstalk with fi-equencies at the edges, 

which more sampling would eliminate, as well as with neighboring frequencies that will not be 

much improved by more sampling. In general, this example makes clear the tenacity of crosstalk 

between frequencies with parallel wavevectors. What crosstalk is evident in the denser-sampling 

case is between frequencies with parallel and nearly parallel wavevectors. Also, we see fi-om 

these plots that is not guaranteed to be the largest value within a row. Indeed, by Schwarz's 

inequality (Friedman, 1982), it is only true that 

l/^kk'P ^ /^kk/^k'k'- (5.65) 

Diagonal crosstalk values for these two geometries, normalized by the values of for the dc 

frequency, are plotted in Figure (5.8). The angular sampling is not dense enough when P = 10. 

resulting in a scarcity of critical detectors for some basis functions. In contrast Figure (5.8b) 

indicates adequate angular sampling, although there are still ripples at the plot comers. Values 

along the lines fci = 0 and fci = 4 are compared in the profiles of Figures (5.8c) and (5.8d). 
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b) 

Fig. 5.6 Finite crosstalk matrices for the discrete 2D x-ray transform. The matrices contain the 
crosstalk information for a Fourier lattice of dimensions 23 x 23. a) Crosstalk generated using 10 
angular projections and 10 samples per projection; b) 30 projections and 30 samples per projection. 
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a) 

c) 

70000 

i 4000Q 

30000 

10000 

Fig. 5.7 Crosstalk rows from the matrices of Figure (5.6). Each matrix row is presented as a 2D 
map. The plots on the left-hand side come ft'om a geometry using (P, Np) = (10,10). Those on the 
right result from using (P, Np) = (30,30). a) and b) correspond to the row for the do frequency; c) 
and d) represent the row for = (—0.25,0.1) cm~h e) and f), the row for = (0.35.0) cm~^: 
g) and h), the row for = (0,0.35) cm~^. 
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Fig. 5.8 The crosstalk diagonals from Figure (5.6). a) The diagonals for {P,Np) = (10,10): b) 
diagonals for (P, Np) = (30,30); c) a comparison of the elements along the line fci = 0 in (a) and 
(b); a comparison along the line ki = 4. 
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A distillation of the information contained in is provided by the normalized sums 

^kk 
k'^k 

which combines the elements of one row into a single number. These are useful for examining the 

directional nature of a sampling geometry since frequencies that are poorly resolved will have high 

oflF-diagonal crosstalk relative to the diagonal value 0^,^. As we have seen, parallel frequencies 

tend to alias strongly among themselves, so a high value of Gk will be symptomatic of a line of 

poorly-resolved frequencies. Figure (5.9) illustrates this for our two sampling geometries. These 

plots indicate that there are circular bandwidth regions for both geometries where the frequencies 

are well resolved. Outside the region for the geometry using P = 10, Figure (5.9a) shows 

stratification directly related to the positioning of the angular projections - the highest values are 

along lines of frequencies that are not well-represented with critical detectors. In contrast, the plot 

for the denser sampling shows that the angular sampling is sufficient. 

We refer to these figures as Gerschgorin plots, since computing matrix row-sums is also a 

cursory test of the invertibility of the matrix, as prescribed by the Gerschgorin disk theorem of 

section (3.5). 

5.1.4 A comparison of sampling schemes 

For an efficient sampling analysis, we investigate the effect P and Np have on the crosstalk 

through simulations of rectangular and hexagonal sampling. Rectangular sampling in this case 

refers to standard sampling on a polar grid, the scheme used in the previous section. Hexagonal 

sampling, which defines the Nyquist geometry, omits every other sampling point. The same 

angular projections are used, but in comparison to (5.62) for rectangular sampling, the detector 
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11 0 11 

Fig. 5.9 Gerschgorin plots for the 2D x-ray transform simulation geometries. The elements are 
acquired as row-sums of the in-band crosstalk matrix, normalized by the diagonal 0^^ as spec
ified in Eqn. (5.66). a) Gerschgorin plot for the geometry with {P,Np) = (10,10): b) for 
(P, Np) ~ (30,30); c) and d) show contours for (a) and (b). 
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positions are 

_ I + 2 (n 1) Ap, n — 1,..., 2 P (5 57) 
j _:«:^ + (2n-l)Ap,n = l,....^peven, ^ 

where Np is assumed odd. With this arrangement, the detector sampling for each projection will be 

symmetric, and the elements of 0 will be purely real. 

Designate as in-band frequencies those corresponding to the lattice 

= {k:|a:i| <7,|a:2| < 7 } ,  ( 5 . 6 8 )  

to be associated with the in-band crosstalk matrix There are 15 points to a side of the lattice, 

for a total of N' = 15^ points, and has 15'' = 50625 elements. The remainder of the finite 

lattice considered in the previous section will represent out-of-band frequencies. Our sampling 

objectives, established in Chapter 3, are to reduce off-diagonal in-band and out-of-band crosstalk 

while minimizing the ratio of the largest to the smallest of the in-band diagonal elements, and as 

a guide for our expectations, we could rely on the Nyquist sampling criteria developed in section 

(2.6.1). With rectangular sampling, for a circular object support of radius R and an effective 

bandwidth we get 

P > 27rR̂ fi (5.69) 

and 

np > (5.70) 

With i? = 5 cm and = \/2 (0.7) cm~^, this translates to P > 32 and Np > 20. For hexagonal 

sampling, the lower limit for P is the same, but the total number of detectors is halved. Hexagonal 

sampling requires that Np > 10, where Np is the average number of detectors per projection. 
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consider the parameter ranges 

fircct = {(P,iVp) : 5 < P < 50; 5 < ATp < 50} (5.71) 

and 

r^hex = {(P, iVp) : 5 < P < 50; 2.5 < Np < 49.5, iVp odd} , (5.72) 

and use Eqn. (5.59) to evaluate progress at reducing the ofF-diagonal crosstalk. For rectangular 

sampling. Figure (5.10a) presents a contour plot of eyv.w as a flmction of P and Np. With regard 

to out-of-band crosstalk. Figure (5.10b) shows contours of the sum 

where represents the exclusion of the Fourier grid to just the out-of-band points. These 

plots indicate that ofif-diagonal crosstalk is co ntroiicu primarily by Np, in the sense that high Np 

with relatively small P reduces oflF-diagonals better than does high P and small Np. 

The analysis is incomplete without consideration of the diagonal crosstalk. The ratio (5.60) 

of the maximum to the minimum diagonals of is shown in Figure (5.10c) as a function of P 

and Np. The extent to which the ratio is minimized is solely dependent on P. Thus for rectangular 

sampling schemes applied to the 2D x-ray transform, we maintain that the sampling parameters Np 

and P perform separate crosstalk functions: the diagonals of 0 are controlled by the number of 

angular projections while the off-diagonals are basically controlled with the number of detectors 

per projection. An optimal pair of parameter values for efficient sampling is not evident from these 

plots alone, but possible candidates lie in the neighborhood of (P, Np) = (30,30). 

The same computations extended to hexagonal sampling indicate identical behavior for the 

(5.73) 
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diagonals as for the rectangular sampling case [Figure (5.11c)], but give distinctly different results 

with regard to the off-diagonal crosstalk. In Figures (5.11a) and (5.11b), the contours of eyv.A/ 

and eyv\Ar',M are plotted as functions of P and iVp, the latter running from 2.5 to 49.5. What 

stands out is the indentation in the contours that follows a line running from approximately (0,5) 

through (50,20). Parameter pairs chosen fi-om along this line offers more efficient sampling than 

for neighboring pairs. What is more, for values of P at and above 30, hexagonal sampling requires 

roughly half the number of detectors per projection of rectangular sampling to achieve similar 

contour levels; given the convergence of the ratio of diagonals at about P = 30, the optimal 

sampling parameters for efficient hexagonal sampling lie somewhere around (30,14). 

5^ A Note About Estimation Iksk Performance 

This chapter has focused on sampling fi-om a Nyquist perspective. However, the error 

calculation (5.56) also augments the Cramer-Rao treatment of section (3.6.1) that set a lower 

bound on the mean square error 

which models the acquisition of a data vector g from a fixed, Fourier-series bandlimited object. 

Matrix from the x-ray transform standpoint, contains the elements 4'pnk pertaining to the 

fi-equencies of Fyv, while the measurement noise n is assumed to obey either a Gaussian or a 

moderate-contrast Poisson model. According to (3.97), the variance of an individual coefficient 

(5.74) 
kez^, 

of an unbiased estimate of F//. This estimate is obtained fi^om the equation 

g = + n, (5.75) 
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Fig. 5.10 Crosstalk as a function of number of angular projections and number of detectors per 
projection for rectangular sampling of the 2D x-ray transform, a) In-band oflf-diagonal crosstalk 
and b) out-of-band ofiF-diagonal crosstalk, as measured by Eqn. (5.59); c) the ratio (5.60). 



Fig. 5.11 Crosstalk as a function of number of angular projections and average number of detectors 
per projection for hexagonal sampling of the 2D x-ray transform, a) In-band off-diagonal crosstalk 
and b) out-of-band off-diagonal crosstalk, as measured by Eqn. (5.59); c) the ratio (5.60). 
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estimate satisfies the bound 

var(Fk) (5.76) 

where cr^ is the variance of the measurement noise, so that 

MSE trace (5.77) 

The requirement for equality in (5.77) is that the estimate be efficient. 

The condition of a continuous-to-discrete operator approaching a limiting continuous-to-

continuous operator lets us establish an absolute lower bound on the MSE that depends on 

properties of the continuous detector sensitivity h (r', r). Eqn. (5.56) shows that for homogeneous 

sampling, the difference 77 — 's a positive semidefinite matrix, meaning that 

for all Fyv- The eigenvalues Ai, A2,..., for 77 and ai,02, oat for /5yv related by the 

inequality (Strang, 1988) 

f)v V - ^ 0 N  F N > 0  (5.78) 

Aj > aj for all i and j. (5.79) 

Since the trace of a matrix equals the sum of its eigenvalues, we can write 

Vr 
trace (77) > — trace {f3^). (5.80) 

But then it follows that 

trace ^ trace (77 ^) , (5.81) 
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which, applied to (5.77), gives 

2Ty 
MSE (Faa) > trace (77"^). (5.82) 

This bound bounds the performance for Fourier coefficient estimation by characteristics of the 

system as defined in our sensitivity model. also have (Barrett et ai, 1995) 

[-/"'Ikk 2 -i-. (5.83) 
'7kk 

so that 

MSE fPw) > ^ T (5.84) 

For equality in (5.82), there is the efficient estimator requirement, but even then an equality is 

likely to be only asymptotically achievable. Eqn. (5.84) has the additional requirement of diagonal 

T} in order to achieve equality. 

We can continue the sequence of bounds, although at this point they will be obtainable for finite 

M under limited circumstances (e.g., ID homogeneous sampling). With the definition (5.42) of 

jykk. we get 

Since the quantities ||^kll^ are non-negative. 

MSE (f^) > , ,,2. (5.86) 

where equality requires the diagonal elements of TJ be equal. Bounds involving H are possible when 

the function satisfies conditions of square-integrability. For h square-integrable over r, we have 
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from Bessel's inequality [Eqn. (2.89)] that 

|$k(r')|^< [ |/i(r',r)|^rfr, (5.87) 
kezj, 

and integrating both sides of (5.87) over x/,  we have 

E ll®Kf SlIA&s. (5-88) 
kez^ 

where 

H-S r) I drdr' (5.89) 

is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of h (Stakgold, 1979). The combination of (5.86) and (5.88) shows 

that 

MSE fFf/") > " , . (5.90) 
^ ' - MIIAIILs 

For realistic h, this bound is a strict inequality given the finite dimension N. 

5 J Fourier Crosstalk and the Discrete Cone-beam T^nsform 

We now take / to be a compactly supported 3D function. Consider a curve exterior to the object 

support that is defined by a scalar parameter A € /, with I a bounded region of R. This represents 

the cone-beam orbit. One such example is a helix of cross-sectional radius a [Figure (5.12a)], 

parameterized by the scalar A as 

X = acos(27rA), (5.91) 

y = asin(27rA), (5.92) 

2 = A. (5.93) 

The lines of integration through a fixed orbit point p on the orbit are parameterized by the unit 
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vector c according to the cone-beam projection 

Ca {/} (c) = /" / (p+ic) dt, (5.94) 
Jo 

Properties of Ca, including continuous data sufficiency conditions, were discussed in section 

(2.3.2). 

In the terminology of a pinhole aperture SPECT system, c is the direction vector defined by a 

point on a gamma camera and an infinitesimal pinhole aperture [Figure (5.12b)]. Our treatment of 

the discrete cone-beam transform employs the coordinates of these detectors and pinholes for the 

parameterization. Consider a system with iV„ pinholes and Nd detectors. Pick the center of the 

object support as the origin and let Tj denote the collimation point and tj, the detector point. 

Coordinate axes for a single cone-beam measurement are defined by the unit vectors 

Sid = (5.95) 
Iki - Tdii 

(5.96) 
Ikj  X r^l l  

Q-jd — ^jd X Cjd' (5.97) 

The definitions of and hjd are not valid for parallel ry and but this is irrelevant since we 

shall find in such cases that the cone-beam measurement only depends on Cjd. 

The unit vectors are illustrated (sans subscripts) in Figure (5.12b). The length q shown in the 

figure, the perpendicular distance from origin to line, is determined from basic geometry. Wfe have 

the equality [see Figure (5.12c)] 

9 
IM lird-r,||' 

(5.98) 
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because of similar triangles. But since 

the perpendicular length is 

We combine q and a-jd as the vector 

= (5.99) 
l|rd|| 

q = (5.100) 
Iky - rdW 

llrj X Tdll^ inn 

allowing us to write 

[ C { f } ] j d =  f  f i < i j d + t c ^ < i ) d t  (5.102) 

for the cone-beam line integral through Vj onto r^. 

Eqn. (5.102) is the result of a detector sensitivity 

hjd (r) = [ 6 { T -  qjd -  tCjd) dt  (5.103) 
JR 

in the integral 

[ C { f } ] j d = f  h j d { r ) f { r ) d T .  (5.104) 
Jw 

In this context, the sensitivity is a line-mass ^-function. An important property of hjd is an 

inverse-square weighting of the points on the line with respect to distance from the pinhole. To see 

this, translate the origin to the pinhole Vj, so that 

hjd (?) = f 6(E- tcjd) dl ,  (5.105) 

with r = r — Tj. In spherical coordinates, r= (r, 9 ,  ( p ) , with 9  € [—tt, tt] the azimuthal angle and 
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Detector 

Pinhole 

b) 

Fig. 5.12 The cone-beam geometry, a) A continuous helical orbit that satisfies the data-sufficiency 
conditions; b) a diagram of the parameters for the discrete cone-beam transform; c) the geometry for 
calculating the perpendicular distance q. In this chapter, we consider only pinholes of infinitesimal 
width. The vector ry represents a pinhole that is placed somewhere along a continuous orbit such 
as that shown in (a). 
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the longitudinal angle measured from the primed axes 5c', ^,5^. By choosing z' 

parallel to Cjd, the function 6(t — tcjd) is written as (Gaskill, 1978) 

(5.106) 

Therefore, the sensitivity is 

5.3.1 The 3D object representation and cone-beam projections 

The Fourier representation for / is 

/ ( r ) =  5 ] F k $ k ( r ) ,  ( 5 . 1 0 8 )  
k€Z3 

where (r) = (r). The set is the infinite lattice of ordered integers k = (fci, ^3) • 

and a choice of a spherical object supp)ort of radius R, with 5 (r) = 1 for ||r|| < i?, and 0 otherwise, 

leads to a wavevector and basis functions like the one pictured in Figure (5.13). The 

symmetry of the object support is most valuable for the cone-beam problem for the computational 

simplifications it provides. The system output for the Fourier basis functions is determined from 

an integral identical to (5.63), the only formal modification being the change in index notation, 

and the j-dH^ line integral through 's 

^jdk = 2ajd sine {2oLjdPv. • cja) , (5.109) 

with ajd = yjB? — llqjdll^ having the same significance as oipn in (5.63). However, the 

cone-beam projections are ftinctions of a 2D variable, and are of more intricate structure than 

the x-ray projections. This is evident in Figure (5.14), which shows the real part of (5.109) for 
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several at different orientations to tj. In Figure (5.14a), and TJ are perpendicular, and the 

modulation of the sine function is very apparent. The same orientation applies to Figure (5.14b). 

but the projection is for a planewave of greater frequency. In Figure (5.14c), the angle between 

Pk and ry is 68.2°, and the critical detectors are offset from the center horizontal. Figure (5.14d) 

features a projection for parallel py^ and Vj, where the lines of integration cut through the contours 

of the planewave, and the output is diminished. 

5.3.2 Efficient samplingfor the cone-beam transform 

A unique sufficient data set for the discrete cone-beam transform does not exist in the 

limit as M —> oo. The continuous transform has an infinite number of geometries that satisfy 

the cone-beam data sufficiency conditions, and each has its own particular data measurement 

redundancies. These redundancies are easily handled in analyzing efficient sampling with crosstalk 

theory, and our definition of efficient sampling in the crosstalk sense that led to (5.56) remains 

valid for cone-beam tomography if we conjecture that there exists an orbit that produces the most 

efficient sampling. The expressions (5.59) and (5.60) could be used to search for such an orbit 

since no knowledge about the orbit is required. In the terminology of Chapter 3, the goal of such 

a search would be to find the sufficient geometry that in some sense has a maximized MTF and 

creates minimized aliasing. ^ do not conduct this search, choosing instead to use the efficient 

sampling concept to investigate aspects of one type of sufficient geometry - helical orbits. 

5.3.3 The cone-beam simulation geometry 

Consider a cone-beam system with N-a pinholes arrayed along a helical orbit. The orbit is traced 

on a cylindrical surface centered on the object support. The radius of the object support sphere 



Fig. 5.13 The components of a 3D Fourier basis function. 
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Fig. 5.14 Examples of cone-beam projections for Fourier basis functions. Shown are the real parts 
of ^jdk.- In (a) and (b), the wavevector is perpendicular to the vector defining the pinhole. In (c), 
these form an angle of 68.2°, while they are perpendicular for the projection (d). 
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is taken to be i? = 10 cm, while the cylinder has a cross-sectional radius of i?cyi = 17 cm and a 

height of 10 cm. Each pinhole projects to its own planar camera, placed at a distance Rd from the 

origin. This distance varies with pinhole in order to preserve a constant magnification of at 

the camera's center point. A camera is 10 cm square, centered on and normal to the line through 

the origin generated by vj. The detector array has dimensions of Nd x Nd points per camera, 

uniformly spaced with interval A^. The Fourier lattice spacing derived from R is 0.05 cm~^ The 

dimensions of an in-band Fourier-coefficient lattice are selected to be 17 x 17 x 17, for a total of 

4913 coefficients. The bandwidth along an axis in Fourier space is 0.4 cm~^ and the maximum 

in-band frequency is y/3 (0.4) cm~^. Our "lab" coordinates for defining the wavevectors have the 

origin at the center of the object support and the z-axis parallel to the cylinder's axis of symmetry. 

To investigate the relative importance of the number of pinholes and the detector density for 

resolving this set of frequencies, we pick a fixed helix of 4 full spirals along which to locate the 

pinholes. The points are evenly spaced along the helix, and also symmetrically placed with respect 

to the horizontal center plane of the cylinder. Examples of the real part of '^jdk for different choices 

of Ny and Nd are shown in Figures (5.15) and (5.16), using py^ = (-0.35,0,0) cm~^ Nv = 25 

and 40, and Nd = 16 and 33. 

5.3.4 Cone-beam simulation results 

Results of a simple crosstalk analysis are shown in Figure (5.17). Figure (5.17a) presents the 

sum (5.59) calculated for selected values of N-o between 5 to 70 and Nd ranging from 14 to 33. 

These detector array dimensions correspond approximately to Aj stepped from 0.3 cm to 0.7 cm 

in increments of 0.1 cm. In Figure (5.17b), the ratio (5.60) is plotted. The conclusion about the 

effect of detector density in controlling crosstalk is the same as for the x-ray transform, for the 
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b) 

Fig. 5.15 Simulated cone-beam projections for a Fourier basis function, a) 25 pinholes and a de
tector array of dimensions 16 x 16; b) 25 pinholes and a detector array of dimensions 33 x 33. 



Fig. 5.16 Simulated cone-beam projections for a Fourier basis function, a) 40 pinholes and a 
tector array of dimensions 16 x 16.; b) 40 pinholes and a detector array of dimensions 33 x 33 
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density has virtually no effect on the diagonal elements. The role of Nd is found in the reduction 

of the off-diagonal crosstalk. ^ also see that at low detector densities, the number of pinholes can 

significantly reduce the off-diagonal crosstalk sum, although never quite to the levels managed 

by higher detector densities with fewer pinholes. Whether the improvement in of a few 

hundredths, as in the specific case of using {Ny^Nd) = (25,33) as opposed to (55,20), is even 

significant is not evident from these plots. 

Crosstalk can locate sampling deficiencies. As a case in point, the standout feature of Figure 

(5.17) is the increase in the ratio of the diagonals that occurs for = 35 and 40. The reason for 

this increase is that for a helical template with 4 revolutions, using a value of N-u that is a factor of 

4 (or nearly so) gives poor coverage of frequencies whose wavevectors are perpendicular to the 

2-axis. A glimpse at 3D plots of the moduli of selected crosstalk matrix rows, shown in Figures 

(5.18)-(5.21), confirms this. The rows correspond to wavevectors Pit= (—0.35,0,0) cm~^ 

(0,0.35,0) cm~\ (0.3,0.3, —0.3) cm~\ and (0,0,0.35) cm'^ Each figure contains 4 relief maps, 

one map for each of the geometries possible using Nv = 25 and 40, and Nd = 16 and 33. (The 

reader may wish to look back at Figures (5.15) and (5.16) for an idea of the comparative Fourier 

basis data for these systems.) A significant amount of out-of-band crosstalk is shown, as the 

map dimensions are 25 x 25 x 25. In terms of the index k, a map is presented in slices of constant 

kz, read top to bottom and left to right from fca = —12 to 12, and the orientation of the planes 

has positive ki to the right and positive k2 at the top. In each of the 16 maps, the location of the 

element /3|^ is marked by the tallest spike. 

Differences among the four figures support our point that symmetries in the placement of the 

pinholes can lead to uneven directional sampling. In Figures (5.18) and (5.19), which feature 

row plots for lying in the ki-k2 plane, the systems with 25 pinholes show greatly reduced 
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Fig. 5.17 The efifect of pinhole and detector densities on crosstalk for simulated cone-beam geome
tries. The pinholes were evenly spaced along a helix making 4 full revolutions about the object 
space, a) The sum (5.59) as a function of number of pinholes and the dimensions of the detector 
array; b) the ratio (5.60) of the maximum to the minimum diagonal crosstalk element for the same 
parameters tested in (a). 
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j Fig. 5.18 3D maps of a row of the crosstalk matrix, computed for four different simulation geome-
I tries. Each set of 25 planes represents a map, with orientation as described in the text. The row 
; shown corresponds to the elements for = (—0.35,0,0) cm~^. a) Using Nv = 25 and 

Na = 16; b) Ny = 40 and Nd = 16; c) iV„ = 25 and Nj. = 33; d) iV„ = 40 and Nd = 33. 
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Fig. 5.19 3D maps of a row of the crosstalk matrix, computed for four different simulation geome
tries. Each set of 25 planes represents a map, with orientation as described in the text. The row 
shown corresponds to the elements 0^^' for = (0,0.35,0) cm~^. The geometries used are the 
same as in Figure (5.18). 
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Fig. 5.20 3D maps of a row of the crosstalk matrix, computed for four different simulation geome
tries. Each set of 25 planes represents a map, with orientation as described in the text. The row 
shown corresponds to the elements 0^ for = (0.3,0.3, -0.3) cm'^ The geometries used are 
the same as in Figure (5.18). 
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Fig. 5.21 3D maps of a row of the crosstalk matrix, computed for four diflferent simulation geome
tries. Each set of 25 planes represents a map, with orientation as described in the text. The row 
shown corresponds to the elements for = (0,0, —0.35) cm"^. The geometries used are the 
same as in Figure (5.18). 
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ofif-diagonal crosstalk compared to their counterparts with 40 points and the same number of 

detectors. The effect is pronounced enough that between the systems with (iV„, Nd) = (25,16) and 

(40,33), the row plots are comparable. This is not to suggest that the systems with more pinholes 

are altogether inferior. Figure (5.20) suggests they are better at resolving wavevectors that are not 

parallel to any axis, which certainly comprise the majority of the in our lattice of frequencies, 

and Figure (5.21) indicates that the deciding factor in the resolution of a wavevector parallel to the 

2-axis is actually the detector density. 

Gerschgorin plots [Figure (5.22a)] summarize this information. Displayed are greyscale images 

of the plots corresponding to the 2 geometries using Nd = 33, computed from a finite crosstalk 

matrix of dimensions 25 x 25 x 25. Again, each pane represents a plane of constant kz : the top 

image characterizes the system with 25 pinholes, and the lower image characterizes the system 

with 40 pinholes. The greyscale normalization is the same for both images. What we see from both 

plots is the good resolution of fi-equencies where pj^ is parallel to the cylinder's axis of symmetry, 

manifested in the dark areas at the center of each pane. The problems indicated by Figures (5.18) 

and (5.19) are evident as a series of bright radial streaks in and near the center {ks = 0) pane of the 

bottom image. An explanation for these streaks takes the form of Figure (5.22b), which shows the 

projection of the pinholes onto a horizontal plane. The streaks correspond exactly to frequencies 

whose critical detectors are not represented in the data due to the large gaps between pinholes. 

For another look at the connection between sampling resolution and pinhole placement, we 

consider the effect on crosstalk of a new parameter for the helical orbit, the number N^v of 

pinholes per revolution. In Figure (5.23), the crosstalk measures (5.59) and (5.60) are computed 

for systems with Np = 40 and Nd = 33, where iVrev ranges between 9.5 and 10.3 pinholes per 

revolution. What is suggested by these results is that integral numbers for N^v can actually yield 
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Fig. 5.22 The weakness of cone-beam geometries with integral numbers of pinholes per revolution, 
a) Gerschgorin plots for geometries using Ny = 25 (top) and = 40 with Nd = 33. The Fourier 
lattice dimensions are the same as used in Figures (5.18)-(5.21), and the greyscales for both sets of 
25 panes are normalized to the same value, b) The projection of the pinholes onto the ki-k2 plane. 
The array of 40 pinholes shows up as less dense, and the radial streaks in the center panes of its 
Gerschgorin plot indicate frequencies that are poorly represented by critical detectors. 
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better aliasing characteristics on average than nonintegral values. The reason for this is that 

what represents a poor distribution of pinholes for one set of frequencies might be very good for 

many other sets. Selecting system design based on crosstalk information will frequently require a 

trade-off between uniform directional sampling and total reduced aliasing. This is demonstrated in 

the Gerschgorin plot comparison of (5.24), conducted for a Fourier grid of dimensions 17x17x17 

between geometries using 10.0 and 10.2 pinholes per revolution. The geometry using Nnv = 10.0 

shows slightly lower plot values except along the radial streaks. Of course, the true resolution 

of this trade-off is not to be found by reference to theoretical error metrics. Instead, the problem 

should be decided within the context of an objective assessment of image quality by determining if 

artifacts due to the directional nonuniformities degrade task performance. (See Chapter 4 for the 

treatment of a sampling problem involving detection tasks and aliased data.) 

As a general observation from this crosstalk analysis, the crosstalk measures (5.59) and (5.60) 

offer only a gross overview of the aliasing created by a geometry. Harkening back to the rise in 

Figure (5.17b) that launched this discussion of pinhole placement, we note that similar increases 

do not occur for lower values of Ny. This is because the symmetiy effects of pinhole placement as 

measured by (5.60) become apparent only after the high in-band frequencies have been sufficiently 

sampled. 

5.4 The Matched-Filter Reconstruction Algorithm 

A simple inversion routine for the Fourier coefficients supplies a visual complement to crosstalk 

analysis. We define the matched-filter (MF) estimate of the coefficient to be (Barrett and 
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Fig. 5.23 Crosstalk for cone-beam systems as a function of the number of pinholes per revolution, 
a) The sum (5.59); b) the ratio (5.60). 
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Fig. 5.24 A comparison of Gerschgorin plots for cone-beam geometries using different numbers 
of pinholes per revolution. Each set of 17 panes represents a plot for an in-band Fourier grid of 
dimensions 17 x 17 x 17. The blacked-out panes are merely for spacing purposes. The upper 
image results from a geometry using Nnv = 10.0 pinholes per revolution; the bottom image is for 
-'V'rev = 10.2. The greyscale normalization is the same for both images. 
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Gifford, 1994) 

M 
'5.110) 

m=l 

the inner product of the data values gm from an object / with the output of the k'*' basis function. 

An MF reconstruction of / using a finite number of coefficients Fy, k G Z^, is 

/IMF) ^ (r) • (5-111) 

kezj, 

The algorithm name matched-filter arises in the literature on pattern recognition and signal 

detection. The optimal template w for detection of a signal in system output corrupted with white 

noise, in the sense of maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio 

[SNR(tr;)]^= , [(Kgi))n-(Kgo))n]' (5 112) 
^ var [(it;,5i)] -h 2 var [(tj;, 5o)] 

where g i  and g o  are the output functions with and without signal, respectively, { w , g )  represents an 

inner product, and {•)„ denotes an average over the noise process, is the signal itself (Rosenfeld 

and Kak, 1982). 

In matrix-vector format, the MF estimate of a finite in-band coefficient vector F^v is 

(5.113) 

where is the M x N matrix containing the output values for the basis functions 

corresponding to the in-band coefficients. With g modeled by the equation 

g = $F-hn, (5.114) 

Eqn. (5.113) can be written as 

($rF + n). (5.115) 
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The product represents the N x oo submatrix of the crosstalk matrix /?, and for zero-mean 

noise the mean estimate is the composition of the infinite set of coefficients Fk-
n 

weighted by the elements . That is. 

(^r )„ = E 
k'eZ" 

(5.116) 

For an illustration of the MF, we return to one of our cone-beam simulation examples. Let 

the imaged object be the real part of the Fourier basis function for = (—0.35,0,0) cm~^ 

The appropriate (noise-free) input data vector is and we generate it for the same four 

geometries that produced the row plots of Figure (5.18). The reconstructions were performed 

using a bandwidth of 0.4 cm~^ Digitizations of the planewave object and the MF reconstructions 

are shown side-by-side in Figure (5.25). These images corroborate the row-map information that 

cone-beam orbits with integral numbers of pinholes per revolution can be especially bad resolvers 

of some directions along the Fourier lattice. 

Clearly, success with the MF algorithm depends on minimizing the off-diagonal elements of the 

crosstalk matrix, for then, in the absence of noise. 

and scaling the MF estimate by /3kk will produce a good estimate. This scaling defines the 

normalized matched filter (NMF) reconstruction algorithm, with coefficient estimates 

To test the NMF, we apply it to noise-free cone-beam transform data from an object composed of 

four ellipsoids of varying "radioactivity". Figure (5.26a) offers a pixellated rendering of slices of 

the object. A sphere of radius 6.0 cm and relative activity 1.0 is centered in the field-of-view. Two 

(5.117) 

;(nmf) (5.118) 
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Fig. 5.25 Matched-filter reconstructions of a planewave from simulated noise-free cone-beam data. 
The results corroborate the row maps of Figure (5.18). a) The phantom, the real part of the Fourier 
basis function having = (—0.35,0,0). The MF reconstructions are for systems using: b) 
Nv = 25 and Nd = 16; c) = 40 and Nd = 16; d) Ny = 25 and Nd = 33; e) = 40 
and Nd = 33. 
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smaller spheres, one of radius 3 cm and activity 1.0 and the other of radius 2.0 cm and activity 

1.3, are within the larger sphere, as is a small ellipsoid with major axes of 2.0, 0.8, and 1.4 cm 

and activity 1.4. A data value is generated by analytically computing a line integral through each 

ellipse, weighting these by the appropriate activity, and summing. 

NMF reconstructions from a system using 24 pinholes with 11.1 pinholes per revolution were 

performed for Nd = 16, 24, and 51. Digitizations are shown in Figures (5.26b)-(5.26d). The 

dimensions of the in-band Fourier lattice were 25 x 25 x 25, which set a reconstruction bandwidth 

of 0.6 cm~^ as measured along the axes in Fourier space. Reconstruction was performed on a 

32 X 32 X 32 grid, and to enforce the positivity of /, any negative output was set to 0, as were pixels 

outside the object support. The densest sampling does a credible job of reconstruction, although 

the ring about the object space radius is dominant. However, to get this level of detail, using 

25^ = 15625 coefficients, we used nearly twice as many projections through the object space. 

For comparison, an MF reconstruction from data generated with 24 pinholes and a detector 

density of 0.2 cm is shown in Figure (5.26e). A sample plot of the inverses of diagonal elements 

taken for this geometry [Figure (5.27)] reveals that the normalization has the effect of a ramp filter, 

taking the form of UPkH"^-

The critical detectors for have an appealing intuition in the context of the NMF estimate, 

since their presence is required if the normalization step is to be effective. A regularization of the 

NMF is instituted by applying the windowing condition 

I ,  I I  < ^critical (5.119) 
llPkll llrmll 

for some user-defined eciiticai G [Oi 1] - This controls which values "irnk are used to form 

ensuring that only the detectors with the potential for recording large values of l^mkl are used in 
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Fig. 5.26 Comparisons of the NfF and NMF reconstructions. The cone-beam geometry used 24 
pinholes in a helical array with 11.1 pinholes per revolution, a) The phantom of ellipsoids described 
in the text; b) through d) NMF reconstructions using Nd = 16, 24, and 51; e) a MF reconstruction 
using the same geometry as d). 
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Fig. 5.27 Character of the NMF normalization, a) The z = 0 slice of the diagonal elements; b) 
inverse of same; c) the line through (b) corresponding to ^2 = 0. 
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the estimation. Figure (5.28) demonstrates the effect of applying (5.119) to NMF reconstruction 

of the ellipsoid phantom. Figure (5.28a) is a reproduction of Figure (5.26d), corresponding to a 

regularizing parameter of ecnticai = h while Figures (5.28b)-(5.28e) feature reconstructions for 

^criUcai stepped from 0.8 to 0.2 in intervals of 0.2. A square-root filter has been applied during the 

image processing in order to highlight differences in the reconstructions. The optimal value for 

^critical's system-dependent. For the geometry used here, it is somewhere between 0.4 and 0.6 

The regularized NMF resembles application of the Central Slice theorem governing parallel-

beam tomography [section (2.3.1)]. Both use directional data to get estimates of Fourier space 

quantities. Application of the Central Slice theorem for the 3D discrete x-ray transform entails 

computing the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the data for one projection angle to obtain 

samples of the 3D Fourier transform of / on the plane perpendicular to the line projections 

and containing the origin. With regard to the NMF, small values of ecnticaJ allow the rough 

approximation of 

sine (2Qp,iPk • Vp) ss 1 (5.120) 

in Eqn. (5.64), so 

(5.121) 

^ can write the regularized NMF estimate as 

(5.122) 

a modification of the DFT. 
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Fig. 5.28 Reconstructions using the regularized NMF algorithm. The reguiarization parameter is 
the value ecnticai Eqn. (5.120) a) The unregularized reconstruction of Figure (5.26d), corre
sponding to a windowing peuameter of ecnticai = 1; b) through e) Ccnticai stepped from 0.8 to 0.2 in 
increments of 0.2. The images have been processed with a square-root filter for contrast enhance
ment. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CROSST4LK COMPUTAnONS 

SPECT tomographic data suflFer a multitude of degradations not accounted for by the transforms 

of Chapter 5. Among these are attenuation and scatter, hardware limitations, out-of-field sources, 

patient movement, and time-varying emission. The effects of such phenomena can be factored 

into our continuous-to-discrete operator through the detector sensitivity function. In this chapter, 

we begin to consider analysis of real-world imaging systems with Fourier crosstalk by creating a 

very basic model involving radiometry, finite pinhole characteristics, and finite detector resolution 

and blur. These effects are described in turn, and a contributing sensitivity factor is constructed for 

each. 

The simulation geometries used are based on the FASTSPECT brain imager at the University 

of Arizona. FASTSPECT employs a cone-beam geometry with a hemispherical shell perforated 

with pinhole apertures that project to a set of 24 stationary cameras. The imager operation centers 

on an empirically measured response matrix, which calibrates detector response to the position 

of a radioactive source within the object support. Empirical crosstalk can be computed using 

the response matrix elements with a DET approximation, and we take this approach to compare 

two recently tested configurations of FASTSPECT. Besides providing insight into performance 

differences between the geometries, the results highlight some of the disparities between practical 

and simulated tomography. 

Along with investigating features of the system design, we seek efficient methods of computing 

crosstalk. Our basic model for determining the contributions of a Fourier basis function to the data 

represents a 7D integral, encompassing a 3D integral over object space and a double integral over 
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detector space. Add the required inner products between elements of a 3D Fourier lattice and the 

crosstalk computation becomes a daunting task. The majority of the computation is amenable to 

parallel computing, but the sheer size allows us to only sample portions of the crosstalk matrix. 

Among the methods of doing so, Monte Carlo integration is essential for the ease with which it 

handles complicated integration volumes. Its drawback, of course, is speed, but Monte Carlo does 

provides a guide for other techniques. Analytic reduction and asymptotic approximations of the 

integration lead to more eflPicient methods, but their applicability depends on what simplifying 

assumptions are made. 

6.1 A Review of the Fourier Crosstalk Equations 

The theory for Fourier crosstalk is detailed in sections (3.1) through (3.3), and application to 

the discrete cone-beam transform is made in section (5.3). reproduce the relevant equations 

here for convenience. Consider a 3D object / that is compactly supported within a cubic region S 

of width L. A support function 5 (r), 

permits the Fourier series representation 

/(r)= ^Fk$k(r), (6.2) 
ke23 

with 

^k(r) =e2'^'^'«'''5(r). (6.3) 

[The sense of the equality in (6.2) is discussed in section (2.5).] The basis function is a 

truncated planewave of spatial frequency Th® index k = {ki,k2,k^) spans an infinite 3D 
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lattice 1?, and setting pj^ = jk satisfies the Nyquist conditions necessary for (6.2) to represent /. 

With a cubic support, the basis functions are orthogonal and the Fourier coefficient i^k is defined 

by Eqn. (3.5). For other support regions, such as a sphere, Eqn. (6.2) remains valid, but the 

orthogonality property is lost, and is not computed with (3.5). 

Fourier crosstalk evaluates the sampling of a digital system based on the system response to the 

set of as input. The system is modeled by a linear, continuous-to-discrete operator H., and we 

write the (noise-free) output to the detector as 

(6-4) 

where S represents the spherical support region. The integral kernel HM, the detector sensitivity 

function, models the physical processes that dictate the quality of the data. Substitution of (6.2) 

into (6.4) leads to 

[W{/}L= (6.5) 
kez^ 

where 

^'mk = ^ 

is the complex-valued response at the detector to the k''' Fourier basis object. Eqn. (6.5) 

expresses the system output as a weighted sum of these responses. Our gauge of the aliasing 

produced by the sampling is the crosstalk matrix (3, whose elements are computed fi-om the inner 

product 

xr 

0kk.' = ^2 (6.7) 
m=l 
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6 J. The Arizona FASTSPECT Imager 

Simulations conducted in this chapter are based on the geometry of the FASTSPECT brain 

imager at the University of Arizona Radiology Research Lab. This device employs 24 stationary 

gamma cameras, arrayed in parallel rings of 11 and 13, that simultaneously record photon emission 

data. Each camera is about 10 cm x 10 cm. The beam collimation is achieved by means of a 

hemispherical alloy shell into which an pinhole array is drilled. The advantages of this design 

are two-fold, offering mechanical simplicity compared to systems with movable cameras, and 

improved sensitivity and minimized collection times with the multiple cameras. These advantages 

have been exploited in studies of dynamic tomography (Patton et ai. 1994). 

The FASTSPECT operation is characterized by an empirical response matrix H. The matrix 

contains count data for each camera pixel resulting from a small radioactive source stepped through 

the object support; one matrix row specifies the system response to a particular source location. 

The forward problem relating a measurement vector g to an object / is defined by the equation 

g = i?f + n. (6.8) 

where f represents a discretized approximation of / and n constitutes measurement noise. Typical 

dimensions for H are 98304 data values, produced from a 64 x 64 pixel array on each camera, and 

64000 upwards to 200000 source positions with discretization intervals of A/f = 0.33 cm to 0.5 

cm in a roughly cubic object space of 20 cm to a side. Unlike the crosstalk matrix 0, H is a sparse 

matrix (in the absence of scatter), since only a small percentage of the camera pixels will respond 

to a particular location of the radioactive source. 

By considering the elements of H as a. discretization of the detector sensitivity hm (r). we have 

t h e  a b i l i t y  t o  c a l c u l a t e  F o u r i e r  c r o s s t a l k  f o r  a  r e a l  c o n e - b e a m  t o m o g r a p h i c  s y s t e m .  L e t  T  =  { x , y , z )  
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and define the discreti2ation in terms of cubic voxels of volume V = AJJ, with the voxel 

( ^ )  = ( ^ )  ( ^ )  ( ^ )  

centered at r; = {XI,YI,ZI). The 3D vox function allows us to approximate the elements of H by 

the integral 

HMI ~ ^3 ̂  ^ 

and approximate (6.6) numerically with the sum 

=  ( 6 1 1 )  
1=1 

To be precise, this sum is interpreted as a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) approximation to a 

blurred version of '5mk- Only to the extent that hm (r) is constant within the voxel is (6.11) a DFT 

of (6.6). As a DFT, is a periodic function of k, satisfying 

=  ( 6 I 2 I  

with 

Pk, =Pk + '^i (6.13) 

for t an ordered triplet of integers and u the folding frequency. 

Thus we are limited to computing crosstalk for a finite set of wavevectors p^. The spacing of points 

on the Fourier lattice along an axis is equal to ^, where w is the width along the corresponding 

axis of the object support. 

Samples of from a pair of H matrices are displayed in Figure (6.1). The wavevectors 
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for both frequencies shown are oriented perpendicular to the pinhole rings, but are not of exactly 

the same magnitude because the object support was not the same for both matrices. Naturally, 

these images show much more distortion than what we have seen in Chapter 5 for the discrete 

cone-beam transform. The reasons for this run the gamut from detector and other hardware 

imperfections, random counts, variable magnifications, and photon scatter. But there are substantial 

geometry-based differences between the two outputs as well. Consider coordinate axes with the 

2-axis parallel to the symmetry axis of the collimator, so that the x-y plane lies parallel to the rings 

of pinholes. In Figure (6.1a), the imager assumed its basic intended configuration, with the alloy 

shell of radius 17.08 cm surrounding an object space of dimensions 28 cm x 19 cm x 21 cm, and 

an average camera-to-pinhole length of about 6 cm, numbers that produce a nominal projection 

magnification of 

^mag = Qg ~ 0.35. (6.15) 

The voxel width was A/f = 0.5 cm, pinning the folding frequency at 1.0 cm~S and 24 pinholes, 

one per camera, were used. The pinhole diameter was 0.1 cm. 

The output of Figure (6.1b) was produced with a geometry that traded field-of-view for 

magnification in order to take images of a mouse. A smaller voxel, with A/f of 0.2 cm, filled an 

object support of dimensions 7.0 cm x 7.0 cm x 5.0 cm. A collimating cylindrical lead shell of 

radius 8.8 cm produced an average magnification of 

^mag ~ Y4~2 (6.16) 

The pinhole diameter was 0.15 cm. 

The advantage of higher magnification is apparent through a comparison of some diagonal 
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crosstalk elements for these two geometries. Figures (6.2a) and (6.2b) display 0^ for along 

the X- and y-axes, respectively, and Figure (6.2c) plots them for along the z-axis. All the values 

have been normalized so that for the dc frequency is 1. The increase in magnification acts to 

boost the range of frequencies that the cameras can resoive. 

Comparisons of off-diagonal crosstalk also show great disparity. The bar graphs of Figure (6.3) 

each contain elements for wavevectors and along a coordinate axis. The graphs on the 

left-hand side are from the H matrix for the standard FASTSPECT configuration. The wavevectors 

Pk, which pinpoint the value of on each bar graph, were approximately (0.7,0,0) cm~^ for 

Figures (6.3a) and (6.3b), (0,0.85,0) cm~^ in Figures (6.3c) and (6.3d), and (0,0,0.8) cm~^ in 

Figures (6.3e) and (6.3f). The crosstalk between frequencies for the standard configuration is so 

great that the diagonal element in each of the plots is dwarfed by some of the comparison, 

the other system demonstrates good resolution of the diagonal values in each of the graphs. 

Together with the results of Chapter 5 and those of upcoming sections, the empirical crosstalk 

computation illustrates some of the differences between real and simulated tomography. Of 

course, the true purpose of Fourier crosstalk is for system design, and this approach with the DFT 

approximation (6.11) has been used by Wilson et al. (1995) with simulated H matrices in order to 

test the benefits of high-resolution detectors for FASTSPECT application. 

63 Aspects of the Detector Sensitivity Function 

The detector sensitivity function hm has units of photons per unit volume per unit time. 

assume time-independent activity and consider basic deterministic characteristics for describing 

the passage of radiation through the system. Those of present concern are factors for pinhole 

transmission, radiometry, and detector blur. 
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Fig. 6.1 Empirical Fourier basis projection data. The wavevector is parallel to the z-axis. a) 
From the standard FASTSPECT geometry, featuring a magnification of tmag 0.35; b) from a 
FASTSPECT configuration featuring a reduced object space. The magnification was imag ~ 0.62. 
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Fig. 6.2 A comparison of diagonal crosstalk elements for two configurations of the FASTSPECT 
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values of 1/3^1^1 for along the z-axis. 
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6.3.1 A local coordincae system 

The coordinates introduced in section (5.3) for the discrete cone-beam transform remain 

suitable here, albeit with some differences in interpretation. Take to be the center point of the 

pinhole; remains a point on a camera, although it is now considered a continuous variable. 

Consequently, the coordinate unit vectors are 

ajitd) = bj (ra) X Cj (rd). (6.19) 

(As was the case in Chapter 5, parallel rj and mandate an additional provision for specifying 

aj (rd) and hj (ra). The form this takes is somewhat arbitrary, and the detail is not relevant to our 

development.) The functional notation for these vectors is intended to emphasize their local nature. 

Since rj will be fixed throughout this treatment, we forego the subscript. The reader should keep 

in mind that many quantities to follow will have implicit dependence on TJ. 

Symmetries from the spherical object support and circularly symmetric pinholes figure heavily 

in our modeling. To take full advantage of these, we translate the origin from the sphere center to 

Trf. A point in object space in these coordinates, denoted by r = (a, 6, c), is 

r = r — trf. (6.20) 

For specifying wavevectors = (ki ,  Ara, kz)  of the Fourier basis functions, we continue to use 

the "lab" coordinates cited in the above section on FASTSPECT. so that the fca-axis is parallel to 

the axis of symmetry for the pinhole shell. 
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6.3.2 Pinhole transmission 

An pinhole transmission function A (p) characterizes the attenuation of radiation through an 

pinhole. An ideal pinhole permits unattenuated transmission across the span of the opening while 

completely blocking all transmission striking the surrounding collimator. With a circular pinhole 

of radius Aph and the assumption that the septal area is adequately described locally as planar, the 

ideal pinhole is the 2D cylinder function 

Truncated Gaussian or exponential functions, with tails extending beyond the pinhole diameter, 

can be employed to model septal penetration. 

The argument p of >1 is a 2D vector, and we require a weighting function based on A that takes 

r as an argument. Thus we must establish a vector-valued projection w : from r to p in 

order to acquire the pinhole transmission weighting function Wp^ (r), with values defined by 

when p = w (f). V/e have included a dependence on the detector point in (6.22) because w will 

depend on r^. 

Let the pinhole vector p be measured in a coordinate system on the pinhole plane defined by 

the pinhole normal fij. Normal Hj is positioned with azimuthal angle dj measured from the a-axis 

and <f)j the angle formed with the c-axis. In terms of our coordinate system for r. 

1, l|p|l<Aph 

0, otherwise. 
(6.21) 

(r; td)  = A (p) (6.22) 

(6.23) 
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A choice for ttie unit vectors defining the pinhole plane coordinate axes are 

cos 6j cos q>j 
Pj. = I sin6jcos0j 1 (6.24) 

— sin 

and 

— sin 6 J 
Py = I cosQj j . (6-25) 

To proceed, we find the point r' where the line between r and Vd intersects the pinhole plane. An 

intermediate step computes from r' a point r" that is perpendicular to fij ; the projection of r" onto 

the plane defined by px and py gives us p. Employing an unknown scalar t to be determined, we 

write 

with 

r' = r" + {Vj - rj). (6.27) 

Combining (6.26) and (6.27) with the identity r" • fij = 0, we find that 

f = Z ||?11, (6.28) 
r n j  

and we use this along with (6.26) in (6.27) to solve for r" in terms of r. getting 

r" = 3 '•j • "if _ (r. - r<i). (6.29) 
r • Hj 

All that remains is to compute p = Pr", with 

p _ f  cos6jCos(t>j  smdjCos4)j  — sin( l ) j  \ (6 30) 
~ ^ — s in^j  cos&j 0  )  

the projection matrix into the pi-py coordinates. Some lengthy but uncomplicated algebra and 
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trigonometry produces the factorization 

p = u; (r; td) AUMer, (6.31) 

with the scaling function 

\\RJ - rail ..32^ 
^ (acos9j+bsmBj) taxi( t>j+c '  

and matrices 

( cc,e, sm«, 0\ 
y — sin^j cos6j 0 J 

and 

^  Y '  ° )  •  »  

Therefore, the pinhole transmission weighting function is 

W^ph (r; Td) =A[UJ (r; r^) M^Mg^ . (6.35) 

6.3. J Radiometry 

A radiometry factor W^d models the inverse relation between the distance fi-om a photon 

emission to the detector and the probability that the photon will hit the detector element from that 

distance. ^ develop a weighting factor for this by considering an isotropic emitter, for which a 

photon emission through any differential solid angle element dfl is equally probable. The mean 

fraction of photons that pass through dil is rffi/ (47r). and as the relation between dQ and a 

differential surface element dA on a sphere of radius r is 

dn = ^, (6.36) 
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the mean fraction of photons that strike within dA is 

dA 
PAdA = (6.37) 

with PA the probability density describing emission onto dA.  However, (6.37) as it stands is 

applicable to a detector for a digital system only if the photon strikes the detector at a normal angle. 

Otherwise, a correction factor for the surface element is required to account for a diminished solid 

angle. In our tomographic system coordinates, let dtd be an differential detector area element 

containing the point and having normal vector n (r^). The distance from emission point r to 

dra is ||r||. A photon has an angle of incidence tl) determined from the relation 

COST/; = (6.38) 
Ikll 

and the fraction of photons emitted from the body at point r that are detected on drd is 

Wrad (r; rj) DVD = 
47r||r|| 

With the substitution of (6.38) for the cosine in (6.39), our radiometry factor in the detector 

sensitivity is 

M^rad(r;ri) = ^%^. (6.40) 
47r|lr|| 

6.3.4 Detector characteristics 

The weighting factors (6.35) and (6.40) let us write a detector photon density for as the 

integral 

E k  { T d )  =  VV^rad (f; rd) Wph (f;  T d )  (r) dr. (6.41) 

The units of Eu, are photons per unit detector area per unit time. How effective a system is at 
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recording these photons depends on the characteristics of its detectors. consider simple factors 

to define detector blur and finite detector resolution. Blur stems from the impossibility of exactly 

specifying locations of the photon-detector interactions. Interactions that properly should be 

recorded at will, with some probability, be attributed at r^. ^ represent this in our model 

as a convolution of E\i with a blur function B (r^) over the entire surface V of the camera. A 

perfect detector is modeled with a 2D 5-function, while realistic models can involve Gaussian and 

exponential functions. 

Finite detector resolution simply refers to the binning of photons within a finite camera pixel. 

This requires an integration over a detector support function, and we let Dm denote this function 

for the m'*' pixel. With this and the blur included in our model, the number of photons recorded by 

the m'*' detector per unit time from is 

^mk =[ f Dm (rd) B (rj; r^) Eu (r'̂ ) dr'^drd- (6.42) 
Jv Jv 

6.4 Computational Methods for Fourier Crosstalk 

Ws now turn our attention to methods of computing ^'mk for 'deal circular pinholes and planar 

cameras with finite, non-blurring detectors, for which 

^ I^D; R'D) = 6 {VD- R'D) . (6.43) 

With the substitution of (6.41) for in (6.42), the detector output is written in full as 

'J'mk = 1- /"  [  D (rd)  A [u (r; r^) $k (?) " 
^T^JvJs i|r|r 

where we have used n (rd) = n for planar cameras. Some difficulties we face are immediately 

apparent, not the least of which is that (6.44) is 5D. Add the typically large dimensions for m and 
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k, and the job of computing Fourier crosstalk becomes significant. For a first step, we use Monte 

Carlo integration to generate samples of the data and crosstalk. This will prove too cumbersome 

for large-scale crosstalk computations, but is invaluable as a comparison tool for other efforts. 

6.4.1 Monte Carlo integration 

To evaluate the integral 

over an nD volume V using Monte Carlo integration, one picks N points ri,..., tat, distributed 

according to a probability law pr> and forms the approximation 

(6.45) 

(6.46) 
i=l 

where 

(6.47) 

The expected accuracy of this approximation improves as \ /N.  To see that this is so, let be the 

expected value of sampling fr (r) based on pr- That is. 

(6.48) 

Take 

(6.49) 

to be the variance, where the brackets denote averaging over pr. The variance of / is 

(6.50) 
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where the mean of I is 

(6.51) 

Replacing I with (6.46) in (6.50), we have 

(6.52) 

This form is simplified by expanding the square. Under the assumption that the samples /r (r, ) are 

independent. 

Monte Carlo is well suited for the odd integration volumes encountered with (6.44), and its 

implementation is always possible. The general procedure is to sample over a standard volume V 

on which pr can be defined, and then check to see if the sample lies within the actual integration 

volume V. The price of this flexibility is usually a steep ineflFiciency, increasingly so in higher 

dimensions. Substantial improvement in the efficiency of the algorithm can be realized by utilizing 

knowledge of the topography of the integrand to sample at the significant regions, a process called 

importance sampling (Dahlquist and Bjorck, 1974). Another improvement technique involves 

analytic reduction of the integral's dimension. Random sampling might then be discarded in favor 

of a more standardized algorithm applied to the reduced integral (Press et al., 1991). 

The difficulty for us is the large number of samples required for integrating high-frequency 

(6.53) 

The standard deviation of I  is the square root of (6.53), which decreases as \ fN.  An estimate of 

(6.53) is the sample variance. 

(6.54) 
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and devising efficient means of picking sample points is crucial for Monte Carlo integration 

to succeed with (6.44). Choosing 5 to be V while V is the projection cone will result in most 

sample points being rejected. The alternative, for circular or elliptic pinholes at least, is to sample 

in the cone, and then determine whether the point lies in S. This is the concept of reduced 

variance, whereby a trimming of the volume V leads to fewer wasted samples and a smaller 

variance cr^ . manage this reduction by transforming the uniform probability law describing 

selection of random points in a cube to a law governing the selection of random points in a conical 

volume, a method discussed in Frieden (1991) that enables us to apply a uniform random number 

generator to the selection of Monte Carlo random samples. The process entails a change fi-om 

rectangular coordinates (a, 6, c) to cylindrical coordinates (r, 9, z), and the probability law satisfies 

the equation 

cone fhistum of unit height, with radius 1 at the thin end and tq at the other. The cone volume is 

where j J j | indicates the Jacobian of the transformation. Assume a truncated right-circular 

cone (6.56) 

The uniform density function for points (a, b, c) within this cone is 

cone 
(6.57) 

Applying the cylindrical coordinate transformation 

r V^a2 + 62, (6.58) 

e (6.59) 
a 
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z — c, (6.60) 

with Jacobian r, we have the transformed probability density 

PC (r,«. -) = re<:t(. - .5) rect (^) cyl { + ' <« «•' 

The marginal density for z is found by integrating over the other 2 variables: 

J
rl+z{ro—l)  r2ir  

/  Pc^\{r ,9 ,z)rd9dr (6.62) 
0 JQ 

^ [l + z(ro — 1)]^ rect(^ — .5). (6.63) 

(6.64) 

^'cone 

Likewise, the marginal densit>' for 9 is found by integrating over r and z. Thus, 

nH-z(r„-l) 
Pcyi {r^B.z)  rdrdz 

For r, we require a conditional density since the possible values it takes depends on z. Thus we fix 

2 and calculate the probability density 

r 
PR\Z{AZ) = —r ; 77[2 / PCI,\{R,9,Z)D9 

7rl4-2(ro-l) Jo ,r[l+^(r„-l)p;„ 

[1 + z(ro -  1)] 

for r on a circular cross-section of the cone. The cross-section area tt [1 -I- z(ro — 1)]^ enters the 

equation as a normalization factor. 

The acquisition of a Monte Carlo sample point proceeds by producing 3 random numbers 

fli, i22, and on the interval [0,1], and solving the equations 

R\ = [  pziz)dz .  (6.68) 
Jo 

R2 = [ P/i|2 (r|z) dr. (6.69) 
Jo 
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rO' 

Rs = / Pe{0)dB, (6.70) 
Jo 

for 2!, r', and &, respectively. get 

ro - 1 

r' = [l + z'(ro-l)] \/^, (6.72) 

& = 27rH3. (6.73) 

In terms of our computation, what remains to determining a sample point rj is a scaling of the 

coordinates according to the dimensions of the simulation. Then comes the check to see if the 

point lies within the object support sphere 5; if so, the integrand of (6.44) is evaluated at that point 

and the result added to our approximation of ^'mk-

6.4.2 Monte Carlo results 

compute samples of diagonal crosstalk for a system with a circular pinhole, utilizing both 

point and ideal finite detectors. The pinhole corresponds to the cylinder transmission function 

(6.21). For point sampling, the 2D (5-function 

Dm (rd) = 6{ T d -  Tm) (6.74) 

characterizes the detector in (6.44), and we integrate 

u!  (r; rj) M^Mgr] , n • rdr 

2Aph 

to get the Fourier basis projection data. For finite detector pixels of width A^, define the 2D square 

pixel function 

Dm (r^) = Pix = rect rect • (6.76) 
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where = {xd, yd) and rm = i^m-, Vm) • Substitution of this into (6.44) gives 

This double integration is performed by factoring the number of samples N into two smaller 

integers, Ns and Nu- The integer N-D determines the subsampling within a detector pixel, and Ns 

is the number of projection cone sample points to take for each of the subsamples. Using a larger 

value than necessaiy for N-p is inefficient because there is a computational overhead in shifting 

our coordinate axes. Usually, subsampling on a regular grid is a better approach for integration 

volumes that have simple shapes, since one can often fall back on a Nyquist condition calculation 

for guidance. 

Examples of the real part of the computed using a range of N and several combinations of 

Aph and Ad are shown in Figure (6.4) for with = (0,0,0.25) cm~S and Figure (6.5) for 

with = (0.75,0.75,0.75) cm~^. Each set of 4 projections corresponds to fixed Aph and A^, and 

within each set, projections were computed using N = 50, 200, 800, and 3200. These are ordered 

from left to right and top to bottom, as can easily be seen by the convergence trend displayed by the 

projections in Figure (6.4). Images (a) in both figures represent computed from Eqn. (6.75) 

for Aph = 0.01 cm and A^ = 0.2 cm. Images (b) use the same parameters in Eqn. (6.77). For (c), 

(6.75) was used with Aph = 0.2 cm and Ad = 0.2 cm, while (d) took the same parameters in Eqn. 

(6.77). For the double integrations, warnings of inefficiency notwithstanding, we took N-jy = N. 

What these results show is that the low-frequency projections are little affected by the system 

changes. There are only slight differences in the projections of Figure (6.4), primarily caused by 

moving to a wider pinhole and most discernible for the lower values of N. For the higher-frequency 

projections of Figure (6.5), the switch to a wider pinhole is marked by a total degradation of the 

w (r; Td) M^Mqt 

2A ph 
$k(r) 

n • vdxdid 
(6.77) 
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planewave image for low values of N, even for the basis function's critical detectors - those that 

measure the highest output. In contrast, the addition of finite detector pixels lend only a slight 

blurring in comparison to the point-detector projections. 

The consequences of using too few Monte Carlo samples in computing 'J'mk's investigated 

with plots of estimated diagonal crosstalk as a function of N. Frequencies with wavevectors 

along the axes of the Fourier lattice were considered. For Figure (6.6), the radius was Aph = 0.05 

cm, and point detectors were used, with Ad = 0-2 cm. Figure (6.7) used the same detector spacing, 

but with Aph = 0.4 cm. The range of N was from 50 to 3200, stepped by a factor of 4. These plots, 

shown on a semilog scale in order to highlight the differences at high fi^quencies, suggest that the 

are monotonically decreasing with increasing N. In fact, the diagonals are only asymptotically 

unbiased. The expected value of a diagonal element is 

M 

(3kk)=/?kk + 2 5;'^L (6-78) 
m=l 

where cr^ is the variance in the Monte Carlo estimate of ^'mk- This variance has the form of 

(6.53), and so goes to 0 only as N goes to infinity. The statistics underlying Eqn. (6.78) are 

derived in Appendix A. 

Vfe will retum to the question of convergence of the Monte Carlo estimates when we conduct 

simulations based on analytic approximations of the crosstalk integrals, but we now look at the 

diagonal crosstalk as a function of pinhole radius and detector pixels dimension, again using the 

frequencies along the lattice axes. For Figure (6.8), the pinhole radius has been varied from 0.01 

cm to 0.4 cm for a system geometiy featuring point detectors spaced 0.2 cm apart. The number 

N of Monte Carlo sample points was N = 800 for Apj, < 0.2 cm, 12800 for Aph = 0.3 cm, and 

51200 for Aph = 0.4 cm. What we see from this plot is that the diagonals for parallel to the 



Fig. 6.4 Results of applying Monte Carlo integration to calculate ^mk- The wavevector for the 
basis function is = (0,0,0.25) cm~^. Four systems were tested: a) pinhole of radius 0.01 cm 
with point detector samples at increments of 0.2 cm; b) same dimensions as (a), but with detector 
pixels; c) pinhole of radius 0.2 cm with point detector samples at increments of 0.2 cm; d) same 
dimensions as (c), but with detector pixels. The integration for each system was conducted 4 times, 
for 50, 200, 800, and 3200 sample points. These are arrayed from left to right and top to bottom 
within each of the four images. 



C) 

Fig. 6.5 Results of applying Monte Carlo integration to calculate ^mk- The details are the same as 
in Figure (6.4), except that = (0.75,0.75,0.75) cm~^ 
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Fig. 6.6 The asymptotic behavior of Monte Carlo-calculated crosstalk. Shown are diagonal 
crosstalk values computed using Monte Carlo integration for 50,200, 800, and 3200 sample points. 
The pinhole radius was 0.05 cm and point detectors, with a spacing of 0.2 cm, were used, a) on 
the fci-axis; b) on the A:2-axis; c) on the fca-axis. 
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Fig. 6.7 The asymptotic behavior of Monte Carlo-calculated crosstalk. The details are the same as 
in Figure (6.6), except that the pinhole radius was 0.4 cm. 
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fcs-axis suflFer the most from the wider pinholes, although never to the extent that resolution along 

this lattice axis becomes worse than along the others. 

Crosstalk as a function of the detector pixel size is presented in Figure (6.9). The dimensions 

of a camera pixel array varied from 15 x 15 to 51 x 51, corresponding approximately to values of 

Ad ranging from 0,7 cm to 0.2 cm in steps of 0.1 cm. The pinhole radius used was 0.05 cm, and 

the Monte Carlo sampling parameters were N-p = 20 and Ns = 100. Once again, the frequencies 

along the fca-axis are affected the most. Overall, as we might have expected from the projection 

images, the pixel dimension has a smaller effect than the pinhole radius. 

6.4.3 Analytic reduction 

A significant cut in computational expense is realized by reducing the integration dimensions. 

The new integral may then have a more conventional quadrature method applied. By dint of a few 

basic approximations about the integration region, (6.41) is reducible to a ID integral. A thin-cone 

assumption that VVpj, (r; rj) goes to 0 quickly for object points away from the c-axis is reasonable 

if the pinhole radius satisfies 

^ph l|rj - Tdll, (6.79) 

in which case the contribution to the integral is chiefly from points of moduli |(r|| ss c. Defining 

the ratio 

we say that if ((rj) « 0, the following assumptions are valid: 

• The boundaries of the object support perpendicular to the c-axis can be taken to be infinite. 
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Fig. 6.8 The effect of pinhole radius on diagonal crosstalic values. The pinhole radius ranged from 
0.01 cm to 0.4 cm, and point detectors, with a spacing of 0.2 cm. were used. The wavevector is 
located a) on the fci-axis; b) on the A:2-axis; c) on the fcs-axis. 
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Fig. 6.9 The effect of detector pixel size on diagonal crosstalk values. The detector array dimen
sions listed in the text correspond roughly to pixel widths Ad = 0.2 cm to 0.7 cm, in increments 
of 0.1 cm. A pinhole radius of 0.05 cm was used throughout, a) on the fci-axis; b) on the 
A:2-axis; c) on the fca-axis. 
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• Since r % cc (r^), the radiometry weighting function is 

M^rad(r;rd)«5^^. (6.81) 

• With an additional assumption that the angle defining the pinhole plane orientation relative 
to the c-axis is not extreme, so that tan 0^ is not too large, we have 

(a cos 9 j  -r bsin 9 j )  tan <(>j <?C c. (6.82) 

Then the scaling function (6.32) can be approximated as 

a;(r:rd)«^ lkj-rd||_ ^^ 33  ̂
c 

The error from this thin-cone assumption is appreciable only for cones that graze the sphere, 

but such cones contribute very little to the crosstalk calculation. 

A second assumption we make is illustrated in Figure (6.10), a flat-boundary approximation 

whereby the integration volume in object space is considered truncated by planes of constant 

c positioned at the points where the object support boundary dS and the c-axis intersect. Errors 

occur when the c-axis is tangential to dS or fails to intersect, for then the integration volume is 

incorrectly assumed to be 0, but also when the flat boundary planes are parallel with the contours 

of in which case concentrated positive or negative regions may be omitted from (6.41). 

The limits of integration ZQ and ZI are determined by the positioning of the flat boundaries. To 

figure them, let 

q(rd) = P^^S(r,) (6.84) 
iFj - Tdll 

be the perpendicular fi-om the sphere center to the c-axis. Then 

zq = L — a and 21 = L -t- a, (6.85) 
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Fig. 6.10 The flat-boundary approximation. Shown is a plane of the projection cone containing the 
c-axis. The integration volume boundaries are approximated as planes and positioned by the points 
of intersection between the axis and sphere. 

where 

L=^ / \ \ rd^ - \ \ c l i r a ) f  (6 .86 )  

and 

a = \/R2-||q(rd)f. (6.87) 

These limits are, of course, functions of r^. 

The intersection volume is now completely sf)ecified. Collecting our assumptions and Eqn. 
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(6.3) for the basis function $k. we write the integral (6.41) as 

(rd) = Ck (rd) r r r A 
Jzo J—ooJ—oa L ^  

g27rtp^-f 
dadbdc. (6.88) 

where 

C'k (r<i) = 
n • c (rd) 

47r 
(6.89) 

The factorization (6.31) suggests a usefiil change of variables. Let 

sec (f)j 0 0 
^  =  Mbt  =1  0  10  

0 0 1 

cos Oj sin 9j 0 
— sin^j cosQj 0 | r. 

0 0 1 
(6.90) 

The effect of this change is a rotation about the c-axis combined with an elongation of the 

a-axis, the purpose of which is to create a circular cross-section for the projection cone. With 

T" = XX (rd)  + yy (ra)  + zz  (r^) ,  

r Z i  r O O  r o o  

^k(rd)  =KCk(rd)  /  /  /  A 
JZq J  —OQ J  —OO 

r,- - TD\ 
(a:, 2/) -dxdydz,  (6.91) 

where the inverse of MB is 

cos^j — sin^j 0 \ / cos (pj 0 0 
= { sin^j cos Oj 0 ) ( 0 10 

0  0  1 / V O  0 1  
(6.92) 

and the parameter K = cos accounts for the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation. The term 

Cic (rd) is not altered by the change of variables because z and c are parallel. 

In cylindrical coordinates. 

2I OO ATT 

-£̂ K (RD) = KCIC (TD) J J J 

The scalar product 

2o 0 0 

kj - Trfll r 
z 

-rdOdrdz. (6.93) 



P]^-MG T =  r { [ p j j  • x ( r d ) c o s 0 j •  y ( r d ) s i n 0 j ]  K c o s ^  

4- [pk • X {td)  sin dj  + Pyc-9 (r<i) cos 9j]  sin 0} 

+2Pk-z(r<i) 

of (6.93) is simplified with the trigonometric identity 

u cos d + V sin 9 = yv? v"^ cos {6 — 9q) 

which allows us to write 

Pk • Mg ^ r = r^k (rj) cos { 9  -  9 o )  z p ^  z  (r^),  

with 

and 

^o=< 

rn<;~I / fPi.-x(r.i)cosg,+Pi,-y(rrf)sing,|>ccosg \ [Pk ' * sin 9J-f-
I 'ic(r,i) J ' Pk • y cos^j] sin0 > 0, 

TT + COS-1 { [^K-x(r.)case,H-p,^.y.)sinfl,|«cc6g | ^ otherwise. 

Therefore, 

zi oo 27r 

£:k(rd) = «Ck(r<i) 
- Td r g2mip^z(rj)g27riWfc(rj)cos(0-fla) 

(6.94) 

(6.95) 

(6.96) 

/k(r<i) = |«:^[Pk •x(rd) COS (?_,• +Pk •y(rd) sin (6.97) 

+ [Pk • X (rd) sin 9J + pk • y (r^) cos ' 

(6.98) 

rd9drdz. (6.99) 

20 0 0 

For the integration over 9, we use the definition (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980) 

2TT 

Jo (27r^r) = J E2;n^rcos{i?-^O)^^ (6.100) 

of the zeroth-order Bessel function JQ. For integrating over r, we define the zeroth-order Hankel 
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(6.101) 

transform of a circularly symmetric function / (r) as (Gaskill, 1978) 

00 

Ho {/} iO J f (^) -^0 (27r^r) rdr. 

0 

An easy change of variables shows that the Hankel transform of the scaled function / (7) is 

r-Ho {/} (r^). Incorporating these integral definitions in (6.99) with r = and^ = /k (rdj, 

we have 

27r||rj -TdlP . Ik j  -Td l l .  
g27ri2p^.2(r^)^^ (6.102) 

6.-/.-/ ^/7 example: ideal pinholes 

For an ideal pinhole, the pinhole transmission function is the 2D cylinder function [Eqn. (6.21)] 

A (p) = cyl 
2A, ph 

with a Hankel transform of (Gaskill, 1978) 

HoM} (6 = (27rAphO-

Ji being the first-order Bessel function. Therefore, 

(rd) 

J l f j  -Td l l .  

with c," (rj) given by (6.80), and 

kC (r</) Ck (RA) 7 - ^2^RZP^.Z(RA)DZ 
EU{TA) = J JI [2TTZC ITD) IK (r<i)l 

(6.103) 

(6.104) 

(6.105) 

(6.106) 
27rZk (r<i) 

Our first step is a check on our result by comparison to the Monte Carlo integration. For point 
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sampling, 

'I. ('".)! (6.107, 

2o 

and Figure (6.11) shows samples of the real part of for with = (0' 0' 0.25) cm~^ 

and for $k with = (0.75,0.75,0.75) cm~^. The pinhole radius Aph was 0.01 cm for Figures 

(6.11a) and (6.11c), and 0.2 cm in Figures (6.11b) and (6.lid), while the detector spacing was 

held at 0.2 cm throughout. The effect of the wider pinhole is apparent between (c) and (d) in the 

filtering of the moire patterns. 

This is the same pair of basis functions projected in Figures (6.4) and (6.5), but perhaps 

the more intriguing comparison is to Figure (6.12), which displays the real part of a cone-beam 

projection for the high-fi-equency fiinction that was generated with 10® Monte Carlo samples and 

using Aph = 0.2 cm with a point-detector spacing of 0.2 cm. The critical detectors for this and 

Figure (6. lid) agree, but the dark regions at either end of the Monte Carlo projection are missing 

from the analytic projection. That the long, narrow one is missing is not surprising: given our flat 

boundary approximation, accuracy at the projection boundaries suffer. That may also explain the 

other's absence as well, if the flat boundary tnmcates the polar region of ^•k. 

A more complete result compares diagonal crosstalk values from the analytic form to some of 

the Monte Carlo numbers seen earlier. Figure (6.13) shows this for two simulation geometries 

using a point-detector spacing of 0.2 cm, one with Aph = 0.05 cm and the other, Aph = 0.4 cm. 

A semilog scale is used for clarity, and once again, we have taken the fi-equencies along the lattice 

axes for the comparison. At the smaller pinhole radius, the Monte Carlo calculation with N = 800 

is a good fit to the analytic points. For the wider pinhole, Monte Carlo with N = 51800 is off 

somewhat at the higher frequencies, although the log scale exaggerates this. This disagreement 
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is most likely due to undersampling for Monte Carlo, given the good agreement at the lower 

frequencies and for the narrower pinhole. 

The relative efficiency of our analytic form opens up more of the crosstalk matrix to exploration. 

Figure (6.14) presents Gerschgorin plots computed for a Fourier lattice of dimensions 15 x 15 x 15, 

with elements defined by Eqn. (5.66), for 9 different geometries. The systems tested use all the 

possible combinations of Aph 6 {0.05 cm, 0.2 cm, 0.4 cm} and Nd € {15, 21, 35}, where 

Nd X iV(i are the detector grid dimensions. These dimensions corresponding roughly to spacings 

Ad = 0.7 cm, 0.5 cm, and 0.3 cm. Each plot is represented as a set of 15 planes, numbered from 

ks = —7 to 7 from left to right, and within each plane, the axes are arranged with positive ki to 

the right and positive k2 to the top. The top 3 Gerschgorin plots are for Nd = 35, ordered from 

narrowest to widest pinhole, followed by the plots for Nd = 21. 

A principal feature of Figure (6.14) is the crosstalk reduction that occurs for some with 

increased pinhole radius. This is most evident in comparing the bottom 3 Gerschgorin plots, where 

the dark regions near the center of each plane show a substantial widening with Aph, thus ascribing 

a low-pass filter property to the pinhole. The process is explored in a bit more detail in the sets of 

3D maps of crosstalk matrix rows in Figures (6.15)-(6.17), each of which shows how a particular 

matrix row varies for our 9 systems. The systems are represented in the same order as in Figure 

(6.14) and the arrangement of the 3D Fourier lattice matches that of the Gerschgorin plots. All the 

elements have been normalized so that 1 for ®^ch simulation. 

In Figure (6.15), the 9 tallest spikes correspond to with = (—0.25,0,0) cm~^. We 

see that for Nd = 15 or 21, the 0.4 cm pinhole can perform better at reducing crosstalk between 

and the distant frequencies than narrower pinholes. This is also apparent in Figure (6.16) for 

Pk = (0,0.25,0) cm~^ and in Figure (6.17) forpk = (0^0' —0.25) cm~^ It is clear, however, that 



Fig. 6.11 Examples of analytically computed The two basis functions are the same as those 
used in Figures (6.4) and (6.5). a) and c) pinhole radius 0.01 cm; b) and d) pinhole radius 0.2 cm. 
Point detector samples, with a spacing of 0.2 cm, were used throughout. 



Fig. 6.12 Monte Carlo output using 100,000 points. Save for the much laiger number of 
Monte Carlo samples, the integration details are the same as for Figure (6.5c). Compare this result 
to Figure (6.lid). 
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Fig. 6.13 A comparison of diagonal crosstalk calculations, a) on the x-axis; b) p^ on the y-axis; 
c) Pk on the r-axis. 
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Fig. 6.14 Gerschgorin plots for physical cone-beam tomography. Each row corresponds to a system 
using a different combination of pinhole radius and detector grid dimension. The top 3 rows are for 
systems using a detector grid of 35 x 35. The difference is the pinhole radius used, from 0.05 cm 
for the top row, 0.2 cm for the second row, and 0.4 cm for the third row. For rows 4 through 6. the 
systems use detector dimensions of 21 x 21, and for the last 3 rows the dimensions are 15 x 15. 

increasing Aph produces a significant and undesirable nonuniformity in the Gerschgorin plots, as 

the edges indicate frequencies whose resolution suffers for the increase. Also, crosstalk between 

neighboring frequencies increases with the wider pinholes. 

The Gerschgorin plots also indicate that reductions in the grid dimension for fixed Aph create 

more gradual and uniform degradations. Simulations with detector pixels in place of point detectors 

require the integration 

T f • C(rd)C'k(rd) ,, , . 
= I ^ , 

(6.108) 

with the 2D fiinction pix (•) defined by Eqn. (6.76). Attempts at subsampling within the pixel 
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at high enough rates to prevent aliasing artifacts have proven unsatisfactory. 

6.4.5 A line-integral expression 

A line integral expression for 'Pnik was calculated in Chapter 5 [Eqn. (5.109)] as part of our 

crosstalk analysis of the discrete cone-beam transform, a result we verify by a limiting process. 

This process entails normalizing (6.107) by an average cross-sectional area of the projection cone 

and then finding the limit of this quotient as the pinhole radius goes to 0. To get the normalization, 

we calculate ^rnk for the dc vector p^ = Q. This yields the projection cone area 

['J'mk]k=o ~ 9'^ (^1 ~ ^0) [C (j^m)]^ [C*!! (rm)]k=o ^ (6.109) 

where we have made use of the fact that 

I—0 X 

The quantity (zi — zo) = 2a is the frustum height of the cone, and we can consider (6.109) as the 

product of this height with an average conical cross-sectional area of 

^ [C (rm)P [Ck (rm)]k=o • (6.111) 

This area provides the proper normalization of (6.107). Our ratio, using (6.89) for Ck, is 

^ g27rirp^-z(r,„)^_j 
— = W (v ^ / "̂ 1 [27r2C(r^)/k(rm)] ; • (6.112) 

[^m) 'k (Tm) J 2 

Limiting to a infinitesimal pinhole means letting —• 0, and we again apply (6.110) to write 

-I 

l im^^ = (6.113) 
C-O CTc J 

Zi} 

= 2asinc[2apk (6.114) 
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Fig. 6.15 The low-pass filtering capability of pinholes. This set of3D maps ofthe crosstalk matrix 
row for Pit = (-0.25,0,0) cm~^ shows how crosstalk between and distant frequencies can 
be reduced by using a wider pinhole. Each of the 9 rows corresponds to a system using a different 
combination of A<i and Aph, with the same row ordering as Figure (6.14). 
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Fig. 6.16 The low-pass filtering capability of pinholes. A set of 3D maps of the crosstalk matrix 
row for = (0,0.25.0) cm~^ . Each of the 9 rows corresponds to a system using a different 
combination of Ad and Aph, with the same row ordering as Figure (6.14). 
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Fig. 6.17 The low-pass filtering capability of pinholes. A set of 3D maps of the crosstalk matrix 
row for = (0,0, —0.25) cm~^ Each of the 9 rows corresponds to a system using a different 
combination of Aj and Aph, with the same row ordering as Figure (6.14). 
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Fig. 6.18 A schematic of the cone-beam coordinates. The vector q referred to in the text is the 
product qSi. 

Recognize that = q(rm) — Lz (rm) [see Figure (6.18)], so that 

P k r ^  +  L p k - z ( r m )  =  P k q ( r m ) ,  ( 6 . 1 1 5 )  

and we have 

lim .^2^ = 2asinc[2apjj • z(rm)] (6.116) 
C-O (Tc 

Save for minor cosmetic differences involving indices, this is Eqn. (5.109). 

6.4.6 BesselJunction asymptotics 

For large arguments of Ji, the detector photon density (6.106) is integrable using an asymptotic 
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1.0-| 

0.8-

X 

Fig. 6.19 A comparison of the first-order Bessel function Ji with the asymptotic approximation of 
Eqn. (6.117). 

expression for Ji (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965). As x oo. 

I ey n 
Ji(x) ~ \/—cos(a; —). (6.117) 

V Ttx 4 

A graphical comparison in Figure (6.19) shows that an acceptable range for application of (6.117) 

is for X > 2.5. With zq < z < require 

Some reasonable numbers based on the FASTSPECT imager are zq ^ 15 cm and C (r^) = so 

an applicable range for Zk is 

'k(r<i) > — cm~^ (6.119) 
TT 
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Substituting (6.117) into (6.106), we write 

KC{Td.)e--^ 
27rZk(r<i) 

with composite frequency variables 

y g2xi:<r, -r g2:r,z<T, 
/ 3—d.z + i »—dz 

J Zi J z^ 

= Pk • z (rd) + C (r<i)'k (rd), 

<^2 = Pk • z (r<f) - C (rj) Ik (Pd) • 

One round of integrating by parts allows us to write (6.120) as 

•Ek(rd) = 
KC(rd)e 't' 

7i"Zk (rd) 

2nizacr-. 

>/5o 

^g2jr22„o', g 27riricri 

v/^T 
!!1 1 f 
~l J 2 J 

,2iTiz(T, 

~7̂  
-dz 

g^-Kizxa> 

n/ST 

-Kia^ r e-' 

y J ~ 
2.) 

,27ri2c72 

Noting that 

^Z(V6i), s>0 

(6.120) 

(6.121) 

(6.122) 

(6.123) 

6 ./ ,^ \ 
r irt{-)sx 2 /• 2 r-

/ = -= \ dt =-=Z[_s/hs) (6.124) 
J y/X y/ S J y/ S 

(6.125) 
- I ^Z(>|7i), s<0 

with Z the complex Fresnel integral and Z its complex conjugate (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965). 

we get the expression 

= {[• ^ [Z(V^) - ̂ (v^)l] „ p,, 

+ [(^ - ̂ ) + ̂  (^ (V^) -  ̂  (V^)]]} • 

for the detector photon density. With this result, we have reduced a 3D integral to a string of 

look-up table operations, although only for a range of frequencies and points determined 

by the condition (6.118). Treating (6.106) with numerical integration avoids the bookkeeping 

hassles required of such a condition, but the accuracy depends on the validity of the assumptions 
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about the integration volume. In either case, an integration over the detector space remains. For 

computing limited portions of the crosstalk matri.x, such as the diagonals, Monte Carlo techniques 

are acceptable. 
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CHAPTER? 

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

This dissertation has detailed the theory of Fourier crosstalk and presented results of its 

application as a design evaluator for digital imaging systems. The impetus for the work came 

from the development of the FASTSPECT brain imager at the University of Arizona. Cone-beam 

tomography offers a sensitivity improvement over parallel-beam modalities that has spurred its 

development, as has an increased interest in dynamic imaging. However, the theory for cone-beam 

is sufficiently recent that little attention has yet been devoted to the sampling aspects. The data 

sufficiency conditions for the continuous cone-beam transform, although important in their own 

right, are not particularly instructive in the placement of a discrete cone-beam orbit. 

The necessary background material, centered on basics of Hilbert spaces and sampling theory, 

was presented in Chapter 2. To provide context for our applications, the tomographic transforms 

of medical imaging and their sufficient-data conditions were discussed. The topic of task-based 

performance assessment was introduced in preparation for studies on the role of sampling in image 

quality. 

Definition of Fourier crosstalk was given in Chapter 3, founded on a Fourier-series 

representation made valid for compactly supported objects through the inclusion of a support 

function. In conjunction with a linear system, this representation helps define a continuous-to-

discrete operator that exactly models the forward problem of data acquisition. How this operator 

acts on individual basis functions determines the aliasing present in the data. Aliasing between 

pairs of functions is measured by the inner product between their respective outputs, and this 

information is contained within the crosstalk matrix. 
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The position of crosstalk relative to several commonly used evaluation tools was also discussed 

in Chapter 3. It is comparable to Singular-value Decomposition in that both are concerned with an 

operator's action on a special basis, but crosstalk is more tractable computationally and is more 

meaningful in system comparisons by virtue of using the same basis for all systems. A modulation 

transfer function (MTF) is understood in terms of linear, shift-invariant analog systems, and we 

showed that with compactly supported, shift-invariant kernels, a crosstalk submatrix approaches 

diagonality in the limit of infinite sampling, with diagonal elements that ai\; proportional to 

the square of the moduli of the kernel's Fourier coefficients. Thus crosstalk can be thought of 

as a generalization of the MTF to shift-variant systems. Finally, for estimation of the Fourier 

coefficients of a bandlimited, compact object from data corrupted by certain types of Gaussian and 

Poisson noise, the Fisher information matrix is shown to be proportional to the crosstalk matrix. 

Chapter 4 offered illustrative examples of crosstalk involving ID sampling. We formulated 

the aliasing of a signal due to point sampling in terms of crosstalk, showing that a diagonal 

crosstalk submatrix is an equivalent definition of Nyquist sampling for bandlimited functions. 

In addition to considering ID Nyquist sampling in the light of the task-assessment conclusions 

of Chapter 3, a couple of estimation and detection tasks in this chapter covered new ground by 

considering sampling of low-pass signals within high-pass background as well as noise. One of 

these was an examination of the susceptibility of Fourier coefficient estimates to bias from the 

out-of-band source as a function of the magnitude of jittered sampling, in which we found that 

average susceptibility increased with the magnitude, but that jitter on the order of 0.1 times the 

average detector spacing performed about as well as homogeneous sampling. For a detection task 

conducted with a low-pass signal in white noise and high-bandpass background, it was found 

that jittered sampling was optimal for the Hotelling observer when the sampling density was 
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between the Nyquist rate for the signal and the background. The approach of task-based sampling 

assessment lends a new perspective to system design by permitting the observer to define what 

constitutes artifacts. Just as significantly, the results of this chapter also demonstrate the fallibility' 

of system design figures of merit that are not task-based. 

Applications to the 2D x-ray and cone-beam tomographic transforms were carried out in 

Chapter 5. The discrete x-ray transform approaches a unique, continuous-to-continuous operator 

in the limit of infinite sampling, a fact that led to a sampling error expression and subsequent 

definition of efficient sampling in terms of the elements of a crosstalk submatrix. A correspondence 

was shown to exist between Nyquist and efficient sampling, giving a concrete meaning to elements 

of the crosstalk matrix as quantifiers of system aliasing. Along with this conclusion, the process of 

calculating the sampling error also enabled the unusual result of a performance bound on Fourier 

coefficient estimation that was tied to characteristics of a system's detector sensitivity function. 

A Nyquist sampling geometry for the cone-beam transform has not, to our knowledge, been 

found. The approach taken by Rattey and Lindgren (1981) in deriving the 2D x-ray geometry is not 

applicable because of the arbitrary data redundancies that occur depending on the choice of orbit. 

Efficient sampling defined with crosstalk is applicable. Gerschgorin plots, devised as a means of 

locating directional sampling deficiencies, were used to illustrate the disadvantage of symmetrical 

orbit point placement. In the end, however, there is often a trade-off between such deficiencies and 

increased average performance, since the symmetrical geometries may show reduced crosstalk on 

average when compared to geometries without symmetrical orbit placements. 

A visual dimension to crosstalk analysis was added in Chapter 5 with the matched-filter and 

normalized matched-filter reconstruction algorithms. These algorithms, although not intended 

for rigorous reconstruction, are nonetheless interesting from a theoretical standpoint in light of 
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similarities with so-called "direct" reconstruction methods that employ the Central Slice theorem. 

Crosstalk was conceived as a design tool with cone-beam tomography in mind, and Chapter 6 

presented crosstalk investigations utilizing both real and simulated practical cone-beam systems. 

The discrete Fourier transform allowed an empirical study of the advantages of magnification 

afforded by cone-beam systems, linking the projection data for the Fourier basis to the measured 

response matrices that calibrate the FASTSPECT imager. In addition, this chapter features an 

elementary detector sensitivity model involving factors for radiometry, aperture, and detector 

characteristics. A consideration of methods for computing the Fourier basis projection data for 

this model began with a discussion of Monte Carlo integration. Means of improving the efficiency 

of Monte Carlo were addressed, and application of one such method - reduction of variance -

was applied to perform a small crosstalk analysis of finite apertures and detectors. More efficient 

methods involve some analytic reduction in the dimensionality of the integrals, and we found 

good agreement between one such approximation and Monte Carlo for this basic model. The 

efficiency of this approximate form allowed more rigorous testing of the relation between crosstalk 

and finite pinhole apertures, but difficulties with integrating a model for detector pixels persisted. 

Asymptotic solutions that allow integral evaluations via look-up tables would solve some problems 

with efficiency, but introduce complexity since they will only be applicable for certain ranges of 

frequencies and detectors. 

In conclusion, the steep computational requirements of crosstalk must be addressed if it is 

to function as an optimization tool for practical imaging systems. Sampling small parts such 

as the crosstalk matrix diagonals is not demanding, but exploring Fourier lattices of realistic 

dimension requires at this time a heavier investment; the larger simulations in this dissertation 

were performed on a parallel computer. With system models more complex than what were 



addressed in this dissertation, the development of more efficient algorithms for Monte Carlo would 

be necessary. One avenue to consider is more extensive use of the detector sensitivity function 

hm (r) to implement importance sampling or variance reduction. Instead of just considering 

the conical projection volume, as we did in deriving the Monte Carlo sample point coordinates 

(6.71) — (6.73), there is the possibility of applying /im as the probability law pr of (6.47). 

We have barely scratched the surface in analyzing characteristics of practical tomography. 

Besides consideration of more general apertures and detector blur functions, studies with detector 

sensitivities adjusted for attenuation and scatter could have universal appeal. Of theoretical interest 

for SPECT tomography would be an examination of geometries employing data multiplexing, 

whereby a system's sensitivity is amplified by having its detectors record photons through multiple 

apertures simultaneously. The logical extension of this work should be the conduction of observer 

studies for detection tasks associated with data taken with various detector sensitivity models in 

order to ascertain the benefits, if any, of what we consider efficient sampling. 



APPENDIX A 

STATISTICS FOR MONTE CARLO-GENERATED DIAGONAL CROSSTALK 

In Chapter 6, we approximated the complex-valued integral 

'&mk = (A.I) 

by Monte Carlo methods, forming an estimate as a precursor to calculating the diagonal 

crosstalk 

A/ 

^mk 
r7i=l 

(A.2) 

The process entails picking N sample points distributed according to a uniform probability law, 

and taking the sum 

Vrr, 

'n 
n=l 

with Vm an appropriately chosen integration volume. In this appendix, we determine the statistics 

2 
for and ;3kk-

In what follows, we dispense with the subscript k, letting 

^mk ~ "T ^J/m (A.4) 

and 

'J'mk ~ iym- (A.5) 

We make the reasonable assumption that Xm and ym-, as sums of functions of uniformly distributed 

variables, are unbiased and independent, identically distributed Gaussian random variables, with a 

variance that goes to 0 as iV —> oo, as shown by Eqn. (6.53) of Chapter 6. The joint probability 
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density for Xm and ym is thus 

^ ^ 1 -fmr <gm -ym)-' 
Px,y ^ ^ (A.6) 

To find the distribution p j  for the random variable Im = <5 mk , which is one term in (A.2). we 

first derive a distribution pjg by applying the coordinate transformation 

Tm = 2^ + 

9jn = tan~^ 
\^m J 

to {A.6). Following the transformation procedure introduced in Chapters, we have 

J I i/m P j g  — P x , y  ^  y C O S  0 7 f i ,  y  

with the determinant of the Jacobian 

y-m 
J  

Im.9n 

di,„ dx,„ 
dir., ae„. 
dy„ 
a/„. de„. 

Therefore. 

Pie {^rn^dm) = 

with Im and Gm defined by 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

(A. 10) 

(A.ll) 

r  2 , 2  Im = x^+y^, 

6m = tan '(r) \*^Tn J 

lb get pi, integrate p-^g over dm- Then 

1 y-. h 
y/ Imln 

nt 

(A. 12) 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 
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with Iq the modified, zeroth-order Bessel function. The derivation ofpj uses the integral 

1 rlir 
Iq{x) = ^ (A. 15) 

27r Jq 

To get the mean and variance of I^n, we first show that (A.14) is a noncentral chi-squared 

distribution. Consider the normalized random variable Z-m = ^ with distribution {z^ as 

determined by the transformation 

Pz ('̂ ) 
di-ir, 

dZn 
(A. 16) 

Since 

dL 

dZ, 
(A. 17) 

we have 

P z  [ \ J Z m Z m ' j  .  (A. 18) 

where Zm = The Bessel function has the series expansion (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965) 

(A. 19) 
S r ( j  +  i ) 2 2 i j r  

Substituting this into (A. 18) gives us 

P z  

3=0 

•  E f  
ZLZL 

j=o a + i)22ijr 
(A.20) 

the distribution for a noncentral chi-square variable Zm with 2 degrees of freedom and a 

noncentrality parameter Zm (Evans et al., 1993). Accordingly, the mean value of Zm is 

— Zm -r 2 (A.2i 
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and the variance is 

var = 4 (Zm + 1) (A.22) 

The mean and variance for the variable im are 

(Tm) = rm-^2ai, 

var = 4cr^ (Im + 1) 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

Since 

Im = (A.25) 

and 

Im — 'J'mk ; (A.26) 

Eqn. (A.23) and the fact that cr„i —• 0 as jV —• oo indicate that each term in the crosstalk sum 

(A.2) is asymptotically unbiased. The mean of our diagonal crosstalk estimate is 

(3kk) = (Jm^ = X] 
m=1 m= 1 

M 
= 0kk 

(A.27) 

(A.28) 

and the variance is 

var 

771=1 

M 

3kk = var 
171=1 

M 

(A.29) 

(A.30) 
m=l 

where we have used the fact that Im and Im', m ^ m'. are independent. 
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